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THIRD PARTY MOVE

Presidential Ticket Will Consist Of
LeFollette and Somebody Else.
■ '»
-----Definite plane for a third party
movement were disclosed In Washlng.ton Monday Jiy friends of Senator LaFollette of Wisconsin.
Supporters of the Wisconsin sena
tor, who Is confined to his home by
illness, said he had Indicated a willing
ness to head an “Independent” ticket
in the event the Republican conven
tion nominates President Coolidge and
adopts what he may consider to be a
reactionary
or
ultar-conservative
platform.
So far has the movement proceeded
that investigation already had been
concluded in the different states to
ascertain feasible methods for placing
a third party ticket, headed by Lafoilette, upon the ballots next November.
Those behind 'he movement are now
looking for a running mate for the
Wisconsin senator and their choice
seems to be Associate Justice Brandeis
of the United States supreme court.
The fact that Democrats are under
discussion for the second place is
pointed to as indicating the non-parti
san character of the movement- The
name of Josephus Daniels, former sec
retary of the navy, also has been urged
for second place.
Developments of the third party
movement already are discussing poli
ticians of Ihe two old parties to calcu
late its probable effect upon the fort
unes of their ticket? next November.
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No candidate has yet appeared for
the Stute Senatorial nomination on the
Republican ticket. Among the names
frtquently heard .n thiR connection are
those of Capt. John Brown of Thomas
ton, George W. Walker of Warren,
Herbert L. Grinnell of Union, Charles
C. Wood of CamJen and ex-Senator It
I- Thompson. It Is generally conceded
that the nomination will go outside of
Rockland, because so many of the
probable nominees hall from Ihat city.

♦ • • •

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
My attention has been called to an
Item in a recent issue of The CourierGazette. wherein It is stated that I am
o candidate in Ihe primaries for the
Rt publican nomination of County At
torney. Will you kindly state to the
Republican voters of this county that I
nm not a candidate for this office.
Edward K. Gould.

FULL FREEDOM
Believes All Should Have a
Chance In Free America.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Our friend from Union, who slgnR
himself “A Kian Sympathizer," seems
to be very much worried about the
Catholic control of the schools, and
because Prottstant teachers are not
hired for them. Maybe he has also
noticed that when, say, the Republi
can Party is In Control of the govern
ment. very few Democrats get govern
ment jobs. There are other denomina
tions besides Catholics who attend the
public schools, and our Protestant
Bible may be distasteful to them. too.
If, as I have been taught to believe,
all persons tn this Free America shall
have a right to their religion. It Is my
opinion that the Bible, Koran or any
other book teaching religion has no
place In the public schools.
I understand the Kian Is given much
credit for aiding the Republicans In
winning their victory in the recent
election in Rockland. How long will
It bp, before the Kian will dominate
the Republican and every other party
the polls? It is a part of their
propaganda to win candidates.
I was glad to read In your paper the
address of Right Worshipful Arthur STompkins. I believe he stated the case
very fairly. At any rate, before the
Kian starts to correct the morals of
other people, they would do well to
'clean house.” When their High Im
perial Wizard go<s into the white slave
business, and is fined $5000 (see en
close,! newspaper clipping) there must
be something "rotten In Denmark."
M. M. Brown.
Utica, N. Y.. March 17.
[The clipping alluded to by the cor
respondent relates to “former acting
imperial wizzard" Edward Young
Clarke of Atlanta, who pleaded guiltv
In a Texas court, for an act committed
l i 1921. It is the understanding that
Clarke is not now connected with tlie
Kian.—Ed.]

Waterworks officials should make
special efforts at this season of the
year to prevent contamination of water
supplies during the freshets and flood
conditions says the State Department
of Health.
Floods in water supply streoms will
soon be brought about by spring rains
and melting snow and ice.
During
these flood periods there is grave dan
ger from the contamination of these
streams.
Accumulation of filth of all
kinds and washings from animal en
closures, privy vaults and cesspools
will be carried by surface wash Into
the water supplies.
Rapid stream
flow may carry such contamination to
water supply intakes quickly and con
sequently ihe danger of contamination
is correspondingly great, especially if
the reservoirs are low or nearly empty.
In the else nf ground water supplies
unusual hydrostatic conditions may
bring about contamination of springs
cr wells unless precautions are tuken
to guard against such pollution.
It is therefore urged that water
works officials make every effort to
minimize and prevent the contamina
tion of their supplies.
Watersheds
should be carefully inspected and. If
possible, premises therein placed In
such sanitary condition as lo prevent
tl.e entrance ot infected material Into
the stre tins.
Water
purification
I .ants should be carefully Inspected
and placed in perfect condition so that
tiny may l e ready to meet the extra
burden during periods of turbid and
possibly infected water.
Should there arise any question as
to 'proper measure, for adequately
protecting the sanitary quality of any
water supply, the State Department of
Health should be notified at once In
order that it may render such assist
ance as lies within its power, either
in the matter of advice or In the instalI tlon of emergency sterilization plants.
CONVINCED SHE’S LOST

Hope No Longer Felt For 8ch. Wyom
ing.—Mystery of the Alaska.
Although the agents for the alxmasted schooner Wyoming, Chase,
Leavitt & Co.. Portland have been
waiting hopefully to hear of the ves
sel's safety, hope wna abandoned
Tuesday afttrhoon when a message
from the Coast Guard station at Nan
tucket was received.
Pieces of the stern of a vessel wltji
the name Wyoming, Bath, Me., marked
on it have been found qn the beach.
Another bit of a name plate marked
Percy & Small, builders, Bath. Me.,
1908. was picked un.
Two boats from tiie Wyoming floatel In at Nantucket and It Is believed
that the crew took to the boats and
were swamped. There is little doubt now
that Capt. Charles Gleaael, commander
of Hie schooner, anel his crew of 13
men. were lost when the vessel smash
ed up.
The report of the finding of a life
belt from u vessel named Alaska is
causing considerable wonder among
shipping men, for the only eraft bear
ing this name under American registry
Is a small two-masted schooner be
longing at Machias, Me. This craft Is
reported safe and sound on the marine
railway at Machias.

TOWN VILLAGE DRIVING CLUB

A Driving Club of 60 members has
been formed in the Twin Villages—
Damariscotta and Newcastle. The In
tention Is to hold races every Saturday
afternoon, after the track dries. The
nroeeeds will be used for the Winter
Carnival another season.
Today a
meeting nf the members will be held at
Oliver's hall to organize, choose officers
and make plans.

AMONG THE FISHERFOLK

than its ideals in its

An Auburn despatch says:
“At most of the terms of the Su
preme Judicial Court in the county
held since the close of the World War
there have been petitioners for United
States citizenship who have been de
nied citizenship on the ground that
when drafted for service In the army
during the war they claimed exemption
on the ground that they were aliens.
It was held 'by the court that if these
men did not care enough for the
country to serve it when in time of
need, they were not sufficiently at
tached to it to become loyal citizens
under ordinary conditions.
"A rule of the dipartment based on
a decision recently made in a Federal
court in a case of this kind was re
ceived here last week definitely decid
ing how long these petitioners must
wait. The rule says that no alien who
claimed exemption from the draft on
the ground of alienage can he natural
ized until after July 2, 1926, which will
be five years from the time when the
war was officially declared at an end.
And not then except on a declaration
of Intention made subsequent to July 2,
1921.

served as a deputy sheriff since the
election of Raymond E. Thurston, is n
candidate for the county commissioner
nomination on the Republican ticket.
The commissioner who retires this
year is Arthur U. Patterson of Vinal
haven.
• . • .
I,. R. Campbell of Rockland, announces
his candidacy for the county attorney
nomination on the Rebubllcan ticket.
The present county attorney. Z. M.
Dwlnal of Camden is not a candidate
for renomination, but will be his
party’s candidate for representative
to Legislature instead. Mr. Campbell
was formerly Judge of the Rockjand
Municipal Court, and prior to that held
the office of State factory inspector.

cannot rise higher

a stream can rise higher
than its source. The size

This remarkably beautiful and perfectly balanced Walnut Bedroom Outfit is an
example cf

OFFICIALS WARNED

/

Endorsement of Coolidge and repu
diation of the present primary law
were salient features of the Republi
can caucus which was held Tuesday
night in the City Council rooms for
the purpose of choosing delegates to
the State and District conventions
which are to be held in Portland, April
3.
John M. Richardson, chairman of the
city committee presided over the cau
cus and Milton JI. Griifin was secre
tary.
A. W. Gregory, Frank M. Ulmer. W.
H. Butler, Luke S. Davis, F. II. San
born. M. M. Griffin and L. E. Clark
were appointed a committee to select
the delegates, and eventually the fol
lowing list was presented:
Delegates—William T. Cobb, Fred
W. Wight, William S. White, Elmer S.
Eird. Edward O'B. Go.nia, Robert M.
Packard, Carlton F. Snow, I.uie E.
Blackington, Charles S. Coughlin. Mrs.
Dora Crockett, Mrs. Esther Bird, Mrs.
A. B. Higgs, Ivan A. Trueworthy and
Mrs. William Elllngwood.
Alternates—L. R. Campbell, Lucy E.
Rhodes. R. E. Thurston, George Rob
erts, E. B. Spear, Miss Martha Wight,
Mrs. C. M. Kalloch, Israel Snow, A. J.
Bird, Edward R. Veazie, James F. Car
ver, Ralph W. Brown and Valentine
Chisholm.
The following resolution, presented
by F. A. Winslow had unanimous pas
sage;
I'Resolved, That it Is the sense of
this caucus that the Republican State
Convention adopt a plank repealing or
amending the present primary law.”
The motion to have the delegates
use their best efforts to have the State
delegates Instructed for Calvin Cool
idge was presented by Col. Walter
H. Butler, and was adopted with a
promptness which shows where Rock
land Republicans stand.
There was also a discussion concern
ing the Kennebec Bridge which shows
that the jxdrty is on the alert to bring
about this much needed adjunct to
transportation.

ALIENS MUST WAIT
Five Years For Citizenship, If They
Claimed Exemption During the Wer.

THE KEYNOTE

COUNTY CANDIDATES

Notable Republican Delegates So In Campbell and Pease Enter the Spring Floods May Contami
Field—Gould Withdraws.
structed—Repeal of Pri
nate Water Supplies, Say3
Washington.
mary Law Asked.
Health Department.
Jethro D. Pease of Hope, who has
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ALL FOR COOLIDGE

Some
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Achievements Which Have

Newspaper readers outside the Na
tional Capital might easily get the
notion that th4re is nothing going on
at Washington except investigation of
scandals or alleged scandals. That is
PURE WOOL
far from the truth. As a matter of
FABRICS
fact, along with one investigation
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
Tlie Rockland Gazette was established In which has been monopolizing the front
1S46.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. pages, there has been steady contin
Order Your
The Free Press was established in 1855. and uance of the reconstruction work to
In 1801 changed Its name to the Tribune.
which the Republican administration
SUIT AND SPRING OVERCOAT
Those i>apers consolidated March 17, 1807.
has devoted its energies since it came
Ahead. Pick your choice now and get
$r. ••• •••
••• ••• •••
••• ••••••••••••••••♦’•♦>
into power.
•••
To begin with, the appropriation
measured for a Custom Tailored Suit
What Is the use of health’ or of life, •••
••• if not to do some work therewith.— ••• committees in both Houses, headed by
or Overcoat—as low as $25.00—any
Madden of Illinois in the House and by
•- Carlyle.
•••
••• Warren of Wyoming in the Senate,
model.
$£«««
$
r
TEN DAYS’ DELIVERY
have been trying io.dlscover every pos
sible opportunity to reduce the ap
THE BONUS BILL
. propriations. Mr. Madden spent a
large part of the leciss of Congress in
Passes the House By, Over this task, for upon him falls the great
22 Masonic Street, Rockland
er burden of the work, since the ap
whelming Majority, and propriation bills originate in the House
of Representatives. As a result of his
Goes To the Senate.
summer work, Madden broke down In
health, but has recovered and is now 1n
The House Tuesday passed the sol
daily attendance upujt the imixirtant
diers' bonus bill.
The result indi committee of which Jie is chairman.
cated there are votes in the House to
The Agricultural Committees of both
Houses have been giving careful and
override a Presidential veto.
The vote came after 40 minutes de extended consideration to numerous
bate over rules requiring a two-thirds bills for aid to farmers, particularly In
majority barring amendments.
The the Northwest. Advocates of relief
vote was 355 to 54.
The margin over measures are not at all agreed as to
the ferm National legislation should
the necessmy two-thirds was 82.
As sent to the Senate the bill pro take, and, therefore, the task of the
vides for $>aid up 20-yenr endowment committees is difficult. Some of the
life insurance policies and cash pay most insistent advocates of relief for
Anyone in Union contemplating buying a new car
ments to those veterans not entitled the farmers have no definite ideas as
this spring, give me a call. 1 am authorized by the
to more than $50 in adjusted compen to the legislation that should he en
acted. Such men are not of much aid
sation.
Ford Motor Co. to sell Ford Cars, Trucks and Trac
The adjusted service credit ir. fig to a Congressiohal Committee.
tors, through the Knox County Motor Sales Co. at
ured on the same basis as In the old
The immigration- committers have
bill which twice passed the House; $1 been working stea<!!y upon plans for
Rockland; also Diamond Tires in stock.
a day f >r home service and $L25 a day the improvement of our Immigration
for Overseas duty.
Tlie first 60 days laws in cider that desirable immigra
of service r.ot counted.
tion may he encouraged under a systrm of restriction that will keep out
Tel. Garage 1 5-4.
UNION, ME.
Res. Tel. 9-11
Keystone Cigars—-Mild.
Sumatra the least desirahte. Public opinion has
Wrapper, Long Filler. At all stores.— decreed a limitation upon the number
; a be admitted. Because a man Would
94-tf
probably make a good citizen is no
longir a conclusive reason why he
should be admitted. With an excessive
number of good nten seeking admis
sion, it is the effort of the committee
to dtvine a plai^.jrhlrh will Insure the
edmission of I'aet. JjMt at the good ap
plicants. To defug. J jt-ler&ive plan
MELLO-GLO 8KIN TONE clean., refines the pores and puts life
hat will accomplish desired results
in t'nc Face—
without giving basis for a charge of
discrimination is r.ot easy.
MELLO-GLO FACIAL TONE POWDER contains cold cream and
Other committees have been consida rare beautifying agent. Stays on until you want to take it off.ting bills for the establishment of a
MELLO-GLO BEAUTY CREAM keeps youth in the face and makes
Department of Education, for submis
ths skin fine and beautiful.
sion of a Child Labor Amendment, for
PRICE, $1.00 EACH
the eneornacement of gold and silver
mining, fur the development of a mer
The first ten customers get a $1.00 jar of Beauty Cream FREE.
chant marine, for the Improvement of
All three sent by mail on receipt cf $2.10.
the diplomatic and consular service,
etc.
GEORGE TREGGETT
In the administrative departments
there has been active work along lines
no less important. In a quiet way Sec
Lamson Hubbard
retary of Commerce Hoover has se
Hats have been high
ROCKLAND
ized the cooperation of business or
CORNER MAIN AND LIMEROCK STREETS quality hats for 40
ganizations in th- standardization of
years; this year they
■■■■■■■■RnMBaRHamaflHa
products which will reduce costs of
are better than ever;
production and save the nation untold
if it is possible to do
millions In years to come. The De
so we will continue
partment of the Interior has expedited
bettering them.
the issuance of patents to settlers on
homestead lands and has tried to work
out a plan for th? relief of settlers on
rrigated lands where the cost of recla
«
mation has hern greater than the
106 Pleasant Street
settlers expected. The same Depart
ment hns prepared the National Parks
for better and more extended use by
he public. The Department of Justice
has been quietly hut vigorously prose
cuting hundreds of war fraud cases.
Telephone 244-W.
All Departments have been cooperating
with the Budget Bureau in eliminating
e-o-d-tf-117
duplication and reducing expenses.
These are hut l few of the Innumrrtble Governmental activities that far
lilHISIS
BininiB outweigh in ultimate Importance any
scandal Investigation that has been or
may be conducted.
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1924.

and strength of this hank

are a sure indication of a
healthy,
lofty
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service.

Resources

1903,

$164,934.22

1909,

1,010,239.75

1915,

1,410,732.00

1921,

2,981,174.07

1924,

3,390,000.00

Capital, Surplus and
Profits
$239,719.16

SECURITY
TRUST COMPANY

Executive clemency was denied by
ROCKLAND, MAINE
the Governor and Council Tuesday to
Hurry M. Cole of Camden, who is
Branches:
serving a sentence of not less than 18
Camden, Vinalhaven, Warren, Union
months nor more than 36 months in
the State Prison at Thomaston for
ENGRAVED CARUV—Call at thia oflke and
adultery. Hearing on this petition was
examine aljlea. If you already hare e plate
held at a meeting of the executive bring It tn end let ut print you cards In latent
body in February.
,ts». tbc oouuu-oAinra.

An observant citizen directs The
Courier-Gazette's attention to an un
Rev J. L. Corson Tells Augusts Audi
failing s|iring sign—the hoisting of
ence Of Work Among Isolated Is
many awnings.
Hlg keen eye also
lands.
noted the brand-new flag floating from
the staff on the federal building.
A most Interesting account of his
work among the flsherfolk on the Iso
lated Islands lying along our Maine
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
coast was given Tuesday afternoon by
Rev. J. L. Corson, of the Seacoast Mis
Tf I had tn live my life min I won! have
sion at Rockland, In a speech before made a rule tn read some poetry and UT jn to
”0100 music at least once a week. Th. tas nf
the members of the Woman's Mission these tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Vharlea
ary Society of the Penney Memorial Darwin.
United Baptist church, Augusta.
THE FLOWER OF LIBERTY
He told of his visits to the fishermen
and their families, many of them in
What flower Is this that greets the morn.
destitute circumstances, and of carry
Its hues from Heaven so freshly horn?
With burning star and flaming band
ing not only the Gospel but physical
It kindles all tho sunset land:
comforts such as clothing, literature
Oh fell us what its name may be—
Is tills the Flower of Liberty?
and other things to ’them. In cases
It Is the banner of the free.
where the children are not receiving
The starry Flower of Liberty!
proper schooling he endeavors to fix It
In savage nature’s far abode
so that they may have the advantages
Its tender seed our fathers sowed;
of an education.
The storm wind? rocked Its swelling bud.
Its
opening leaves were streaked with blood.
He told many thrilling stories of his
Till lo 1 earth’s tvrunts shook to see
adventures in visiting the people of his
Tbc full blown Flower of Liberty!
“parish," and also of his Christmas
Then iiail the banner of the free,
Tlie starry Flower of Liberty!
work, when he plays Santa Claus to
over 80 families along the coast.
Behold Its streaming ravs unite.
Mr. Corson has been in missionary
One mingling flood of braided light—
The red that fires the Southern rose.
work for 20 years and for the past nine
With spotless white from Northern snows.
years has been conducting this work
And. spangled o’er Its azure, see
The sister Stars of Liberty !
along the seacoast.
Then hall the banner of the free.
There was a large number of the
The starry Flower of Liberty!
ladies present.
Refreshments were
Tiie
blades of heroes fence It round.
served. At 4 o’clock Mr. Corson spoke
Where’er It springs is holy ground ;
tn a large group of the children of the
From tower and dome its glories spread;
It waves where lonely sentries tread;
Sunday school.

WITHINGTON

ICE
Commence Delivery
APRIL 1st
TELEPHONE 156J

It makes the land as ocean free.
And plants an empire cn the sea!
Then hail the banner of the free.
The starry Flower of Liberty!

Thv sacred leaves, fair Freedom's flower.
Shall ever float on dome and tower,
To all their heavenly colors true,
In blackening frost or crimson dew—
And God love us as wc love thee.
Thrice holy Flower of Liberty!
Then hall the banner of the free.
The starry Flower of Liberty 1
—Oliver Wendell Holnea.
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The Courier-Gazette
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AYER’S

cTrculation AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. March 20. 1924.
Personally appeard Frank S. Lyddie. who on
oath declares 4hat he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of March 18,
1924. there was printed a total of 6,360 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLfeR,
Notary Public.

Wasn't Tuesday a dandy day? It almost made one
feel like a boy again. It was baseball and B. V. D.
weather!
Oh, by the way !
We nave plenty of B. V. D.s at $1.50 per pair
Sealpax at $1.25; and a beautiful Nainsook Union Suit “Topkis" 98c
Jersey Union Suits ................................................................. $1.20, $1.50, $1.89
Shirts and Drawers at .................................................................... 50c and $ 1 .CO
New Shirts for spring—these are beauties—sure to improve any
one’s looks—the one article cf men's wearing apparel that
the bobbed haired flappers haven't borrowed ns yet. Try
one for Easter ......................... ........... ................................ $2.00, $2 50, $3.00
Easter Ties—are beautiful too—silk and wool and knit tics pre
dominate—to sec them is to buy them ........................ 50c and $1.00
Spring Hats and Caps in all the new spring shades and styles
just in ................................................. $1.59, $1.75, $2.00, $3.C0, $3.50, $4.50
Dress Pants or Work Pants—guess we can't call them spring
pants—men use them the year round—but there are new de
signs and patterns ............................................................. $3.50, $5.00, $6.00
Boys’ Easter Suits—all two-pant suits—just arrived .................
...................................................................................... $7.59, $9.00, $11.50, $15.00

.BIBLE THOUGHT
—FOR TODAY—|
|| Bible Thought. notrorind will prove a
prieeln. boitagJ in nner jan.

HOW BEAUTIFUL:—How beautiful
are the feet of them that preach the
gospel of peace, and bring glad tidings
of good things!—Romans 10:15.

The movement for the elimination
of advertising signs that disfigure lines
of travel is a most hopeful indication
of an improvement in public taste.
Says the National Highways Associa
tion:
No matter how good the road sur
face, the scenery cannot be considered
enjoyable if interrupted and confused
in the eye of the beholder by a suc
cession of vividly painted advertising
signs.
The movement to beautify
highways by elimination of sign ad
vertising gathers force, but meets
strenuous resistance from those who
contend that a man has the right to
rent the land he owns for the erection
of a sign, the rent of which will pay
his taxes.
Regulation, rather than
elimination, is the compromise favored
by advertising companies which secure
sign rights to roadside property and
resell the space to advertisers. They
contend that the signs can not be
eliminated legally but can be regulated
as to size, color, distance and beauty.
We saw it stated that the Standard
Oil Co. in response to public demand
had ordered the removal of several
hundred of its great signs from the
public ways in a section of the west.
We wish they would come into Knox
County and exercise a similar spirit.
What could be more offensive to the
eye than those huge Socony signs that
slap you in the face as you come to
ward Rockland from the direction of
Thomaston or Camden?
The Senate, by a vote of 70 to 4 the
other day, opposed a constitutional
cmendment limiting the President of
the United States to a single term of
four years. It is not surprising that
this proposition was defeated, for it
should have been. The lessons learned
by a chief executive in his first four
years are Invaluable to him in the
event of a second term. Another con
stitutional amendment limiting the
Presidency to six years was also de
feated, though by a much less decisive
vote. This proposition has had many
advocates in the past, and has much to
commend itself, one being that a sin
gle term would give the encumbent an
opportunity to act more freely and
fearlessly. There would not always
be hanging over him the sword of
Damocles because of an act which
rightly or wrongfully may have given
occasion for defense.

The past few years have seen many
important changes in the journalistic
circles of New York City, but none of
greater moment than that which was
announced Tuesday when the New
York Herald published by Frank A.
Munsey was sold to Ogden Reiil and
combined with the New York Tribune.
The significance of such a combine can
be understood only by those who have
followed the careers of those great
newspapers over a long period of years.
The first issue of the New York Herald
Tribune made its appearance Wednes
day, and it is easily the finest type of
journalistic endeavor to which the na
tion's metropolis has ever given birth
Such a union of forces could scarcely
result otherwise. This humble Maine
contemporary offers congratulations.
Curtis D. Wilbur, who was appointed
Secretary of the Navy March 13,
wouldn't have cared if the 13th had
fallen on Friday instead of Thursday
Curtis D. Wilbur is not superstitious.
He was married on the 13th: he took
his bride to live at 1313 Winnifred
street, Los Angeles; he was admitted
to the practice of the law on the 13th;
he was inducted into office as chief jus
tice ow the 13th. And a man who
would/. I lie superstitious under such
circummLnces, taking a portfolio which
is just now the nation's storm center,
would seem to be the kind of man we
need at the helm of the Navy Depart
ment.

Daylight saving in Massachusetts is
to be effective from April 27 to Sept.
28.
Portland’s schedule coincides,
with the exception that the system
starts one day later.
Bath expects
to fall in line on these days, and it
v. ould probably give more general sat
isfaction if Rockland doey the same—
although Rockland has generally be
gun later and ended earlier.
The
City Council will establish the dates.

The triumphant verdict for Coolidge
which has already been rendered by
several States is a fair indication of
what the country’s answer will be to
the attempt of political schemers to
mix the New England President with
the oil scandal.
Rockland has rarely seen so few can
didates for municipal offices as the
present spring has furnished. Small
salaries and increased cost of living
may furnish one explanation.

Ycu know we have been telling you about our Ladies' Silk Hose
for the past year. We just had a bin lot cf them in and don't
you believe that someone who had read our “ad” broke open
the bundle and stole nine pairs. Suppose they couldn't wait
until they got here. Good taste. I'll say ! Everybody is crazy
about them. Who isn't that's seen them. All the new shades $1.50
Satisfaction Guaranteed Fcr Ail Goods Purchased here.

WILLIS AVER
The Wanterknow Column can be
made an exceedingly interesting feat
ure cf The Courier-Gazette if corres
pondents care to take the time to con
tribute to it. An opening instalment
in today's issue suggests what may be
possible in the connection. Communi
cations will he welcomed.

CUSHING

Presidential primaries were held in
North Dakota Tuesday. Returns from
358 precincts out of 2058 gave Coolidge
18,888, Johnson 9,999 and LaFollette
5,525. Johnson was still confident that
later news from the rural districts
would swing the battle his way.

With the Lenten season at its height,
and heavy gales keeping tht fishermen
from their tasks, there is what almost
amounts to a fish famine in the local
markets. Neighbor Thomas yester
day directed attention to the fact that |
haddock have lieen selling far 16 cents
a pound out of Boston the past three 1
days, and are retailing dressed, at 20
and 22 cents a pound. The n rm.il
price is 18 and 20 cents- It liar, also (
been a hard week for the s-allop fish
ermen. who have been able to g t onto
the beds only one day out of the last
six weeks.
As,a result cf this ban the
price of scallops has advanc d fr m
13 50 to 13.75 a gallon at the beats, and
are retailing at 55 cents a pint. The
situation is not altogether a sorrowful
one for the cold storage men, however,
a3 the scarcity cf fresh fish has cre
ated a decided demand for their prod
ucts. It's an ill March wind that blows
nobody good.

Os-rr Ross of Fitchburg, Mass., has
been in town the past week and in
stalled a furnace in the cellar of J. C.
Bedell.
Alvaro H. Young has been ill with
mumps.
The past week has brought misfort
une to three men in town, each losing
a horse—Virgil Holtses at North Cush
ing. Frank A. Crute at Broad Cove and
Frank Flint at Hawthorn’s Point.
Crute lost his on the way to Thomas
ton with a load of wood.
He found
the horse did not appear wclV and
taking it to the barn of Fred Thornton
he had just removed the harness when
the animal fell dead.
Miss Gladys Bowen closes a success
ful term of school in District 3 this
wet k.
The Ladies’ Aid served dinner ns
usual town meeting day and netted
$23.SO.
Orrin II. Woodcock and Mina A.
W.ijd-oik were in Warren Tuesday,
guests of .Mr. ai d Mrs. Gardiner Caler.
Miss Fannie M.Iler

ing caring for Mrs.
ii .s been very ill with

is at North Cush
Katie Hunt, who
mumps.

FEATHER MATTRESSES
Now is the time to have your
Feather Bed made into a FEATHER
MATTRESS.
Hair Mattresses also done over.

A. F. IRELAND
Tel. 25-5

THOMASTON

32-41

PICTURE FRAMING—Saws sharpened, ail
kinds or shop carpenter work promptly and
artfully done. EDWIN H. MAXCY* oter Pay
ton’s store, st the Krnok.

SPRING ANNOUNCEMENT
'

I have to offer this spring three good lines.
The- International, one of the best medium price
lines
The Ed. V. Price line, no better made.
Woolens in stock made any style

$25.00 to $40.00

C. A. HAMILTON
442 MAIN STREET, - - - ROCKLAND

COMFORT

SAFETY*

Steering wheel thawing
lever which pre-iclecti

The Easiest Car to Drive
Until you have driven the Apperson
you cannot know the pleasure, the con
venience, the safety and the mental
comfort of shifting gears mechanically.
This mechanical gear-shift removes
the tenseness and strain from city driv
ing. It permits a freedom in gear-shift
ing that will amaze you.
Five minutes’ driving in the most
congested traffic will prove to you that
Apperson is the easiest car in the world
to drive. Make appointment today.

MECHANICAL GEAR SHIFT
FOUR WHEEL BRAKES
BALLOON TIRES.
PRICES: $1395 to $2195 F. 0. B. Factory
Dealers wanted in open territory.

Liberal discount.

Write now for details.

A. C. JONES
5 Talbot Avenue.

Rockland.

Tel. 576-R.

Austin H. McCormick Tells
Baptist Men’s League of
His Prison Reform Work.
"Many prisons kept spotlessly clean
have not reformed a 111:111 in ten years,”
declared Prof. Austin 11. McCi nnick,
before the Baptist Men's League last
night. Prof. McCormick is alumni sec
retary of Bowdoin College, and for
several years has been associated with
Thomas Mott Osborne, former warden
at Slag Sing, in the study of prison
reform.
Prof. McCormick gave a most in
teresting account of ills voluntary term
at Thomaston State Prison, where he
served one week under Warden Waterhouse, that lie might obtain first hand
data as to the life*cf a prisoner. A
convict on the walls saw him enter the
institution unaccompanied. and he was
obliged to do some "tall lying,” before
the inquisitive convicts were con
vinced that he was a "regular guy,’’
doing time for forgery.
“I would never go in again incog
nito," said the speaker, ' for the reason
that the convicts will not take a new
comer Into their confidence f. r at least
six months. They are afraid he will
go blabbing to the warden.' On the
other hand if the convicts know you
are in prison for the purpose of inestigating they will come up and tell
ou all they know. It is then only
necessary to separate truth from lies."
When Prof. McCormick and Mr. Os
borne went to the naval prison at
Portsmouth to conduct tlieir investi
gations they entered under their own
names.
Fire did away with many of the
things for which the Thomaston insti
tution was criticised, the speaker said.
He quoted somebody as saying that
‘the Laird did a pretty good Job in
prison reform”
This country is now in tlie throes of
what Prof. McCormick characterized
as a newspaper crime wave. "Just be
cause the oil scandal is occupying the
front page of all the daily newspapers
doesn't mean that just as many crimes1
are now being committed in New York
today.”
• • • •
Mr. McCormick pointed out that
crime has been steadily on tlie increase
in this country for the past 20 years,
and that in that time for example,
the murder rate has doubled, there
have been S5.000 homi ides in the last
10 years, and in the same period burlaries have increased 1200 percent.
In the United States, o:ie out of
very. 12.000 people dies by murder: in
Great Britain one in 634.635.
Cleveand, which is not as bad us many ther American cities, had in one year '
six times as many murders and 17
t.mpR as many robberies as Loudon alhough London is 10 times as large as
leveiand.
The speaker gave other comparalvc statistics to show Ii nv much
more prevalent crime is in the United
states than in other countries.
He
hen outlined some of the funda
mental underlying causes of crime
and staled that thesf were relatively
lifficult to reach.
Thyre qre other
ontributing causes -whih can be
reached, which lie under our hands.
Chief among these, is thg administra
tion of criminal justice.
When our
JOlice, our courts, and prisons function
properly crime will decrease.
In this country, he said, so small a
percentage cf the offenders that fear
of capture is no deterrent to the criinnal.
The dilatory process of our i
’ourt system, then decreases the speed !
and certainty of conviction still fur- I
ther.
The American Bar Association ’
has said that we must have "certainty ;
and celerity,” in the apprehensic n and .
prosecution of criminals if crime is to
he checked. We have ncith r element
today. Mr. MaeCormiek raid.
Then when caught and convicted,
the criminal is sent to a type of 1
prison which statistics show to have
turned from crime less than 25 per I
tent of those committed to them.
Mr. MaeCormiek described the old '
type of prison and discussed its weak- ;
nesses.
He tcld of some of the!
hanges that have taken place in
l«ison procedure in the last ten years
and said that at least the props had '
been knocked from under the people i
who believed in solving the prison !
problem by the formula—“Lock 'em •
up and treat ’em rough.”
Actual ,
brutality in prison, discipline is rap
idly disappearing, he said, and people
are beginning to try to solve the prob- ;
lem of making the prisoner fit to re
turn to society.

FURNITURE

CO;

Car~ Load Sale
DINING ROOM AND CHAMBER SUITES
z

»

Next Friday, March 21st, We Offer For Sale a Whole Carload
of Genuine Mahogany and Walnut Dining Room and Chamber
Furniture. Of Very High Grads Finish and Construction, De
signed in the Latest William and Mary and Queen Ann Styles,
We Unhesitatingly State That This Is the Greatest Bargain On
the Market This Season.

ENTIRE

MUST

CARLOAD

BE

SOLD

IN

FIVE

DAYS

This Beautiful Suite in Mahogany or Walnut, only .... $111.08
Vanity Dresser, $53.04; Chair or Rocker $6.20; Bench $5.80.

This Beautiful Dining Room Suite in Mahogany or Walnut, SI06.64
China Closet extra, $39.44. Server net included.
EfXTRA SPECIAL

EXTRA SPECIAL

EXTRA SPECIAL

A Genuine Solid Walnut Dining Room Suite of the very finest Queen Ann de
sign, made in Grand Rapids and really on? of the best Dining Room Suites ever
shown here. I he regular price is $484.5), but we<are offering
00
the Table, Buffet and Six Chairs for...............................................
*
(The China Cabinet can be purchased extra for $39.00)

Another beautiful Walnut Dining Room Suite of the William and Mary design.
Made in Grand Rapids, this is a wonderful piece of cabinet construction and finish.
The suite is a big trade for $300.00, but during this sale wc of- <£ 1 Qft 10
fer the Table, Buffet and Six Chairs for........................................ *
(The China Closet can be purchased for $39.00)
A genuine Gordon-Phy fe Chamber Suite in Solid Walnut. This is the very latest
in a beautiful finished suite, sold for $350.00. In this sale

53 00

——

NOTE—THIS SALE IS FOR FIVE DAYS,
BEGINNING SATURDAY,
MARCH 22.
NO ORDERS ACCEPTED AT THESE PRICES AFTER
MARCH 28th.
Easy Payments

A Small Payment

All Goods Delivered

and a

Little Each Week

,,R<Ji.K4-A4ND .np-. MyVlNt.

Free

• ♦ • •

Prof McCormick told of England’s
pistol law. The London bobby doesn’t’
K*
carry a gun. he said, and the crook '
doesn’t carry a gun. In this country !
JOHN J.‘ CARTER
w.r.c of the States forbid the sale of I
rotten otherwise; Stillwater, Minn.,
weeks and his death came as a shock
firearms. While in others are openly,
’
best industrial system. The
to ell who knew him. He was of a
advertised
straight shooting, hard (best prism in al! respects that I have
Many friends and relatives were jelly and social disposition find was
hitting guns."
,'ever seen is the Naval Prism at grieved to learn of the death of John J. liked by all who knew him. He is sur
The sepaker here offered a bit of I Portsmouth, N. IL, where they expend Ulster nf Kuck'.anJ, formerly nt South- vived by his widow. Mrs. Vesta Carter,
a,d.' iCe,',
1"V’U hear a burglar down I ,_.(1a V(,a,. and where the treat-I west Harbor. The deceased was born three daughters, Mrs. Carl Kalloch,
Sa$
™ake a ,ot of n2f»e merit accorded the prisoners is of the. in Bluehill in 1873. He was a member Abbie Carter, Ella Louise Carter; one
upstairs, but don’t go down.
The I kind that gets down und; r the skin."
of Tremont Lodge, F- & A. M., Mount grandchild, Carl Kalloch, Jr.; one sis
reason for this is obvious. You may be
Asked as to what lie thought if: Mansell IL A. Chapter. Jeptha Chapter
unarmed, and the burglar may have a '
ter, Mrs. Almond Miller of Vinalhaven
“Flower Sunday" as conducted at the
Southwest Harbor, King Hiram
gun. He knows where you are, but State Prison by the W. C. T. U- Prt'f
pud one brother, Willis Carter of
Council
of
Rockland.
you don’t know which set of draperies McCormick declared that few women
Mr. Carter had been ill only a few Tremont.
he is concealed behind.
can go effectively into a prison. They
London police were declared to be must have balance, tact and fionness.”
more efficient than those in this coun
Miss Clara M. Farwell, who hag long
^^greiarararerari ARMY AND NAVY STORE izrzrcrcreHra?try. New York had only three-’con-|
been connected with "Flower Sunday”,
victions in 200 murder oases, while work, corrected a false impression by -London for the same period had cleaned saying that the women (lo not see tlie 2
up every case.
prisoners at all. but that the flowers
Prof. McCormick took Commissioner are sent to the convicts, with card at <
Enright of New York to ask f r. tached, and apparently have Ixien re I
O
criticising prison reform, and wanted ■
ceived with much pleasure
to know why he broke up the narcotic i The speaker congratulated Miss FarBROADCASTING A FEW NECESSARY ITEMS
squad which had been doing such good well upon this good work, and said
work and sent the men to the Jersey I
that it was a very proper tiling to cn
City ferries to stop spitting.
A limited amount cf Now Genuine U. S. Army McClellan Saddles,
send the prisoners some token that &
"Wc believe in training a prisoner1 they are not forgotten.
made cf fine russet leather & trimmings, witli steel stirrups, ea. $3,75
§
Io be a good citizen when he gets
J C. Perry, who recently visited
With hooded stirrups, each ................................................................ $8.00
outside.” said Prof. McCormick, who
California, told of the university
then described the good work which
courses which are being taken by some 2
New
Army Bridles, made of extra fine leather ................................ $2.75
was done by Thomas Mott Osborne I
of the convicts at San Quentin.
<
tinder the self government system.
J
Army
Dress'Russet Shoes, guaranteed 100% leather .................. $3.95
An Italian supper cf a very de
Warden Lester D. Eaton, of the licious character was served to the
Hip Rubber Boots, U. S. and Hood ............................................................ $3.75
Thomaston State Prison, a special, Men's League last night. Harold W.
guest of the League, was introduced Look, Alden Ulmer. Dr. W. H. San
Hip Rubber Scots, Vac Ball Band ............................................................ $4.50
to the accompaniment of a very en born and Frank Trafton were admitted ft.
Knee Boots, Hcod, ...................... $3.50;
VacBail Band .......................$4.00
thusiastic “hand.”
to membership.
O
“I am no speeehmaker," said he.
ALL MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED.OPEN EVENINGS
as
“I see that you believe in short
sentences," wittingly interposed Judge
All Goods Guaranteed New and of the Best Quality.
Miller.
<
Prof. McCormick subjected himself
to the interrogatories of the open
forum.
"What’s the best prison you were
2
Try Oar
59 Tillson Ave., Rcckland. Opp. John Bird Co. Tues&Thurs
ever in?" asked W. O. Fuller.
32-Th-tf
“That depends." was the reply. San
Quentin had the best medical and edu
cational system; the Colorado prison
,^j5aref SHOES AND RUBBER FOOTWEAR Sarara,^
did the most wonderful road work, but

Important Message

When You Are in Ward
Of Anything

WANT AD. COLUMNS 2

SHAPIRO

BROS.

Every-Other-Day
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SCHOFIELD’S

TALK OF THE TOWN
comae neighborhood event*
March 5—April 21—Lenten Season.
March 20 - First day of Spring.
March 21—Lecture, Methodist vestry, (7.15)
Rev. 11. K. Dunnack, auspices Woman's Edu
cational Club.
March 27—Meeting of Rockland Republican
<1uh (men and women) In City Council rooms.
8|irlng street.
March 2D—Thomaston annual home night of
Methodist Society.
March 28—Evening *I.entan Recital of Rub
instein Club at baptist Church
March 31 Thomaston town meeting.
April S—Republican State Convention In

s

IMONTON’
DEPARTMENT STORE
412

MAIN

STREET,

1 Lot Bodice Top Vests, all sizes, value
29c. Friday and Saturday Special .23

Portland.

April 4 First annual ball of I.adie3 Auxil
iary to R. V. F. A. In Havener hall.
April 5 (7.15)—Address by Paul D. Sargent,
Chief Engineer State Highway Commission, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club, subject,
"The State’s Interest In Road Improvement.”
April 7-8—Musical Comedy Rlmbo, presented
by Rockland High School students.
April 8—Easter sale by Congregational Wo
man's Association.
April It*--Thomaston—Easter sale by ladles
of Methodist Society.
April IS (7.15 p. m.)—Address by Kenneth
C. II. Sills. President of Bowdoin College, be
fore the Woman's Educational Club.
April 25—Animated advertising assembly at
the Arcade, auspices the Chapin Class.
April 28—Easier Sunday.
May 2 Lecture, Methodist vestry, (7.151
Ralph O. Brewster, "The Public Schools and
Religious Education," auspices Woman’s Edu
cational Club.
June 18—Primary elections.
June 24—Democratic National Convention
meets in Newt York.

1 Lot Cotton Hose, in black and cordo
van, 29c value. Friday and Satur
day Special .......................................... .23
1 Lot Ladies’ Plain White Handker
chiefs. Special, 6 for....................
1 Lot House Dresses, $3.25 value. Fri
day and Saturday Special, each 2>59

ROCKLAND

SENIORS

STARS

s

I Lot Children’s Hose, in black and cor
dovan, 35c value. Friday and Sat
urday Special, per pair................... .25
I Lot Jergen3 Toilet Soap. Friday and
Saturday Special, 3 cakes................ 25,

1 Lot 85% Linen, Absorbent and Lint
less Toweling, plain white only. Fri
day and Saturday Special, 6 yds. 1,00

In a fast well played game yester
day afternoon the Seniors defeated the
Sophomores 25 to 19, and won the in
terclass cup by virtue of its victory
over the Freshmen in a contest which
required an extra period, and which
ended with a score of 16 to 15, Knight
and LaCrosa excelled for the Seniors,
while Flanagan carried off the honors
for the “Frosh."
The McLain School yesterday de
feated the Juniors 19 to 10, outpassing
75—308 the High School boys throughout the
69—267 game.
64—257
49—227 MRS. JENNIE (KALLOCH) VARNEY

Feminine candlepin artists held the
hoards at the Star howling alleys
Tuesday night, when a team chaper
oned and captained by Charles Scho
field, was defeated by a team cap
tained by Henry Wall
The match
was featured by the close contest be
tween Mrs. Norcross nnd Mrs. McRae.
Only one pin separated these contend
ers, and Mrs. Norcross had that mar
gin. The score:
Wall's Wonders

Wall
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

........................
McRae :........
I’. Schofield
Record .........

83
50
67

72
58
67
65

78
90
59

48

2«r» 262 275

257 1059

Schofield’s Stars
Schofield ............... 81 89 81
Miss D. I’case ..... 31 55 46
Mrs. Norcross ..... 72 €3 63
Mrs. Wall ............. 47 64 68

86—337
54—186
70—268
77—256

Totals

...............

Totals ........... 231 271 258 287 1047

SUMMER COTTAGES AND BOARD

Corporations and other concerns who
Herman Hall is again in charge of hire night watchmen are requested to
present names of the desired watchmen
Ills blacksmith shop on Park street.
to City Marshal Luke B. Davis before
This is the first day of spring and tomorrow night's meeting of the City
there’s certainly a springlike tang to Council.
the atmosphere.
Rockland Lodge of Perfection will
Among the seven who won the cov confer its degrees at 8 o'clock tomor
eted key by 'being elected members of row afternoon; the Eastern Star will
Gamma Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, serve supper at 6.30; and Rockland
was Emroye Magwood Burns of Rock Council, Princes of Jerusalem ■will con
port.
fer its degrees at 7.30 p. m.
This
meeting offers the last chance to take
"Our three robins didn’t wait for the Lodge and Council degrees before,
spring; they've been around the lawn the Consistory, May 16 and 18.
and trees all the week." telephone Miss
Mary Toitnan, speaking from the resi
April 7 and 8 are the dates for the
dence of Dr. F. O. Bartlett.
musical comedy ‘’Bimbo,” which is to
be presented at Park Theatre for the
A lloekland boy, Hiram II. Crie, benefit of the Senior class of Rockland
will be heard on the radio the night 6f High School. The school’s reputation
March 28, when the Colby Glee Club, for putting on high class entertain
of which he is a leading member, will ments will not be allowed to suffer on
have its concert broadcast by Station this occasion. The cast assures that
WBZ.
much.

A farewell entertainment and dance
in honor of Miss Irene Gushee, former
debating advisor of Rockland High
School, will be given in the assembly
hall tonight.
Miss Gushee goes tr
join the English department of Con
way, N. H., High School.
John L. Thomas, formerly in the
employ of the John Bird Co., has
bought from J. G. Dimick the Star
bowling alleys on Park street, and
took possession Tuesday. Mr and Mrs.
Dimick will remain here until June,
and later will go to California to reside.

Car 20 is being rebuilt Into a oneman ear, and when it is put into serv
ice the Central Maine Power Co.’s
rolling stock will contain r.o more
duets.

The American Legion Auxiliary will
serve a public supper Saturday from
5 to 7 at the Legion hall,. Limerock
street.
The housekeepers are Mrs.
Annie G. Miles. Mrs. C. F. Snow, Mrs.
Benner, Mrs. Currey, Mrs. Hamlin. Mrs.
Mary L. Haskell, Mrs. Electa Philbrook
and Mrs. Winslow- Mrs. Annie Alden
is in charge of the dining room, with
the following waitresses: Mrs. Haze!
Haskell. Mrs. Herbert Philbrook, Mrs.
Dinsmore. Mrs. Susie Lamb, Mrs. Jen
nie Saddler, Mrs. Delia Day. Mrs.
Cates and Mrs. Crouse.

The funeral of Mrs. Jennie M. (Kal
loch) Varney, for 50 years a resident
of Arlington, Mass., took place yester
day at the residence of her daughter,
Mrs. Ralph J. Kirby, nt 23 Maple
street, Arlington.
Rev. Dr. Frederic
Gill, minister of the Arlington First
Parish Unitarian Church, of which
Mrs. Varney was a member conducted
the service.
The body was taken to
Augusta for burial.
She was 81 years
of age.
Mrs. Varney was a daughter
by the third, wife of Rev. Amariah
Kalloch, who was a noted divine of
these parts, and the founder In 1833
of the First Baptist church of Rock
land, going from this city to Augusta
and thence removing to the Pacific
Coast.
She one time carried on a
millinery business here, removing to
Boston on her marriage to Elisha Var
ney, a business man of that city.
She
is survived by a sister Fannie, wife
of Prof. Henry Rowe of Newton Theo
logical Seminary.

NOT THE RETAIL, BUT
THE WHOLESALE PART

To the
COON ICE CREAM CO, INC.

The Coon Ice Creem
retain Mr. Havener as
of the Rockland Branch,
give bath old and new

DArnXI A Bin CffC
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HAM AND EGGS

) Swift’s Premium Ham, whole .... 25c
> Swift’s Premium Ham, %s.......... 33c
) Eggs (strictly fresh) dozen........... 33c

SNYDER CURED WASTELESS HAMS, NO BONE
SLICED .... 39c; */2s .... 37c
(Best and newest thing in Hams)
NATIVE PORK SHOULDERS, Fresh or Pickled.......................15c

NATIVE PORK ROASTS OR CHOPS .-...................................... 23c

CLEAN SALTED GREENS.

WHITE LILY FLOUR, bag 75c

NEW ASPARAGUS
LETTUCE, CELERY, SPINACH, BEET GREENS, CUKES,
PEPPERS, TOMATOES, ENDIVES, RADISHES
CAULIFLOWERS, STRAWBERRIES, MUSHROOMS

NAVEL ORANGES................................................. ...15 for 25c
FLORIDA GRAPE FRUIT............................................ 5 for 25c
HADDOCK, HALIBUT, MACKEREL, TONGUES, SMELTS,
FINNAN HADDIE, SCALLOPS, CLAMS, OYSTERS,
DRY FISH, PICKLED FISH, SALT FISH

NOT HOW CHEAP BUT HOW GOOD

QUALITY

COBBS

CLEAN

SERVICE

SANITARY

Crude Stuff.

Dear Mrs. McGowan across the hall
was speaking of the trouble she’s been
having with her car.
“But everybody has trouble lately,"
she said, “and it’s nothing in the world
but them using raw materials at the
factories.”—Motor Age.
Better Authority.

“It was Shakespeare, wasn’t It, who
said, ‘Sweet are the uses of ad
versity’?’’
"Shakespeare may have said It origlnnlly.Tiut I heard It from a lawyer who
had pocketed 65 per cent of an estate.”
—Boston Evening Transcript.
Moving Up One.

“A good many of the most successful
businesses believe in promotion,” said
the old citizen of Little Lot.
“When a hlgti-sularJed man gets
through, the only tiling necessnry Is to
hire a new office boy.”—Youth's Com
panion.
Not the Right Kind.

She—John, I found mice in the pan
try this afternoon.
He—Well, what do you want me to
do about It?
She—Couldn’t you bring home that
kitty from the club I heard you talk
Ing about In your sleep?
One Reason for Thankfulness.
“I am miserable," declared Phyllis.
“Why?” asked her friend.
“I am beginning to realize that Kegl
nald married me for my money.”
"Well, at least you have the consola
tion of knowing that he Is not as
stupid as he looks."

on These Shoes
The notable growth of demand for
comfort and wear in a good looking
shoe has made possible a reduction in
the regular price scale of the Canti
lever Shoe in all its various styles.
The lower prices went into effect Mon
day.

Pantilever
Shoe
may be available to all our regular
customers, as well as tor many new
friends. You will find trimness of
appearance, real shoe comfort and
genuine economy in Cantilever Shoes.
Sold in Kockland only at our store.

L E. BLACKINGTON
Will continue doing bueineca the
came at usual with

ICE

CREAM

Boots, Shoes, Clothing

+

Rapid growth of the hair and
nails Is generally a sign of a
healthy person.
Rockland Red Cross.

CONFECTIONERY, CIGARS, TO

BACCO, FRUIT and Many Other
Specialties Pertaining to this end
of the business.
35-36

IBM

1855

•4Me mortals^

E. A. GILDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

E. Howard Crockett
BORN

PLUMBING
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
PIPE and PIPELES8 FURNACE8,
HOT WATER AND STEAM
HEATING

HT-tf

CLEANED OUT

The Public said, ‘Thle land immense
They say was made for me.
Why should I Just be audience
For folks who can't agree 7”

for Spring Season

Havener’s Ice Cream
Parlor

20 Franklin Street, - • Rockland
Telephone 424-1

Those Strike*.

I Swift’s Premium Bacon.....................33c
| Eggs (strictly fresh), dozen.......... 33c

Co will
manager
who will
custom

ers—

Advertises Well

STEW VEAL .... 17c

Level

THE BEST SERVICE POSSIBLE

Wisely

STEAK.... 43c; CHOPS.... 27c; BONELESS ROASTS.... 23c

Price

BUSINESS

Advertises

Mr*. Justwed: Do you ever go
through your husband'* pocket*
while he'* asleep?
Mr*. Longwed: Never; after he'e
paid my monthly bill* searching hi*
pocket* wouldn’t get me anything.

outer

C. M. HAVENER

Man Who

Veal Special

L

About this time of year The CourierGazette begins to have inquiries by
this part of Maine during the summer
season. They seek to rent a cottage or
to find board. There Is no prepared
list of such accommodations anywhere
to be had, but there ought to be. We
purpose carrying in our column of
classified advertising announcements
of this character, which the paper will
VI.
_________ _
convey to distant points and copies of
Cantilever stores and dealers in 550
which we can mall in response to in
cities have combined with ihe manu
quiries for information. The attention
facturer to reduce costs of distribu
of those with boarding accommoda
tion so that more people can enjoy
tions, or cottages for rent or sale, is
these well-known shoes. The Increased
Invited to this opportunity to obtain
Special sale on Skirts Friday and volume of produciton has resulted in
publicity at very small cost.
Saturday. CUTLER-COOK CO.
"factory overhead" economies with no
change in quality. The same highgrade materials, fine workmanship and
THEODORE ROOSEVELT
scientific shoe construction ure avail-;
able now at lower prices.
His Nine Reasons For Going to Ckureh
We hardly think that the Govern
1. In this actual world, a churchleas
ment will file any complaint against
community, a community where men
Cantilever factory and agencies in this
have abandoned and scoffed at or
ignored their religious needs, Is a
concerted movement to give the pub
HAS SOLD THE
community un the rapid down grade.
lic lower prices on a trade-marked shoe
2. Church work and church attendance
that has earned a fine reputation for
WHOLESALE
mean the cultivation of the habit of
comfort, service and health combined
feeling some responsibility for others.
with dignified style.
PART OF HIS
3 There are enough holidays for most
This announcement is made at the
of us Sundays differ from other hol
opening of the Spring Season so that
ICE CREAM
idays In :l i fact that there are fifty
the advantage of buying the
two of lilieni every year. Therefore,

Ten bases of operation for the fleet
of government chasers for rum-runners
are to be established on the Atlantic
coast and Secretary MacDonald of the
Chamber of Commerce has written
When Douglas McAuley of Camden
Senator Hale in an effort to secure one
went home to lunch Monday noon he
of the locations at Rockland.
found that a twenty-dollar bill had
disappeared from his trunk. And that
Colby men and women will he inter his daughter, Marjorie McAuley, had
ested in the new fraternity recently
disappeared from the house. He In
organized at Colby under the name of
voked the aid of the sheriffs, and the
The spectacle of a plump storekeeper
C. M. Havener has sold the whole the Lancers' Club. This makes the
running to overtake a woman with sale branch' of his ice cream business eighth fraternity in the men's division young woman was found aboard a
what was unmistakably a box of cor to the Coon Ice Cream Co., but will of 334 students—Delta Upsilon, Zeta train at the Maine Central station in
se ts amused Main street spectators the continue as its manager and will Psi, Phi Delta Theta, Alpha Tau this city, with a Portland ticket in her
on Sunday go to Church.
other day. Billy Is getting quite a rep maintain his reputation of giving pa Omega, Delta Kappa Epsilon, Alpha possession. The girl claimed positive
ly that she hael no knowledge of the
utation as a heavyweight sprinter.
trons the best service possible.
Hav and Lambda Chi Alpha. Considerable
4. Yes, I know all the excuses. I know
missing
twenty,
and
that
her
Portland
ener’s k-e cream parlor is not affected opposition developed on the campus to
that one can worship the Creator
ticket had been purchased with money
in a grove of trees, or by a running
The Jordan hall concert, broadcast by the deal, but will continue to serve the new organization but the Lancers
brook, or in a man's own house just
loaned by a girl chum. There was no
were
determined
and
have
completed
Tuesday night had an especial inter the public, as usual, not only with ice
os well as in church. But I also know
evidence to connect her with the theft,
as a matter of cold fact the average
est for the musically inclined radio cream, but witli candy, cigars and their work. A unique feature of the
man does not thus worship.
fans of Knox county, who knew that other articles which have been car club is the fact that every member and she was discharged.
must
be
a
professing
Christian,
ef
high
Harris Shaw, the talented organist, was ried by the store in conjunction with
5. Me may not hear a good sermon at
moral character and of good scholastic
The directors of the Rockland Com
church He will hear a good sermon
officiating as aedonrpanist.
Mr. the ice cream parlor.
by a good man who is engaged all
standing. Colby alumane recognize the munity and School Improvement As
Shaw is a former Thomaston boy.
the week in making hard lives a llttlo
necessity for a fraternity of this type sociation had an interesting session
easier.
Stirred by the report of Qrube B.
An Appleton farmer who was in the Cornish of the State Board of Charities and the Knox county group will praise Tuesday afternoon. W. C. Ladd, W.
6.
He will listen to and take part in
Hiram H. Crie of H. Rhodes, F. T. Veazie, E. L. Rrown.
city yesterday is authority for the and Corrections that "there is not a its organizers.
reading some beautiful passages from
the Bible. And if he is not familiar
statement that there is more snow in decent county jail in Maine," Commis Rcckland and Henry K. Alien of Ten C. F. Snow, G. B. Wood, J. A. Black
ant
’
s
Harbor
are
two
of
the
prime
man.
F.
C.
Black
and
P.
A.
Jones
were
with ithe Bible, he has suffered a
liia section of the country now than sioner Patterson went on a tour of in
loss.
movers in the formation of the club.
admitted to membership. The three
there was a year ago. The hare ground spection at the Knox county jail Tues
first named were elected to the board
7. He will take part hi singing some
on Main strett, Rockland is certainly day. He found the institution sadly in
good hymns.
' of directors. It was voted to contract
Albion
(
“
Casey")
Jones
wandered
quite a contrast to a year ago.
need of flush closets nnd new bath
I
for
the
completion
of
the
grading
and
into
the
Solvation
Army
meeting
Sun

8.
He will meet and nod or speak to
tubs, an opinion In which the other
surfacing of the.field at the earliest
good, quiet neighbors. He will come
One week from tonight tlie Repub county commissioners promptly con day night, and it was probably only a
away feeling a little more charitable
'possible date. The question of bleach
lics ii Club, men and women, meets in curred. Bids for these improvements coincidence that a yellow furred feline
toward all the wend, even toward
ers was referred to the finance com
those excessively foolish young men
the City Council rooms. Spring street, . will be asked for very soon. Aside joined the congregation at the same
mittee, and either permanent or knock
who regard church-going as a soft
for the purpose of perfecting the elub 'from these deficiencies the Knox coun moment. The two began to attract so
performance.
down bleachers will he ready with the
organization and discussing plans for
ty jail measures very nearly to the much attention that Mrs. Dixon found opening of the baseball season. This
9.
I
ndvocaite a man’s joining in church
the future.
The meeting is next
the services were being neglected. The committee comprising Frank S. Rhodes,
work for the sake of showing his
Thursday, March 27, instead of to standard.
cat finally curled up on the platform chairman, G. H. Blethen and J. M.
faith by his works
night as previously stated.
jand went to sleep, which drew from Richardson will have full powers of
The American Legion Auxiliary will
Mrs. Dixon Ihe remark that the feline supervision of the field this year.
serve
a
public
supper
in
the
Legion
The Home for Aged Women has been
was minding her business better than
rooms.
Limerock
street
Saturday,
from
remembered in the past month by the
Special sale on Skirts Friday and
some persons wpre. And in Municipal
Special display of the new Bobber
following gifts: $5 from the Chapin 5 to 7. The menu; Baked beans, cab Court next day it also drew from Judge
Saturday. CUTLER-COOK CO.
Dress
in
several
shades,
newest
novelty
Class, two chairs from Mrs. Kate Kirk bage salad, cold meats, beet pickles, Miller a remark that the cat was not
patrick, fish from Ira W. Feeney, bread and butter, assorted cake, unlike seme persons, In falling asleep and in popular price. CUTLER-COOK
kitchenware from Mrs. John Crie, car doughnuts and coffee, cream pie; price during services. "Casey" Jones at first CO.
pet from other friends. These gifts are 35 cents.—adv.
pleaded not guilty to the charge of dis
E. J. Brewer—Paper hanging an<l
gratefully acknowledged by the man
turbing the services but later he re ceiling work. Tel. 14.
31*36
agement.
The
tracted
this
plea,
apologized
to
the
Sal

Special display of the new Bobber
vation
Army
officials,
and
was
let
off
Watch this paper for announcement Dress in several shades, newest novelty
with the payment of costs, amounting
of our Easter opening.
CUTLER- and in popular price, CUTLER-COOK
to 38.72.
COOK CO.
CO.

COBB’S

CUP

Defeat Wall’s Wonders In But Are Given a Bad Scare By
Candlepin Contest Waged
"Frosh” In Final Game—
By the Fair Sex.
McLain Laddies Show Well.

F. J. SIMONTON CO.

The I’ast Noble Grands will meet at
Odd Fellow* hall tonight for drill,

WIN

GOOD BARGAINS

GOOD GOODS

J. A. JAMESON COFancy Fowl.................................................................. 32c
Nice Smoked Shoulders (4 to 8 lbs.), lb........... 15c
Scotch Smoked Hams—Whole, per lb................32c
Half, per lb. . . 35c; Sliced, best cuts, lb. . . 50c
(The** hams are boneless and ^tinned. There is no watte.
They are delicious.)

The Celebrated Sinclair Bacon—Sliced 35c; strip 30c
Swift's Premium Hams (8 to I 5 lbs each) lb. 25c
Nice Salted Dandelions, 2 lbs................................. 25c
Baldwin or Golden Russet Apples, peck.......... 40c
Potatoes, peck............... 40c; bushel................. $1.50

Green—Stow. Mass., March 17, to Mr. an<
Mrs. E. W. Green, a daughter.—Edith Alice
weight 8
pounds.
Acorn—Waldoboro, March 9, to Mr. and Mrs
Vernon Acorn, a daughter.—Esther Elizabeth
Ames Vinalhaven, March 18, to Mr. am
Mrs. Laurence Antes, a son.
DIED

Smythe—Glencove, March 10, Sadie P., wife
nt Albert W. Smythe, aged 24 years. Funeral
Friday at 1 p. in.
Hannon North Washington, March 17, Fred
Hannon, aged 55 years.
Keene—Bremen, March 17, Capt. Astor
Keene.
Gross—WaJaoboro, March —, M. Annie
Gross, wife of Isaac Gross nnd daughter of
Alex and Mary McKenzie McDonald of Prince
Edward Island, aged 83 years. New York and
P. E. I. papers please copy.
Varney—Arlington, Mass., March 17, Jennie
M , widow of Elisha Varney and daughter of
the late Rev. Amariah Kalloch of Rockland,
aged 81 years.
Burial In Augusta.
"CARD OF THANKS

'We tuke this method to express our sin
cere appreditlon of, and our heartfelt thanks
to our relatives, neighbors and friends and
members of the fraternal organizations, for
the many acts of kindness shown during our
recent hervaveonent and for the beautiful
floral tributes sent.
Mrs. John J. Carter. Mr. and Mrs. Curl
Kalloch, Miss Abbie Carter, Mr. and Mrs.
Almond Miller.
•
CARD OF THANKS

I wish to thank the nurses for their many
acts of kindness to me during my illness at
Knox Hospital; also to thank Dr. Spear and
others doctors that were with me during my
operation; also Miss Duncklce aud Miss Par'I''”.
•
Mrs. Lou E. Upham and family.
Rockport, Maine.
•
RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT

(These potatoes are very nice, medium size and every one perfect)

Everything wc advertise is good, not cheap quality.

Whereas God in his infinite wisdom has seen
fit to visit "Evening Star Grange" and remove
from our order our beloved sister Gladyu
Cramer, therefore bfe It
Resolved. That, though we mourn the loss
of our sister, we realize that our loss is her
gain.
Resolved, That our sympathy be extended to
the bereaved family and as a token of resiwrt
our charter be draped for a period of thirty
days aud be It further
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions
be spread on our records, a copy sent to the
family and a copy sent to Tlie Courier-Ga
zette for publication.
Carrie M. Kaler. Nellie M. Lincoln. VInnie
A. Bowes, Committee on Resolutions.
Washington, Me., March 8, 1924.
•

J- A. JAMESON CO.

Watch this paper for*announcement
of our Easter opening. CUTLERCOOK cfo.

Best Canned Peaches, can . . .35c; 6 cans . . .$1.75
Best Canntid Pineapple, can . ,45c; 6 cans . .$2.35
Best Canned Fruit Salad, can................................ 50c
Best Canned Beets, can . .. ,30c; 6 cans ... .$1.50
Best Canned Peas, can .... 18c; 12 cans .... $1.75
Better order some of these canned goods—they are a good trade
at these prices.

Nice Cranberries, 2 quarts....................................... 25c

ANY DAY-EVERY DAY
YOU CAN GET

MRS. THURLOW’S ICES
—AT—

CHISHOLM’S
Sodas,

College Ices,

ICE
Starting April 1st
I am ready to furnish both old and
new customers
My pric« on Ice in ton lot* it $3.50.
The man who buys in largo quanti
ties can see the low prico and save
money.

At the Brook
Boxes

to

Take

Home

PROMPT SERVICE

S. D. BEATON
35-tf

Telephone 672-M

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday,
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J TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO*

A review from the columns of this
paper of some of the events which
Interested Rockland and vicinity fur
three weeks ending March 21, 1899.

March 20,

AMONG THE SCHOOLS

1924

Every-OtEa.-Day
PALERMO

WASHINGTON LETTER

Several spent Sunday fishing for
pickerel on Sheepscot Ixike.
Harry
Grady catching one which weighed
over two pounds.
Mrs. Harriet Trask is nursing at
South China.
Mrs. Ellen Turner is visiting at her
son Oscar’s in East Palermo.
Mrs. Lula Willoughby is improv
ing after a week’s illness.
Beatrice Peavey of Montville is vis
iting at her uncle’s, John Dyer’s.
Sheepscot Fish and Game Club met
at tlie home of Mr. and Will Glrady
Thursday.
The evening was spent in
card playing and other amusements.
A nice treat of cake, coffee and pop
corn v.as served and all returned homo
ut a 1 ito hour satisfied that they had
had a good time-.
Relatives and friends here of Mrs.
May Hall (nee Norton) are sorry to
hear that she is ill and confined to her
bed.
Mrs. Lucy Morse is ill.
Mr. Springer lost liis horse recently.
I.aurice Black who works in Free
dom -peat the Weekend at Sanford
Greeley's.
Isaac Qulgg is soon to move his port.Ifie mill here on a wood lot purchased
i f Frank Moore.

Mews of the Busy Educational Correspondent Takes a Glance
World In and Outside of
At Some of the Chief Things
Knox County.
Going On There.
McLain Sclicol
Pupils from the three eighth grades
met in A room last Thursday after
noon to listen to a delightful talk on
pan. given by Mrs. Carleton Snow.
Mrs. Snow brought with her many
beautiful Japanese articles and con
trary to the usual custom the "Do not
handle," sign was not attached.
The
boys enjoyed handling the givords, and
the girls admired the kimonos, and
embroidery.
Her talk f rmed the
a»ls for a written lesson the next
day.
The opening exercises in 8A are in
charge of different pupils each morn
ing and consist of scripture reading,
prayer and song.
• • • «
Tyler School
The sand-table playground in Grade
is well shaded now with five ever
green trees brought by Myra Sliramons.
William Adams has constructed a
shoot-the-shoot that would be a credit
to any third grade boy.
A study has been made of Ralburn's
painting "A Boy and a Rabbit."
A
story was developed by the class from
the picture and made i.ito booklets,
the covers of which are decorated with
a miniature of that painting. All were
very good and eight of the best were
made by Yale Goldberg. Herbert Pen
dleton, Myra Simmons. Harold Gross
Leander Thomas, Lester Black, Wil
liam Adams and Leo Chase.
• • « •
Oak Grove School
There was a perfect attendance last
Friday for the first time in five weeks
The following pupils received 100 in
spelling last week: Patsey Ferrero.
Daisy Gny ar.d Mueford Simmons.
Vernon Itaye of the firs: grade leads
all three grades with the most start
for perfect arithmetic papers.
• • • •

Washington, D. C., Mar. 18.—On the
5th of this month the unfortunate
taxpayer had brought home to him the
fact that in the eyes of the average
Congressman, ar.d especially of the
Democratic Congressman, the welfare
Mrs. 1. A. Staples moved her store
f the plain, ordinary taxpayer is of
no consequence as compared with the
from Gregory block to the corner of
political success of the Congressman,
Kockland and Main streets.
n vain did President Coolidge in a
Everett L. Spear returned fr.-m Ap
pecial message appeal to Congress to
A PERTINENT QUERY
ple t jii where he had been doing
ass a simple resolution which would
masonry work on the Mrs. E. S. Oakes
ave reduced by 25 per cent before
new $10,000 residence.
An Inspector had made a special
March 15 the income tax of probably
The March term of Knox County
10,900,000 of taxpayers. The Demo visit to a certain elementary school In
Supreme Court convened, with Associ
crats would not permit it. They feared a big provincial town, anil from Ills
ate Justice Her.. Lucillus A. Emery
oo great political advantage for tiie point of view good results had been
presiding.
Republican part/. Had there been obtained.
William F. Lovejoy, a hotel man well
•Well,” he said, “Is there any lad
inanimous consent, the resolution
known throughout the State died in
ould easily have been passe-el. but If who would like to ask mt1 something?"
Bethel. Funeral services were held at
lie Democrats were to oppose ohjee-’Yes, sir,” cried a voice. "What
the home of Charles C. Lovejoy.
uns the time would be too short. And time does your train leave?"—Loudon
Sheriff Elmer appointed a new dep
ne Democrats did. Presumably there Tlt-Blts.
uty, S. N. Simmons of Appleton.
ill lie a tax-reduction at this session,
The residence of C. C. Hills was
ut everyone had to pay the full rates
Keen Practice.
damaged somewli it by fire, due to the
Mar. 15, because the Democrats de
‘Have you hail any experience In
accidental breaking of a lamp.
liberately blocked Immediate reduction. salesmanship?" asked a sides manager
Clement R. Sherwood of Lyons, X
But members of Congress. Republl- of a college graduate applying for a
Y. bought the Daily Star.
nns and Democrats alike, are preparJob.
The- Rockland Central Club had a
to rush through a bonus,bill which
.membership of 145.
“Oh yes,” replied the other confident
\ ill cost the country nearly $2,000,HL V. TWEEDIE, M. D.
Miss Anna Coughlin passed the best
000.000—$1,972,000,000 to be exact. And ly. “I asslsteel for two years In sibl
examination out of 40 applicants, for
ing
the
seats
for
the
Yale-Harvard
Diseases of the Eye;
nless President Coolidge vetoes it.
a vacancy with Brockton schools. She
nd possibly if he does, that bill will football game." — American Legion
Refractions, Etc.
decided, however, to return to Ayer,
oecome a law. Why? Because, pri- Weekly.
407 MAIN STREET
Mass.
Hu.it. 9 to 12 A. M ; 1 tli P. M.
narily, Congressmen believe it will
The Rockland Y. II- C. A. celebrated
K*a»rt,Rc*. 21 Fueleo Street. Tel. 391-1
Polite but Inquisitive.
nt ke votes for themselves to pass the
Often Ttleonona 4<I3-W
its 13th anniversary, with union serv
Measure, think that the ex-soldiers
Host—Those, my dear, are my greatices at the Methodist church. Rev. R.
who would benefit by the bonus will aunt and uncle.
DR. T. L. McBEATH
W. Van Kirk and Rev. F. E. White
vork hard for the re election of those
S'tnall Guest—I suppose they are
Vinalhaven. March 17, to Mr. andjmlttee. A. O. Spear: fish agent, A. JI
took part. L. F. Starrett and A. E.
Osteopathic Physician.
vho vote for the bonus hill, whereas dead?
Weston.
Brunfcerg presented theiir respective Mrs. H. W. Fifield, a eon.
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
he
general
taxpayer,
while
approving
Host—Yes.
W. R. Gill, L. JI. Kenniston and G
,
Teimhon. 136
Deer Isle, Feb. 18, to Mr. and Mrs.
reports as president and secretary.
reduction
cf
the
income-tax,
would
3..
UNION
STREET. ROCKLAND, MAINE
T. Wentworth were elected assessors
Small Guest (after a pause)—May I
John D. May severed his connection Freeman H. Annis. a son.
Graduate
of
American School of
rot take off his eoat and vote for the ask whether they died of Uluess or old
Stonington. March 11, to Clayton of the Camden Village Corporation
with Spear, May & Stover, the firm
Ostecopathy
eelection
of
the
men
who
made
such
style of which became Spear & Stover. Everett and Gussie Maria (Grindle) i with JI. T. Crawford as treasurer, and
ness?—London Punch.
eduction possible.
F. A- Packard collector.
There were IS kilns afire. Lime was Gilley, a son.
• • • a
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Vinalhaven, March 16. to Mr- and | North Haven town meeting—Selectin good demand in New York. common
The Worst Ever.
Purchase Street School
Secretary Mellon and the Treasury
j men. H. M. Leadbetter, George Lewis
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
lime bringing 70 cents and lump lime Mrs. Augustus Linekin, a son.
“Well,” said the landlord of tlie
At an assembly for opening exer tatistlcians have analyzed the tax
Stonington. March 10, to Mr. and j and S. J. N. Beverage; treasurer. J. O
SO cents.
Sonkem
hotel,
as
the
guest
was
paying
T.i.phon. 323.
oil
passed
by
the
House.
They
find
Erown; road commissioner. Mathew cises March 14 after Bible reading and
Edward O. Atkins was obliged to Mrs. Ira T. Merrlthew, a son.
his hill, “What do you think of our I£ Summer Str.at.
Rockland
have his right arm amputated as the
Camden, March 9, to Mr. and Mrs. Leadbetter; supervisor of schools, Fre prayer, the following program was hat it would convert an annual sur
carried on by the fourth grade: plus of $395,000,000 Into a deficit of place as a summer resort?”
M-tf
mont Beverage.
result of an accident whch he sus
ouis A. Tiffany, a daughter.
‘Td hate to tell you," answered the
Cushing town meeting—Selectmen One hundredth Psalm; hymn, “Praise 3,000,000. The President is urging the
tained while coupling cars.
• • • •
Not
Medicine.
Not
Osteopathy
Vinal Wallace, Riley Davis and C. A to the Father:” poem. "The Wind in a •enate to act from conscientious—as stranger as he picked up his grip.
The Rockland schooner, Kendrick
The marriages for the three weeks j
Fogarty; assessors, C. A. Fogarty. J- F Frolic;" song, “Small Stars;” vi trola istinguished from political—princi “Even wliat I think of It as a last C. M. WHEELER,D.C.PLC
Fish, owned ar.d commanded by Capt.
selection, “Perfect Day;’ “Star Spang _fies and remodel the bill until It ac- resort would not look well In print.”
were:
Burton and W. A. Rivers; treasurer.
Mark Gilbert, was wrecked on Port
Chiropractor
led Banner" and Flag Salute.
Cambridge, Ohio, F$b. 26. James D
ords with the recommendations cf
W. S. Fambaw.
land Head.
403 MAIN STREET - - RCCKLAND
Best spellers for the week in Grade
McCabe and Jennie Berry of Rock
Secretary Mellon. Once more the conCraJ.ats Painter School ol Chiroaraotlo
Cook’s Consolation.
E. C. Spearin and family moved
Capt. A. S. Snow was in charge of
are Dorothy Dimick and Charles Hav cientiousness and common sense of
land.
Office Hours:
from Thomaston back to Auburn.
Tlie
mistress,
showing
the
new
cook
the U. S. Naval station at San Juan
«o-idiy«
WeOnrsilsys. Fridays. 10-12, 2-S, 7-S
ener, second, Charles Wooster and he Congress are to be tried out in
Salisbury, Mass., March 4. John A.
George Ludwig of Camden died from
Pcrto Rico.
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10-12, 2-S
round
the
kitchen,
excused
tlie
ab

Charles Perry.
Burpee of Rockland and Julia P. Allen
ompetition with the personal selfish
Saturdays 10-12
Ttl. aa*
interna! injuries, sustained when his
David G. Hodgkins became chief
In second grade. Purchase street lOlitieal ambitions of the Cor.gresa- sence of silver entree dishes with the
of Salisbury.
sled slewed, and he was thrown vio
baggage master on the steamer Frank
remark
that
burglars
had
recently
ran

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Friendship. March 2. Waiter Wins
Lillian Rubenstein, Charles Wooster nen. The correspondent who would
lently to the ground.
Jones. .
and Charles Perry have most star er.ture to predict the outcome would sacked the place.
low and Bessie Simmons.
Mrs. Margaret Wharff was elected
George II. Blethen was appointed
Ofiico: VINAL BLOCK. TH0MA8T0N
“Oh, well, mum,” said tlie cook, "bur
papers this week.
Vinalhaven. March 15, Fred 3.
it fool-hardy Indeed.
president of the Union Church Circle
postmaster at Clark Island.
Office
Hours: 1 tu 3 and 7 Ml 7. B
glars
must
live,
mustn
’
t
they?
”
John Bodman, Ruth Rackliffe and
Littlefield and Fiora Vinal.
“Bedtime stories by Roxie Stinson"
at Vinalhaven.
The Howard Cigar Co.. D. L Howard
■iuldsaoo until 3 A. M. and ky AnrolatatM
Worcester, Mass., March 9. Walter
Helenka Pletrosky, have added their would lie an appropriate title for the
Vinalhaven town meeting—Select
proprietor, sold its cigar store to Ed
Ellis of Worcester and Mary O. Wade
names to roll of honor for arithmetic.
Butter That Lasts.
T.i.aho..s: R.sirtonco. 41-6: Office 143
candalous “testimony" .being broadmen. T- SI. Coombs, O. P. Lyons and
ward S. May, with a view to locating
Waldoboro.
The “Golden Crown" of Grade
The Grocer—Yes’m, you'll find this
asted to ihe world by Senator Burton
W. A. WhNSTO*. Rkb. f»HG
L. M. Treat; treasurer, L. R. Smith
in Bath.
Deer Isle, March 8, Capt. Ralph Gray
brought home their third haskethal <. Wheeler and his hand-picked com butter would ba cheap at twice the JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
road commissioner, George JI. Griffin
Philo Thurston, who was in the iron
and Carrie B. Jordan.
victory Thursday when they played nittee "investigating" Attorney Gen- money.
COMPLEE
UkUU
AND
SUNDRY
foundry business many years, and who
school committee. Dr. E. H. Lyford.
North Haven, March 6, George A.
“The Spartans," 6th grade of McLain ral Daugherty. Not one word cf evi
LINE.
SPECIAL
ATTENTION TO
Mrs. Bordon-Lodge—Yes; I know It
had served numerous terms in the City
JI. W. Lawry of Thomaston moved
PPESCRIP1 IONS.
KODAKS.
DE
School, score 4-3.
McDonald and Eva H. Waterman.
lence which would be admitted in : would. I've used It before nnd iny
Government, died at his home on Cam
to Woolwich, where he was to be sta
VELOPING.
PMNTINB
ANO EN
Deer Isle, Feb. 26, Libbius J. WardThere have been only two tardi curt has been presented thus far. InLARGING.
boarders eat hardly any of It.—Lon
den street, aged SO
tion agent.
marks this week.
well and Miss Genie Upton.
•tead "Miss” Roxie Stinson ha3 done
370 Main St.. Rockland. Me.
George E. Allen, manager of the St
Charles A. Davis bought the Mehan
Edgewood, R. 1., March 18. Charles
Instead of tlie customary spelling ill the testifying, under the guidance of don Answers.
property on South Main street.
George branch of tiie Rockland and
S. Hall of Rockland and Miss Nellie
match Friday afternoon that the boys ’enator Wlietler. “Miss" Stinson is
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
Frank C. Flint was elected foreman
Vinalhaven Telephone Co., was badly
and girls enjoy so much there came in
J. Piper of Edgewoodhe divorced wife of Jesse Smith,
injured by an explosion while a ledge
of Americus Hook & Ladder Co., sue
108 PLEASANT STREET
stead
a
current
evict
test.
Captains
• • • •
liend of Mr. Daugherty. lie comceeding James Donohue, who declined
was being blasted.
of the two sides were: James Huntley nltted suicide in Mr. Daugherty’s
David
N.
Mortland
was
elected
re-election after 21 years In that ca
PLUMBING
HEATING
and John Moulalson. Each pupil in
.partment here about a year ago.
mayor over Parker T. Fuller, Demo
pacity.
“THE RIP TIDE"
TEL. 244-W.
stead of spelling a word gave a cur ‘Miss” Stinson testifies that, although
George E. (“Chummy”) Gray signed crat, the vote standing 887 to 636. The
IIT-tf
rent event. After an interesting period :he had been for some time divorced
to pitch for the Buffalo team of the Republicans carried all of the wards i Tremendous Climax To Photoplay at
James Huntley’s side was victorious rom Mr- Smith and had assumed her
Eastern League.
but 1 and 2. The aldermen elected | Sirand Theatre Friday and Saturday,
ARTHUR L. ORNE
Walter Chaples tried to save Ills side naiclen name, it was Mr. Smith’s cusCharles W. Gale and E. II. Herrick were A. F. Achorn, L. W. Benner W.
but gave up finally against five to one
insurance
bought the Bryant & Cobb marbl O. Abbott, F. A. Winslow. O- P. Hix,
As tense a situation as was ever The children were very sorry ndt tr om to come hack to Ohio and spend
-is weekends witli her: that he always
J. L. Cross and S. A. Adams. The conceived in a dramatic’s brain is that
business.
Succ.aaor
to
A. J. Erakln. B Ca.
have Mr. Jones down this week.
irought at least a stjit ‘case full of
Mayo & Rose occupied their new Common Counmilmen elected were: C. which serves as the finale ot ' The Rip
Friday afternoon Grade 6 had
»1?
MAIN
ST
- ROCKLAND. Ml
whiskey,
a
part
of
which
he
gave
to
M.
Thomas,
G.
O.
B.
Crockett,
JE.
Tide," which comes to Strand Theatre
store in Burkmar block, having the
spelling match with Myrtle Hall and er. She says that on these occasions
It is one which
store last occupied by Dunn & Add! Rhodes, 2d. W. S. Melvin, R. I. Thomp Friday and Saturday.
IMPROVING FAST
son. E. Bradford. W. H. Spear, F. A. is said to guarantee a thrill to even Alta Emery as leaders. After hard heir relations were "perfectly conL R. CAMPBELL
ton.
efforts on both sides there still re
“Good morning, Mr. Smlthl
la
entional,” hut that the stories Mr.
The Central Club elected these of Farrand, C. T. Saul. L. S. Robinson, C. the most blase theatre-goer, for it 1
malned
a
tie.
Attorney at I^aw
your
wife
better?
”
tmith told her were highly scandalous.
fleers: President, Col. E. R. Spear; vice M. Titus, R. H. Blackington, L. E. unlike anything which has heretofore
Those to receive 100 per cent arith
"Oh yea. She'a able to alt up and Special Attention to Probate Mattera
president, F. R. Spear; secretary and Wade, C. A. Davis, E. S. May, W. G. been attempted upon the silver sheet metic papers in Grade 6 last week Vnel that is the sort of tiling which a
Aside from the fact that the situa
’ormal committee ot the* United States criticize everything I do now.”
Hayden. H. T. Miller, J- F. McIntosh.
treasurer, E. D. Spear.
375 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.
were: Margaret Adams. Bessie Crltch Senate has been listening to for sev
The Rockland polo team transferred F. A. Blackington, S. W. Hewett and tion is so entirely different, it is made
Edna Cuthbertson. Alta Emery, Kath eral days. Jesse Smith is, of course,
You
Don
’
t
Seighl
additionally
Impressive
by
the
splen
tc Rockland, Mass., was making a fine Benjamin Bartlett.
EDWARD K. GOULD
The city government organized with did work done by the players. Stuart leen Emery, Clyde Grant, Harriett Mo lead; so that whatever "Miss" Stin- “I’d like to marry you,” said Mabel
record there.
ran. Evelyn Niles. Sidney Rubenstein lon says he told her about Mr. DaughFelgh,
James A. Trowbridge sold Hotel William O. Abbott of Ward 3 as chair Holmes, as fine an artist as the screen
For you have auch a pleasant weigh;
Charles Seavey, Ilarlow Webber. Mer rrty, or anyone else, must go unchalAttorney at Law
man of the board of aldermen and Lo has ever known, rises to new emo
Savoy to J. C. Duprey of Portland.
rill Walls, Frances Walls and Irene enged. All -this leads the New York But you, I fear, get very little pelgh,
And ao I’ll have to tell you neigh.”
George A. Gilchrest took charge of renzo S. Robinson of Ward 4 as presi tlonal heights as Count Boris Voron Strout.
sky.
while
Rosemary
Theby,
J.
Frank
’
.no
Tilt
son AVK. >«at MAIN «▼
Tribune, under the heading, “After
the Moody carriage repository on dent of the Common Council.
Mire, Slime." to remark, ‘‘After the
These city officials were chosen: Glendon and Diana Alden are all re
Limerock street, and W. A. Moody be
Margery’a Help.
markably good.
FRANK H. INGRAHAM
r.lre of Senator Walsh's attacks upon
came proprietor of the Port Clyde Ma Marshal, A. J. Crockett (on fifth bal
SOUTH WALDOBORO
“No, darling, I can’t let you help
Visualize a somberly beautiful room,
let);
road
commissioner,
Samuel
tullty and innocent in the oil investi- me wipe the dishes, you break too
t ine Railway.
with rich and luxuriant hangings, pan
Attorney at Lav
Derby; treasurer, Edwin Sprague (six
o • o o
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Jackson ltav tation, Senator Wheeler’s nosing amid many of them.”
elled walls, and massive furniture—
SPECIALTY:
PROBATE PRA«;TICI
candidates,
and
eight
ballots
neces

rrelevant
gossip
touching
dead
men
gone
to
Portland
where
they
will
visit
These births were recorded:
"But, mamma, that’s a help, for you
the whole lighted by hundreds of mel
vho cannot face their accuser is, it don't have ao many to wash next
431 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
Matlnicus, Feb. 27, to Capt. and sary); city physician. Dr. Benjamin low wax candles. Imaginea black-heart, relatives.
Williams: tax collector. T. E. Simon ed Russian nobleman, who has striven
r»lAOhnnee—Office* 46ft.
Houm 408-W
Mrs. Alice F. Burrows is visiting het oust be agreed, the next logical step.
Mrs. Wilmer Ames, a son.
time.”
Rockland, Feb. 28, to Mr. and Mrs ton: chief engineer, A. II. Jones; over for months to gain his ends with a ra daughter, Mrs. L. L. Mank of East Wal
seer of poor, E. Mont Perry.
As predicted in these letters, once
A C MOORE
Harmon Davis, a son.
diantly lovely East Indian princess. dohoro.
An Expensive Favor.
Mrs- Nellie Wallace spent Tuesday Edward McLean was permitted by
He ha3 finally succeeded in winning
Rockport, Feb. 27, to Mr. and Mrs
Justwedd
—
We
’
ll
have
to
get
a
re

Piano Tuner
Charles McFarland, a daughter.
Capt. David L. Fuller of Thomaston the girl's confidence and bringing her and Wednesday with her sister, Mrs '•enator Walsh to take the witness frigerator; It will save us ibouey.
’■tand lie explained away all the mysWaldoboro. Feb. 23, to Mr. and Mr: leased the Island View Hotel at Ten to his home, one room of which is de Ralph Morse of the village.
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.
Mrs. Justwedd—How so, dear?
eries which had attached to his priMr. and Mrs. W. O. Pitcher have re
scribed above.
Then the situation is
Isaac H. Hoffses, a son.
ant’s Harbor.
Justwedd—I notice that every time
Deer Isle, Feb. 20, to Mr. and Mr:
The principal officers elected at the complicated by the arrival of a wife turned from Massachusetts, where /ate telegrams which the committee
Berton Brown, a eon.
Rockport town meeting were: Select whom he had believed safely disposed they spent the winter with their son tad made- public and which had cre- you cool a watermelon In Mrs. Nexited so much sensation. His testl- door’s Ice chest you give her half.
Stonington. Feb. 17, to Mr. and Mrs men, Fred W. Andrews. J. W. Ingra of, and the ex-fiance of the princess, a J. Curtis Pitcher.
Mrs. Clarence Harding and daughter nony punctured all the Walsh bubbles.
Wm. D. Williams, n son.
ham and Otis A. Fiske; treasurer and muscular and determined young man
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Deer Isle, Feb. 10, to Mr. and Mr
The Better Way.
collector. C. Fred Knight; school com who carries in his good right hand Ruth, and Ralph Simmons of Massa He told frankly of his agreement to aid
the trusty sword of his ancestors.
Tko
Famous Shoot MjsIo yee tee ta*erSecretary
Fail
by
saying
he
had
loaned
chusetts,
are
at
tiie
Harding
home.
Maynard F. Webster, a daughter.
He
—
That
young
one
with
Its
cry

mittee, Leon A. Brewster. Although
tlsod la all tho loadina maatilaot. O«er
How does it all work out? Does the
Fall the $100,000 which Fall had been ing will drive me crazy yet! Can’t you
Deer Isle, Feb. 10, to Mr. and Mrs, 49 years old Capt. Frank A. Magune
2200 ooloetieas—tend ter oataleeea.
villainous nobleman come out un
isked to account for. Aside from that, get him quiet?
Warren Bray, a daughter.
cast his first vote in this election.
MAINE MUSIC CO. Rockland. Me.
scathed or does he pay the price of his
here was no sensation left; as Walsh
Rockland. Feb. —, to Mr. and Mrs
Capt. Greenleaf Colley, a distin
She—I’ll try singing to him.
infamy?
Does
the
princess
suffer
any
'.veil
knew
there
would
not
be.
Walsh
John Freeman, a son—William McKin guished native of Thomaston, died in
He—Oh, never mind; Better let him
wrong at his hands or does the final
s now assidiously hunting for another
non.
Buenos Ayres, aged 70.
cry 1—London Answers.
curtain show her close held in her
lensation.
Thomaston. March 6, to Mr. and
Appleton town meeting: Seltctmen, lover's arms.
These questions the
Mrs. Charles Frost, a son.
Stephen J. Gushee, A. T. Mitchell and photoplay- answers in a logical and
Both Blameless.
Warren, March —, to Mr. and Mrs C. T. Newbert; auditor. G. E. Went convincing manner, and we strongly
UNION
“If the operation hurts you, don’t
George Benner, a daughter.
worth; agent. Milton Thurston; col urge that you pay a visit to Strand
Olame me, but blame your nerves."
Rockland, Feb. 8, to Mr. and Mrs lector, Jesse Wentworth; treasurer, R. Theatre to learn for yourself just
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Overlock of
“And If I hit you on the nose when
Frank Trafton, a son—Alonzo F.
S. Keene.
Washington were callers of J. C. Sim
what does happen.—adv.
It Is over, don't blame me, but blame
North Haven, Feb. 23, to Mr. and
George W. Brown, night watch at
oons Sunday.
5EGULAT1ON PIZE WITH NAMB
tooth.”—Munich Meggendorfler
Mrs. James Beverage, a daughter.
the Georges River Woolen Mill in War
Wilton Trahan went to Boston Mon- uiy
AND ADDRESS (.V MAKER AND
Blatter.
Thomaston, March 7, to Mr. and Mrs ren. went to Rhode Island, where he
iay to visit relatives.
NET WEIGHT, IN ACCORDANCE
Know the tremendous puk
Joseph Stimpson, a daughter.
had employment.
The death of an
WITH FEDERAL LAW.
Amos Carleton of Winterport is vis
Camden, March 2, to Mr. and Mrs, uncle in New Zealand had left him a
Good Business.
iting his daughter, Mrs. Asenatli
ing
power
of
Couricr-Gazettf
$4.50 per 1000 Sheet*
Byron Herrick, a daughter
Erickson.
legacy.
"If yon can sell more cars than
Vinalhaven, March 2. to Mr. and Mrs
Walter R. Hughes of Pleasantville
For Pound also
I.
E.
Savage,
who
has
been
at
home
you
can
get
why
do
you
employ
sales

-tdn
Winfield Dickie, a daughter.
lost a portion of one hand while work
leverai days, has returned to Rock- men?"
Pnetage U oenta additional
Deer Isle, Feb. 20, to Mr. and Mrs, ing a heading saw in C. F. Walton's
'and.
“We need a few bright young men
Burton Brown, a son.
mill.
John Simmons who has been con to Jolly customers who are standing
$2.75 per 500 Sheet*
Augusta. March 5. to Mr. and Mrs
Washington town meeting—Select
fined to his home w ith rheumatism,, is In line.”
F. B. Hill (Miss Edna Clark of Rock men. F. Light, J. F. Bryant and A. F.
gaining slowly.
Postage 10 cents additional
land), ia son—Henry Francis.
Johnston; collector, L. L. Morton
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Esancy of ApFor each additional 1000 sheet! ordWould
Change
Things.
Deer Isle. March 6. to Mr. and Mrs clerk, W. F. Hatch; treasurer, P. G.
oleton and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones
ered at same time, add to the price
“The great duke of Guise was proud
John H. Haskell, a daughter
Ingralis.
ind little Sanford of North Washlngof first 1000, $4.00 and I* oenta poatStonington, March 5 to Mr. and Mr:
Union town meeting—-Selectmen, El?ge for esob 1000.
•on were guests of Mr. and Mrs. to he known as ‘The Scarred.’ ”
John K. Knowlton, a daughter.
“Rather risky title."
dtn Burkett. F. E. Littlehale and C. N.
Robert Esancy Sunday.
Lucas: treasurer. R. Dennis Shuman;
‘‘How so?”
Mrs. Martha Sherman Is visiting her
$4.00 per 1000 Sheet*
tax collector, W- C. Norton.
brother. W. O. Luce.
“Any printer might drop one T.‘ ”
For Half Pound a!xe
Hope town meeting’s selectmen, G.
All schools will reopen for thp spring
Postage io centa addltloaa)
.1. Gushee, David S. Hall and Myron
‘erm March 31. High School will close
Veranda Chat.
lune 13. Grade ar.d rural schools close
There is no “cure,” but Wentworth; treasurer. M. F. Taylor;
“He got his wife out of a department
$2.50 per 500 Sheet*
lune 20.
road commissioner, Alden Allen.
store.”
the wheezy breathing
Postage 10 cents additioaal
South Thomaston town meeting—Se
"She looks as if she came from the
that prevents sleep may lectmen, Alden W. Butler. L. H. Snow
For each additional 1000 sheets ord
remnant
counter.
”
oftentimes be relieved by and George McConchie; treasurer and
ered at same time, add to the prloa
inhaling the soothing collector, II. S. Sweetland; auditor, J.
of first 1000, $3.50 and 10 oents post
Merrill
Bartlett.
y
age for each 100*.
Some dealer in your community sells or can very readily obtain your
medicated vapors of—
Capt- Simon Hutchings moved from
supply if K. & W. Seeds for you. He is a good man to consult.
THE
Thomaston to Rockland.
Buy K. & W. Seeds and Buy Seed Satisfaction
Warren town meeting—Selectmen,
Make Your Product a Standard
COURIERWe have a ISO-page catalog that is yours
N. T. Caswell. E. M. Stahl and George
In This Community. We
GAZETTE.
FREE for the asking. Write for it today.
(624)
ADVERTISE III OBB
W. Brown; assessors, E. S. Bucklin,
Will Carry Your Message
KENDALL & WHITNEY
Est. 1858
PORTLAND, MAINE
Lewis Hall and Alfred Lermond;
HELP WANT COLUMN.
Ovtr i 7 Million Jan Und Yearly
*.
J- J a.
’•’♦• ’’
Into Every Home
Ro,Uan4 Maine
treasurer, JI. R. Mathews; school com-
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WINDWARD ISLANDS

Page Five
Eastern Standard Time

Trains Leave Rockland for

Land of Cocoa and Nutmegs
—Scene of Terrible Vol
canic Tragedy.
The Windward Islands Colony, to
which Ixrndon is sending a new Gov
ernor and Commandcr-in-Chief, is
one of the least known, to Americans,
of British territories in the New World.
A bulletin from the Washington, D.
C. headquarters of the National Ge
ographic Society describes it.
“ 'Windward Islands’ means differ
ent things on different maps,” says the
bulletin, "and to add to tAe confu
sion several other quite distinct names
are applied to the whole and to parts
of the islands that sweep in a great
arc from Porto Hico to the top of South
America.
The entire group of little
islands is known most properly, per
haps, as ‘the Lesser Antilles,’ 'the
Greater Antilles’ consisting of the
larger islands, beginning with Porto
Rico, that reach back toward the Gulf
of Mexico.
Scene of French and British Strife
“All of the southern half cf the
Lesser Antilles is sometimes called
‘the Windward Islands’ the term in
cluding Martinique, St. Iaicta, St. Vin
cent, Grenada and even Barbados. To
bago and Trinidad.
Britain’s 'Wind
ward Islands Colony’, however, means
something definite; the three fairsized islands, St. Lucia. St, Vincent and
Grenada, and the tiny islets near Gre
nada known as the Grenadines.
’"About this little group of islands
France and England fought more stub
bornly than about any other hit of
American territory.
Over and over
again they changed hands between
1650 and 1814 as the West Indian fleets
of first one and then the other of the
two great nations were victorious.
Since the latter date all three of the
islands nnd the Grenadines have re
mained British possessions.
Charming Tropic Islas
‘ The Windward Islands are well in
the tropics, being in the latitude of
Nicaragua, the Philippines and south
ern India; and they are as charming
examples rf tropical Isles as can be
found in any ocean.
Al! are moun
tainous, and over the sharp peaks,
deep valleys and more gentle slopes of
all is thrown an intensely green man
tle of tropical trees, shrubs and
grasses. All were peopled by the war
like Carib Indians when Columbus and
other Spanish navigators discovered
them.
But these were largely killed
off or transported during the next few
centuries by British and French set
tlers.
Most of the inhabitants of the
islands today are black and are trace
able to the slave ships that brought
over their African cargoes during early
colonial development.
On St. Vin
cent which was li ng left to thp na
tives. several slave skills were wre ked
and the survivors mingled witli tlie
Cgribs so that on that island there is
a more pronounced Indian strain than
elsewhere.
"On each of the islands is a small
minority of white olR'ials. landowners
and business men.
Each of the three
larger islands has its own local gov
ernment machinery under a British
Administrator, and over all is the Gov
ernor who resides in St. George's, chief
city of Grenada.
The governments
are ’Crown Colonies,’ the officials being
appointed from Louden.

you can't help but feci dull
and depressed the next morn
ing. Before you can feel right
you must help Nature to flush
out your intestines.

Dr.True’sElixir
has been giving relief to over
loaded stomachs and bowels
for over seventy-three years.
It is gentle in action and it
cleanses as it clears out what
the body has no use for.
Keep a large sized bottle
handy, as l)r. True's Elixir is

The True Family Laxative
made to regulate the bowels of
every member of the family.

$1.20, 60c, 40c sizes

Successfully used for over 73 years

in importance to the Western Heml.«
jhere little known. There were intrt
tluoed tirst tropical products from tin
rest of the world which, distributed
from there, have established some o
the most important and lucrative in
dustries of the West Indies and tht
Americas.
Various vegetables and
fruits and spices are in the list.
‘•Grenada, southernmost of the thre<
lands, is the most beautiful and moEt
farming, and at the same time, the
best developed.
It forms almost a
true ellipse 20 miles long and 9 wide.
Its port at St. George’s cannot com
pare in usefulness with that of St. Lil
ia, but it is a perfect gem of a harboi
cn a small scale, with a narrow en
trance and a small land-locked basin
From the basin’s rim St. George’s
grows up a ridge and down the ( the:
side, its housetops, half hidden among
the palms, forming gigantic steps.
And the roofs only echo the surface
for the gradea are so steep that many
of the streets are steps.
Much of the
town is beyond the ridge; and the
British, unwilling to be forever climb
ing in the warm climate, have put
through a tunnel that saves many
eps.

Land of Cocoa and Nutmegs
“Grenada

was long

under

French

:ntrol, and many traces of Gallic influen ?e still linger in architecture
customs and religion.
G-oad road.
rm a network over Grenada as ovei
the other Windward Islands.
Ovei
them one may howl in motor cars beide the numetrous well-kept nutpieg
and cocoa plantations that turn oul
Grenada’s chief products.
Many tour
ists learn f >r the first time on these de
lightful jaunts that nutmegs eomt
from a luscious fruit that is itseli
made into jam; ar.d that cocoa ‘beans
are hidden away in the heart of big
capsules that have been described at

Portland. A|7.00a.m., 17.30 a. ra.. il.lOp.m.,

WHITE HEAD
-.-5-

St. Lucia Was To Have Been “Car”'ibean Gibraltar”
‘France held on longest t) St, Lucia
ar.d in the enthusiastic days of Na
poleon hoped to make it “he capital
of the Antilles' and ’the Gibraltar of
the Carribean.’
But the hope died
when the treaty of 1814 gave St. Lucia
to Great Britain, and now only Martin
ique and Guadaloupe and its islets
remain of the once Important French
Antilles.
“St. Lucia, 27 miles lorg by 12 wide,
might be said to exist solely for its
harbor. Port Castries.
This superb
haven, probably unsurpassed by any
harbor In the Americas, was to have
been France's Gibraltar.
Britain has
made it one of 'her most important
naval base3 and coaling stations and
has heavily fortified it.
A narrow
bottle-neck passage of deep water,
leads to what is in effect a great
deep lake of salt water.
Deepdraught ships of war or trade
tie up directly tn the piers on which
lie mountains of coal.
Armies of
blscjc men and women coal the ships
SUNSET
by carrying laden baskets aboard
Most of the population of the island is
Mrs. Avery Marshall was in Rock
concentrated in Castries, dependent on
the coaling activities, while a large land last week.
Mr. nnd Mrs. Roy Snowden have
part of the back country is abandoned
to its wild state: .but It is threaded taken rooms at the "l.ynntuore” f. r the
with good roads that wind among Its summer.
Clifford Eaton, who has been em
picturesque hills and tropical forests.
ployed in East Warren. Is home for a
Had Volcanic Tragedy
vacation.
“St. Vincent, the middle of the three
Richard Knowlton, who has spcr.t
Islands, had a terrible tragedy in the the winter in Everett, .Mat s.. returned
eruption of tts own volcano at thf cn Thursday.
time that Ml. I’elee destroyed a pop
Mr. and Mrs. Alphnnso Stinson re
ulous city and devastated a large area turned Monday fr,.m a visit to Rock
of country in Martinique, in 1902. The |>ort and Saco.
northern third of St. Vincent was de
Edmund Stirs ill lias recently had a
vastated and nearly 2,000 lives were telephone installed.
lost on the island. Now the brilliantly
Miss Annabel Colby was the Rues'
green tropkal foliage is creeping back of Miss Lena Morey at Stonington last
over the ash heaps to hide tbc evi week.
dences of this holocaust.
The following was taken from
“St. Vinceirt has in its botanic garden Boston paper: “There w'is a family
gathering and surprise party at the
home of Mrs. Chester Hayes, 21 Wal
nut street, Everett. Mass., on Thurs
day evening, March 6 in Iji.n-r of the
66th anniversary of the birth of Mrs.
Hayes' father, Richard W. Knowlton o!
Sunset who with MrA' Knowlton habeen spending the winter in Everett
There were 16 at the table In the cen
ter of which was a beautiful birthday
cake.
Night letters, spe.-ial delivery
and telegrams of congratulations from
absent members of the family lent
farther cheer tn the happy event and
Mr. Knowlton who is leaving soon to
resume his weir operations a I Sunset
was the re ipient of a most useful out
lit. consisting of a lantern, a pair of
rubber bools and a rubber coat, as
token of the loving esteem in which
lie is held, as the oldest of the eight
children of the late Henry W. and
Sarah (Small) Knowlton of Sunset.'
Mrs. Maude Haskell of North Deer
Isle was the guest of her daughter Mrs
Beulah Lufkin for a few days last
week.
Mrs. Isabel Barbour of South Deer
Isle spent the weekend with her par
Even Surgeons don’t cut their own corns. ents. Sir. nnd Mrs. George M. Dodge.
Mrs. Elizabeth Eaton and daughter
They use “Gets-It” to rid their tret of com or I
callous pests. Why should you risk infection or Lillie arrived Saturday
from New
a slip of your razor when it is so easy to end York.
corns and callouses, quickly, completely, peritly. Two or three drops of “Gets-It” •
Miss Viola Allen of Eagle arrived
all com pain—then the com loosens so Saturday to resume her studies nt the
I peel it right off with never a twinge of
____
ry it today. E. Lawrence It Co., Chicago. Deer Isle High School.
| The local school began the spring
Sold everywhere—money back guarantee.
“Gets-It” Is sold hr Wits city by George Treggett. term on Monday.

“feto-lt” Makes
Corns Vanish

Wills probated; Frederick J. Carver,
ate of Vinalhaven, Addie L. Carver
Bxx.; Michael Foley, late of Rockland,
Richard J. Foley, Lduise H. Doherty,
xnd Mary A. Winchenbach Exrs.;
jladys M. Gregory, late of Rockport,
B. Stanley Gregory Exr.
Wills filed for notice: Elizabeth MWall, late of St. George, naming J. J
Willard Wall Exr.; Clara E. BatcbIder, late of Kockland, naming Helen •
3atchelder Shute Exx.; Elizabeth M. 1
'easley. late of Rockland, naming Fred I
1. Cleveland Exr.
Petition for probate of will and for
• dminlstrat’on with the will annexed
ranted: Estate Daniel A. Green, late1
)f Vinalhaven, John C. Bagg Admr.
t. aPetition for probate of will and for
idminfstration with the will annexed
iled for notice: Estate Lewis II. Gray,
ate of Rockland, naming Edward K,
Jould Admr c. t. a.
Petitions for probate of foreign will
tranted: Estates Charles D. Thomp:on, late of Jersey City, Julia F.
Thompson Exx.; Teresa Damon, late
f New York City, John D. Peabody
Jxr.
Petitions for administration granted:
•Istates Roscoe Smith, lute of Vinallaven, Edith S. Baehelder Admx.;
imes O’Neil, late of Thomaston,
Walter II. Butler Admr; Thomas E.
Tibbetts, late of Rockland. Jennie C.
Tibbetts Ailmx.: Julia A. Gray, late of
tockland, Frank B. Miller Admr.
Petition for administration filed and
(ranted: Estate Philo Thurston, late
f Union, Herbert Grinnell Admr.
Petitions for administration filed for
totice: Estates Silas J. Hoffses, late
f Thomaston, naming Elizabeth V.
loffses Admx.: Fred G. Cleveland,
xte oi Rockland, naming Wnlter 11.
lutler Admr.: Edgar E. Rokes. late of
'amden, naming Lilia Rokes Admx.;
Mary Angeline Packard, late of Hope,
aming Frank B. Miller Admr.
Petition for guardian granted: Bsate Jesse L. Wentworth of Appleton,
tamuel E. Wentworth guardian.
Petition for guardian filed nnd grantd: Estate Ralph H. Gray of Rockmd, Jennie I. Robbins guardian.
Petition for change of name filed fcr
■otice: Mikko Ojpla, asking for change
f name to Michael Frederick Brooks.
Petition for distribution granted:
Estate Flora B. Taylcr, Walter II.
lutler Admr.
Petition for distribution filed for
otice: Estate Helen F. Stevens, Edvin A. Anderson Admr.
Petitions to determine inheritance
ax granted: Estates Flora J. Coburn,
'. 'S. Coburn Exr:; Leander Rokes,
Alpha A. and Lucy A. Rokes Exx.
Petitions for license to sell real esate granted: Estates Irving Storms,
’.ucille Whalen guardian; Frances A.
Tail. Charles S. Hall conservator:
tenjamin F. Merrifield, Antoinette G.
The balloon tire is as yet too new ti
tell its own story, but some of thf Merrifield Admx.
Petitions for license tn sell real esreasons urged against it by its op
ate filed for notice: Estates Hattie B.
ponents do not seem warranted by
facts.
Misled, perhaps, by the un Gennett, Henry L. Withee Exr.;
doubted fact that the pneumatic tin leorge H. M. Barrett, Ernest O. Pat
caused great destruction to the thei erson Admr.
Accounts allowed: Estates Edwin F.
common type of hard road, the waterhound macadam, conservatives non Lufkin, first and final, Benjamin N.
state that the balloon tire with Its Lufkin Admr.; Mabel A. Fuller, first
ind final, Laura A. Daniels, Exx.:
greatly incresed size of wearing sur
face. Will cause damage to roads ol Flora J. Coburn, first. C. S. Coburn
other than cement or brick surface.
85xr.; Flora B. Taylor, first and final.
This is not borne out by facts al Walter II. Butler Admr.: Lorenzo
ready recorded ot other wide tire 7rimi, first and final. Frank H. Ingrabearing surfaces.
Heavy
trucks nm Public Admr.: John Sabegon. first
equipped with double wheels and flat »nd final. Frank II. Ingraham Public
solid tires, do no damage to the sur Admr.: Mary 11. Allen, first and filial,
face of the highways they
use Frank B. Miller Admr.
whether that surface be oil-treated oi
Accounts filed and allowed: Estar-impregnated
stone,
sand-clay ntes Emily A. Collins, final, Robert U.
shell, concrete, brick or cement. Roae lollins conservator; Mauriee H. Chnddamage done by su h vehicles is fron vick, first. Jennie F. Chadwick guanlblows or pressure and not from sur an.
face wear.
It is, with the rnoderi
Accounts filed for notice: Estates
road, almost always the weight or thf William It. McIntyre, first and final,
blow which damages the road ar.d sel "hestcr 15. McIntyre Adair.; George O.
dom or never the abrasion of the sur Hyler, first and final, Alfredla M.
face.
Hyler Exx-: John II. Brlx, second.
According to this, the balloon tire
Frank B. Miller Exr.; Henry D. Allen,
should preserve rather than injure
first and final, Frank B. Miller Admr.:
roads, since its lessened air pressure
Mary A. Littlefield, first and final,
Increases the elasticity of the cushioi
betwee.i the road and the weight, and Emma L. Winslow Exx.
Inventories filed: Estates Htnry C.
therefore decreases the force of any
Coding, $893.20;
Emma F. Alien.
blow struck by the wheel.
5978.75; Adelia F. Brown, $136.58;
Celeste B. Wood, $2228.64; Edgar F.
Montgomery’, $10,019.63; Sarah J. Ab
VINALHAVEN
bott. $121.69; Fred L. Payson, $3159.23;
Mr. and Mrs. Gearge Kay returned Emery Hopkins. $2081.78; Lucy .1.
Overlock, $600: Harriet Jones, $1348.00;
Monday from Rockland.
Solomon N- Mank, $2833.77; Carl W.
Mrs. George Crquhart returned Mon
Thurston, $6171,91; George G. Hyler.
day from Boston, where she spent the >700; Charles G. McFarland, $823;
winter with her daughter, Mrs. Edward Elsie M. McIntosh. $4037.24; George
Wesley Oliver, $1228.55,
Condon.

In the city of Washington is a plant
occupying thirteen and a half acres of
space, with an annual pay roll of
Newspaper Association Member No. 3720
15,000,000, and selling as waste nearly
10,000,000 pounds of paper every year.
“The Nation, indeed, has no busi
The Government Printing Office, now ness helping’ States build roads; road
under the directlonshlp of Cornelius building is /or the State and the
Ford, answers these and other specifi county."
cations in a table of statistics printed
/The sentence is quoted from a con
with an article by Henry Litchfield temporary.
We should, perhaps, bt
West in the December Issue of the journalistically polite and say "es
Bookman.
teemed contemporary,” only we can
According to the statistics, the Gov not esteem any* paper which states a:
ernment Printing Office yearly prints an axiom a concept not proved or o!
erough Congressional speeches to sup common knowledge.
ply one to every lour men, women nr
\Vfiy has the Nation “no businest
children In the United States. At helping States?” Why is read build
present the big print shop is running ing “for the State and county?” Whi
ordained that the National Govern
full blast.
/
In it today are the largest number ment, which is all of us should not keer
of typesetting machines assembled to several groups of us, which art
gether in the world, numbering 246: the States, to solve their problems'
One hundred and forty-five presses ar Who made the law that the Natior
in use, and 700 motors are needed to shouldn't build its roads?
There is much question in many
supply the "juice” to run them.
Fifty million pounds of paper are minds as to the advisability of Federa
used annually. Nearly 50.000,000 wire- oid /or road building: whether th<
stitched publications were sent out of policy of the Nation aiding the States
he office of the Superintend! nt of Doc? to build roads will work, in the long
uments during the course of the past run, to any better advantage than thal
of the States aiding the counties t
year.
build roads, is yet to be demonstrated
Five billion blanks, schedules, posBut we can see no reason for sayint,
al cards, money order forms, envelthe Nation “has no business” to d<
pes and similar articles were printed so, if it is its best judgment that i.
in a year. Nearly 2,000.000 type pages should.
were set in a year, which totals more
As for road building being properly
han all the book publishing houses in
State or county function, the govhe United States.
In addition, eince ennent hns already made rail and
he war has been in progress, all codes, water transportation a matter of na
naval and army, have passed through tional concern.
The Nation, not thi
rusted hands at the big printery. To States, subsidized the first transcon
tandle all this work, 12 tons of type tinental railroads, to get them Built
netal were cast into ingots for the The Nation, not the States, improve
ype-setting machines daily.
our waterways.
TJie Nation, not th.
During the fiscal year of 1916, ac- States, built the Panama Canal.
Thi
■ording to the table supplied by Mr. great beauty starts of the continen
West. 2.592.27S publications were con are national, not State, parks. Raildemned. Only 578.548 were relegated leads, waterways, Panama Canal
the ash heap during the following parks, are for the Nation, built b;
year.
Fourteen million publications or with tlie assistance of the Natior.
.vere undistributed at the eiose of the Transportation and some of its objec
tives are national concerns.
Whj
ast fiscal year.
Much of the work Is farmer advisory eliminate roads from the list?
That this Nation will eventually
bulletins, supplied by the Department
if Agriculture. The department han build a national system of nations
i corps of editors constantly busy at- highways is as inevitable es was tin
canal.
It Is merely a question o
ending to this phase.
Tlie average daily quantity of when, and how—with ’'where" mori
’ranked governmental mail received at easily determined than either of thi
But the ‘when” is not s
he Washington City Postoffice is 150 others.
ins.
With scant exceptions, all hard to answer; the l’nited States o
if the work on the envelopes and the America will build, own, control am
‘liclcsuris is done at the G. P. O. This forever maintain its basic trunk lim
piantity in equivalent. Mr. Went ■system of rational hi/tways, thus
good
roads
everywhere
dates, to 9,600,000 half-ounce letters on bringing
,vl,ii li portage would amount to $288,- when, and not until when, the peopli
of the United States demand it.
'00 per day or $86,000 000 annually.
Ai d if there is any truth in sign:
Ti e total annual cost of governmental
irintlng. declares Mr. Wist, in ap- that demand is now bTlng made am
m ire and more strongly every year.
iroximately $12,000,000.
Balloon Tires To Help Roads

NORTH WASHINGTON

squashes growing cn trees.’ ”

tin
Gilman Ramsflcfl, formerly
U. S. C. G. Station here. has been ap
pointed Inape:tor of t’oast Guard Tel(phones for this district In place <•
It. B. Doten, who will become Inspectoi
< I a District in Virginia.
Mi Ita msilell is at his home In lt i.k and a.
present.
Earle Drinkwater of, Spru e Head
bus enlisted in the Coast Guard.
His
family is moving here and wi 1 reszdt
in the "Little Rungalow.”
A. It. Tahbutt who lias been home on
si !: leave has reported for duty again
A. li. Calder, Motor Machinist of tile
C. S. C. G. left for the Isles of Shoals,
N. II., Coast Guard Station Thursdaj
where he lias bee i transferred. Mrs
Calder joins him in April.
Mrs. Vernon Tai,butt and three sons
are at Tenant's Haibor visiting rela
tives.
Mrs. II. W. Andrews and Mrs. A. II
Calder of Norton’s Island were ir.
Ko kland Saturday on a business trip
Mrs. C. N. Robinsoa made a business
trip to Tenant's Hat bar last week.
Millard Robinson went to Rockland
last Monday.

*■ Augusta. AS7.00 a. m . ff 30 a. m.. tl.10 p. ia.1
Bangui. AU.UOa. m.-tZilt) a. in., tl.10p.in.
Boston, Aj .00 a. m..j7.30 a. in., 11. 10 p. in. j
Brunswick,Aj7.00a.m..t7 30u. in.. tl-lOp- tn..
’ ,u?«niton. AS7.00 a. tn , (7..7O a. in . ft.10 p. m.
New Yorlj. 11.10 p. in.
I

March Term, 1924—Adelbert L. Miles, Judge; Henry
H. Payson, Register.

And Lakes of Ink Used An
nually At the Government
Printing Office.

When You Have
Eaten Too Much

Fred A. Hanron
<>n«’p pgiln this neighborhood' has
>pen saddened by death in the p.vxsnp <4 Fred A. Hannon who died
Monday after an illness of several
lays with pneumonia.
He was
years old and leaves a wife, a brother,
in J three skiers. He was of a happy
’isp sitkm, widely known and well
iked.
Funeral services will be held
it Razor vilie today.

Donald Cunningham is home for a
wo week's vacation from Belfast High
School.
Roy Lenfest made a business trip to
Searsmcnt Saturday.
If. M. Lenfest is gaining and is
(gain able to do some work.
Jesse Emerson of Liberty was in this
village Sunday.

MONHEGAN
Capt. and Mrs. “Cass" Brackett are
iper.ding a few d iys In Portland.
Misa Margaret Hilchings rt turned
Thursday from her vacation.
I.orimer Brackett returned home this
week from Mt. Hermon, where he has
jeon attending school.
Mrs.
Walter
Davis
entertained
friends Monday evening in honor of
Capt. Davis’ birthday.
Capt. John Field and Capt. Hiram
-olomy were in Portland Thursday
and Friday.
Mrs. Frank Fillmore and son Karl of
New Harlicr are visiting Mrs. Earl
Fit Id.
Miss Josephine Davis returned this
week from Portland, where she has
been spending the Winter-

SUNSHINE
Herman Conary and son Lester and
George Stinson of Searsport are here
building weirs.
Helen Conary of Deer Isle has been
visiting relatives here during the
-chord vacation.
Maurice Stinson who has been doc
ioring in Searsport has returned home.
Mrs. Eugene Sadler is ill with the
grippe.
Alfred Conary of Deer Isle spent the
weekend witli Clyde Conary.
Mrs. Ruth Robbins and family are
visiting her aunt Mrs. Oldin Thompson
foi a few days.
Freeman Sprague and family spent
Sunday with their daughters, Mrs. Lydia
Thompson and Mrs. Vera Hanssler.
School began here March 17 with
Arthur Canary ns teacher.

Keep Well
Avoid Sickness
TAKE

IMN98ETH
PILLS
Q OK O Q
Ect 1732

at W Tim*

W will cleanse the system, purify
the blood and keep you well.

For Constipation
... Indigestion, Biliousness,etc.
^3
Entinly Vegetable,

<s»<► e e 9

READ THE HOME PAPER
<m9
BOOST ROME INDUSTRIE!

> *-

SNAKES’ PLAYTIME

13.30 p. m.

A Passengers provide cwn ferriage Bath to Woolv.ic’ii.
t Daily, except Sunday.
,
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. I.. BARKIS,9 24-23 V. P. & Oen'l Mgr. Cen t Passenger Agt.

“Of course there are only the two
poisonous snakes — the Rattlesnake Eastern Steamship Lines, inc
and the Coppetb
BANGOR LIKE
head—and we do
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
wish,” the ItlngLeave Rockland Mondays and Thursday* At
Necked Snake 6.00
I’. M. for Boston.
said, “people
Bet urn— Leave Boston Tuesdays and Fridays
at
5.00
I*. M. I.'live Kockland Wednesdays and
wouldn’t think nil
irtiays at 00 A. M.; Canvlen 5.45 A. M.;
snakes are poi Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A. XI.
sonous.
Return—Dave Winterport Mondays
and
“We aren’t Thursdays al 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
poisonous. They landings, due ihe following morning about
7.00 A. XI.
say that nine hun
NOTEDuring the dose of navigation a!
dred and ninety Hui K<)v ttetOMr Will run to and from Winterport
Frieuht from and to Bangor will be handled
out of every thou via Ityi< bsporl.
sand snakes are
MT. DCSERT A BLUEHILL LINES
PAR HARBOR LINE
not pol s o n o u s.
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
Let people look North Haven, Stonington, Southwest Uarbor,
up pictures of the Nor:'least Haibor, Seal Harbor, due Bur Har
bor 11 A. M.
Rattler and the
Return — l.tavo Bar flurbor Thursdays at 8.00
Copperhead and A. XI. for Rockland and way landings.
BLUE HILL LINE
beware of them
“On, Their Fin
Leave KocktJi’.d Saturdays st 5 A. M. for
and
then
they
Dark
Harbor,
Souih Brooksville, Sargentvllle,
gers.”
shall also feel D»er Hie, Brooklln, South Bluehill, due Bluehill 11.no A. XI.
very kindly nbout the rest of us.'
Return L.ave Bluehill Mondays at 8.00 A.
end way landings.
“That’s the right Idea,” said the .VI.AtforBo;Kockland
:i;u connection Is nude via the Metrrpolltan Line exnre.is freight steamers for
other Ring-Necked Snakes.
"Well,” said the first Ring-Necked New York anil polnLi South and West.
MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Snake, “we are so named because
Forttand-New York Freioht Service
Direct
Freight Service between Portland and
we have yellowish rings about our
Xtw York Is resumed from the New State Pier,
necks.
Portland, Xie. .Sailings Tuesdays, Thunday*
“Some creatures wear rings on and Sin; dof* • h way.
Through rules and direct track connections
their lingers. We wear them about with
Maine (eutial and (Hand Trunk Railour necks which is more beautiful, reads.
F
S.
SJIKRM VN, Supt., Rockland. Maine.
we think!
B. K. BHKKMAN. Agent, Rockland. Mulue.
“Our bodies are small and narrow
and graceful. We are wearers of
Vin&ihitven and Rockland
pretty bluish, grayish suits t.nd we
Steamboat Co.
wear handsome gay orange stomach
ers—or perhaps I should say our
The direct route between
stomachs are of orange color.
RCCKLAND. VINALHAVEN. NORTH HAVEN,
bi ON Nt.TON AND SWAN’S P LANO
“We like the nighttime for a nice
frolic. We’re shy little creatures nnd
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
we’ve no more desire to see people
(Sublet to change without notice)
than perhaps they have to see us."
1.4 EFFECT 5 30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 1
IU24
“I should think," said another ItlngLeaves Swan’s Island dally except Hi.ulays
Necked Snake, “they would like to
p 5.30 A. Xl. for Hlonlngloii, North Haven,
see us for we’re really very pretty.”
Yinnthaven arid Rockland.
'ug li.'iv»,s Kockland nt 1.30 P. XI. for
"I should think so too,” said the Vl’Re-urn
iaihavei:, North Haven, Stonlugton, Aud
first Ring-Necked Snake, "hut we Span's Island.
W. 8. WillTK.
won't mind It if they don’t think thut
General Manager.
way about us.”
Rockland, Maine, Jnn. 3. 1924.
“Some of our relatives wear wider
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
rings than others," said the second
Whereas. Theodore It. Sweellind of Rock
Itlng-Necked Snake.
land. in ihe County of Knox and State of
“Well, that is the way people do, Main . by his inongage deed dated the eleventh
of August 11*21, and recorded In Knox Reg
too,” said the first Ring-Necked Snake. ilav
istry of Deeds. Book 175. Page 617, conveyed
“Some wear larger Jewels than others. io the ho. klaii'l Loan anil Building Associa
We always find such comfortable tion. a corporation legally organized under the
laws til’ the State of Maine, and having Ita
homes hack of stones or old logs, and principal place of husinesi at Rockland in
some of our relatives like to have said Knox county, a certain lot of land with
hni dings thereon, situate In Rockland In
homes a little way under the ground. the
,aitl County of Knox ar.d hounded as follows:
We enjoy the hest of food, such as
Beginning at a point where a line drawn
Insects nnd earthworms and other through the icnur of the middle wall of Ran
kin h.ock would touch said street: thence N.
such snake delicacies. And our little .1 deg.
min. W. through the center of said
ones are so anxious to see the world iiiKi.l t v,all, f’5 »(« i aud nine Inches to the
outside rear wall of said block; thence N. 53
that they hatch out almost before we dig. i . n in. W., 25 feet anil nine Inches: thence
71 dig. W.. 15 he! ; thence N. 20 deg, W.
luy the eggs I”
fc»t ami nine lml.es to stake and stone*;
“Oil.” said tho other Ring-Necked 22
[hence south about 56 deg. K. about 40 feet to
Snakes, “we must have a good play Ihe center of a passagewy dividing the two
in the south half of said block; th«nce
time now, nnd this evening Is the time Sstores
71 deg. 30 min. E. through the center of said
for It.”
gas-age wav 75 feel ami nine inches to Main
greet ; then’e N. 17’.’ <h*g. IL by said XLiln
“Yes,” said the first Ring-Necked stif
f, 27 fe.l, more or less, to the tirst bounds.
Snake, “for the autumn Is hurrying Together with all rights of way tielonging to
nlong nnd the warm weather will soon aid prope’ty. excepting, however, the rights
if way. If any across the land hack of said
he gone.”
block.
Ar.d whereas the conditions of said mort“Then,” said the second Ringg?ye have bee?i broken.
Necked Snake, “we must go to sleep
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
the condition thereof the said Rockland Loan and
for the winter.”
Building A.ssiiclall-in luaiius foreclosure of said
“You don’t have to go to sleep for mortgage.
In wi;n"<s whereof, the said Rockland Loan
the winter If you don’t want to," said
and Building As. 'e iatlon lias caused this In
the first Itlng-Necked Snake.
strument io he rcaled with its corporate seal
“Hiss, hiss, s-q-u-i-r-in, wiggle," said and r.ipT.ed In Ils corporate name by Israel
Snow, I's President, and harry 0. Gurdy, Its
the second Iling-Neeked Snake. “That Tr«asurer.
thereunto duly authorized, this fifth
Is a good joke. Of course I want to day of March, l',i21.
go to sleep for the winter, nnd you ROCKLAND LOAN AND BUILDING A8SOT1ON
know I want to go to sleep for the
(Seal)
winter.”
Bv ISRAEL SNOW, president.
HARRY O. GURDY. Treasurer.
“But you spoke ns though you were
29-Th 35
J
forced to go to sleep for the winter.’’
“Oh, no,” said the second ItlngEstato of Emma F. Allen
NOITCK
Necked Snake, "I merely meant that
The subscriber hereby gives notice that on
we should frolic and play while the March 3. l'.»21, he was duly appointed admin
weather is warm and while still we istrator of the eslate of Emma F. Allen, late
of Roek’and, in the Countv of Knox, deceased,
feel like playing, for soon we will feel and on this date was qualified to flllVUd trust
by giving bond as the law directs.
too sleepy to play.
All i ersons having denianda against the
"I love the winter for sleeping. 1 estate, are desired to present the same for
would not stay awake for anything. settlement, and all indebted thereto are re
quired to make payment Immediately to
It would be too
ASA P. StCLAIR,
Rockland, Maine.
hard t o k ee p
March
3.
1521.
March 6-13 20
warm nnd to get
food. In the zoo
PHOENIX INDEMNITY COMPANY
the snakes sttfy
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1923
awake because
Stocks and Bonds.............................. $1,575,140 09
they’re kept warm
Canh in Office mid Bank..................
57.215 95
Agents’ Balances...............................
197,160 36
and are fed, but
Interest and Rents.............................
7,066 25
not for me.”
All other Assets, ...........................
9,712 36
“Not for ony of
.. .$1,946,294 92
Gross Assets............................
us.” said the rest
8.800 29
Dedu t items not admilted.
of the R 1 n g. .$1,837,494 63
Admitted,
Necked
Snakes.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1923
“Not for any of
$ 227.241 72
Not Unpaid Losses,
425.567 92
Unearned Premiums..............
ns,” they all said
86,222 94
All other Liabilities...............
together, hissing
500.000 00
Cash Capita,..........................
598,462 05
Surplus over all Liabilities,
nnd wriggling and
looking very
Total Liabilities and Surplus, ..$1,837,494 63
AS GUARANTEED
pleased ns they
Xlch6-13-20X<
“
Such
Comfort

Customer: You told me this coat
thought that they
able
Homes.
”
NATIONAL
SURETY
COMPANY
was strictly up-to-date and now I've
could go lo sleep
New York. M. Y.
learned that you’ve had It !n atock
whenever they wanted to do so."
ASSETS DKC. 31. 1923
7ft
Real
Estate
..................................
ever since 1898.
“So now we must frolic," said the Mortgage Loan's.......................... ...$ 17,219
98.466 89
Shopkeeper: Yes'm, 1898. That
first Itlng-Necked Snake.
Stocks ami Bonds....................... .. .24.726.667 12
was the date I had In mind.
in Office ami Bank........... .. 1.927.968 44
"Now we must frolic,” said the sec Cash
Agents’ Ba'auces........................ ... 3,711.277 41
ond
Ring-Necked
Snake.
bits rest and Ih-nts...................... ... 286.119 97
Public’s Razz.
54
"Now we must frolic,” Raid nil the All oilier Assets.......................... ... 1,599,652
Today we walk In haughtiest pride,
.
$32,620,245
76
And hear the music’s JazzGross Asset!............................
other Ring-Necked Snukes.
720,022 M
Tomorrow we may hang our heads,
"And now we will do so," the first Deduct items not admitted, ...
And hear the public's razz!
Ring-Necked Snake added.
Admitted................................... ..$31,900,223 42
LIABIIITIES DEC 3, . 1923
And the others all played on that Net Unpaid Losses...................... ...$5,253,729 73
Discharged!
late summer evening nnd had a happy Unearned Premiums................... ... 10.483.328 83
Judge—You are charged with run
A'l other Liabilities................... ... 1,041,974 52
snake playtime.
Cash Capital............................... . . . 10.0011.000 HU
ning down a policeman. Wliut have
Surplus over all Liabilities, . ... 4.121,190 34
you to say for yourself?
Total Liahilllies and Surplus, ..$31,900,223 4*2
Motorist—I didn’t know he was un
Atlas Was a Holdup.
Th 29-12-3:
officer, your honor. I thought he was
“Now, Edward,” said tlie teacher,
Just a pedestrian.
“can you tell me who Atlas was?”
“Yes, ma’um* answered Edward;
“he was a fool pad.”
Dead Loss.
“A what?” queried (he teacher.
“Can you gaze at these lofty, snow
“A footpad,” repeated Edward. “lie
capped peaks nnd not be thrilled by
neld up tlie earth.”
nature's handiworks?”
“Not a thrill,” replied the practical
person. “What good Is n mountain
without a hotel on It?"
You Know What You Are Doing.

Fernald Ames Is attending tho New
England Coal Dealers’ Association in
Boston.
Mrs. Roy Nickerson entertained th
Pals Wednesday evening at her home
Supper was served.
The Rainbow Club was entertained
Friday by Mrs. Dewey Brown. They
will be entertained this Thursday by
■Mrs. Scott Littlefield.
Schools cIoro Friday for a two week
vacation.
Mrs. Julia Wilson, who has been
lulte ill at her home, is now conval
esclng.
Tuesday at her home Mrs. II. W,
Flfleld entertain'd the Silent Sisters
\ picnic supper was served.
At the regular meeting of Marguerite
Chapter, O. E. S„ these three candi
lutes were given the degrees: Missc
Lida Greenlaw nnd Ruth Billings of
•his town and Miss Constance Carvrr
of North Haven. A program .followed
with songs by Miss Blanche Hamil
‘.on, accompanied by Miss Linda A
Jones and readings by Miss Evelyn
Manson.
Several interesting game
were played and refreshments of ice
cream and assorted cake were served
The committee: Chairman. Mrs. Roy
Nickerson; assisted by Mrs. Ralph
Thompson. Mrs. Elgar Bradstreet and
Mrs. Arthur Pears. The new. com
aiittee for tiis tirst meeting in April
Chairman. Mrs. H. W. Fifield: assisted
by Mrs. Oscar Line. Mrs. L. R. Smith
Mrs. E. M. Hall and Mrs. Charlc
Chilles.
Samuel Freedman is at Knox Hos
pital, Rockland, where he recently
underwent an operation for appen
dicitlsUnion Church Circle will hold Its an
Whereas Only One Is.
nual slipper at the vestry.
“Pa, what's an Idealist?"
Byron Verge has returned to Port
"An Idealist, my son, Is a very j’oiing
land. having been in town the past niun who believes ull women urc anweek, demonstrating his musical com

position*.

MARY GRAHAM BQN?(ER.
—■

■»—— — COFYIlCHT IT VIAH6N NtWVIK UNION —

Tj.30 p. m.
1
Waterville, AS7.09 a m.. 17.33a. in.. 11 lOp. m.
Woalwieh, A 17.04 a m., |7.30 a.m., 11.10 p. in..

(els.”

Other People May Not.

Tell Them Through an Advertise
ment in This Paper.

Rockland Courier-Gazette,
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THOMASTON

THOMASTON’S

BIG

PROBLEM

Thursday,

March 20,

1924,

FRANK O. HASKELL

Every-Other-Day

On account of other business I am offering

Crockett Brown went to Allston,
Mass., Tuesday.
CASH GROCERY
The Town Must Decide What Action To Take Regarding
Mrs. Edwin Anderson, Tuesday re
41 OCEAN STREET
Mill Brook, Oyster River and Wadsworth Bridges.
turned home from Sllaby Hospital.
Postmaster McPhail requests the
MAIL AND TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY FILLED
insertion of this item: The postofliee
—MY—
The town of Thomaston, and inci vidlng a clear waterway width of 200
at Petrograd had its name changed to dentally the county of Knox is con feet
and
approach
embankment
Best All Round Flour, per bag................................................. 75c
throughout the. remaining length of
Lenfngrad.
fronted with a very serious problem
the
existing
tiridge
approximating
200
Marion A. Haskell is ill with grippe
in the crying necessity for action in feet in total length.
I 1 pounds Fine Granulated Sugar..................................... $1.00
at his home on Thatcher street.
The width of the roadway on the
Edgar Lineken will arrive home Sat the matter of the three Thomaston
fridges.—Mill
Brook,
Wadsworth bridge proper will be 20 feet measured Sweet Juicy Oranges, dozen........................................................ 29c
urday from Bingham.
The ques from face to face of roadway curbs and
The Baptist Mission Circle met with street and Oyster River.
Five Grape Fruit for..................................................................... 25c
Mrs. Mary Waldo Tuesday afternoon, tion will be faced at the annual town the top width of approach embank
286 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND, MAINE
with Miss Harriet Levensaler as lead meeting to be held March 31, and for ments will be 24 feet measured from Apples, per peck.............................................................................. 20c
er.
A very interesting time was had. the benetit of those interested The shoulder to shoulder.
The substructure will consist of two Rolled Oats, large packages, each............................................... 17c
Before taking their departure the la Courier-Gazette publishes the follow
dies partook of a cup of tea and ing letter to the chairman of the abutments and two piers of mass con Rolled Oats (bulk) 6 pounds.................................................... 25c
Board of Selectmen, E. P. Keating, crete except that portions subjected
sweets.
5 pound Jars Preserves, each...................................................... 75c
The W. C. T. V. will meet with Mrs. from Llewellyn X. Edwards, bridge to the action of sea water will be ma
and the usual short subjects will com
engineer of the State Highway Com sonry faced to prevent disintegration
Clara Sawyer Friday afternoon.
CUT PRICES O N ALL GOODS
plete the program.
of the concrete.
The World Wide Guild will meet with mission.
Sitting: threugh a tense mystery, in
The superstructure will consist of a
Mrs. Short at the parsonage Friday
which one pits one’s wits against tho
movable Eft span having a clear wa
AdrsNiMaom. In thia column not to oxcood
Dear Sir:
evening.
characters of the play is the strange Jireo line* Inaorted one. tor IS contn, $ timer
We have completed the preparation terway width for navigation of 42
Joseph Bradley was a passenger on
pastime theatregoers will behold when tor SO coots Additional lines S conn osoh
the 'boat to Bangor Wednesday morn of the survey plans for Oyster River, feet; clear span length 45, one span
for otto time, It cenu $ times. 9tx words mske
"The Acquittal,” new Universal mys
line
ing.
He has work on a job in Orono Mill Brook and Wadsworth Street having a clear span length of 55 feet
Steve Gushee. Earle Belyea, Interlocu
CAMLO
tery
picture
comes
to
the
Park
Friday
with
the
trusses
designed
to
form
the
for Mr. Nelson, who superintended the bridges and have made estimates of
tor, Win Richards.
and
Saturday.
It's
a
play
of
sus

supports
of
the
operating
truss
(coun

probable cost far the renewal of these
brick work at the State prison.
Lost and Found
Mr. and Mrs. Frank II. Thomas an Opening Chorus, First Part Entire Company picion.
The audience suspects every
For the information of terweight support) of the lift spam,
Donald George has bought a 25-foot structures.
LOST
—
Tire
chain between Broadway and
character
in
the
play
in
turn
as
evi

nounce
the
engagement
of
their
daugh

“llh You Little Son-uy-a-gun," Steve Gushee
power boat of Dudley Wolfe of War your Board and far its use in the and one spun having a clear span
ARTHUR ROKE8,
Wifi Mere dence points one way, then another, Owl’s Head Wednesday.
The metal ter, Ruth Ella Thomas to Stephen ‘■Wonderful One,”
event of its being found desirable to length of 10H feet.
renton.
Tel.
880.
3’.•It
“Wonder If She’s Lonely."
Fred Porter
Billy Munroe enmeshing men and women in its cir
Miss Elizabeth Cochran came from make use of the information in con work of the truss ipan will be struc Lindley Gushee son of Mr. and Mrs. "lust Too Mean To Cry,”
LOST—I’alr of tortohe shell glasses.
Re
cumstantial
toils
until
the
dramatic
“Ten Thousand Years From Now,"
ward if returned to
ELIZABETH MUR
nection with the annual town meet tural steel and the 50 and 100 spans Thomas E. GusheePortland Tuesday night.
Marcus
Chandler
climax of the remarkable play.
They RAY. Tel. 504-3.
35-3T
Mrs, Clara A. Pullen has gone to
Mrs. It. H. Short is substituting for ing we are supplying herein the d - wiil have veil forced concrete floor
"Dream Paddy,”
Billy Williams
FOUND—Greatest bargin on earth.
MAH
Carney Anderson don't know if the leading man is the
Miss Mabel Brown as ehoirister at the scriptien of the :'ru lines aisumed s'.ibs witn bituiniaius wearing sur- North Edgecomb for a two weeks visit “I'm Coin' South.”
“Walk. Jennie. Walk,”
George Conant hero or the villain, until the climax. JONG. Complete set. rules easy to learn.
tor estimate purp ees. the estimated’ . fr. c while the lie, r on the lift span with Mrs. Sarah Dodge.
Baptist church.
Stashed
to
$1.00.
P.
0.
BOX
329.
34•30
“
Marcheta,"
John
Taylor
They don’t know if the sinister butler
Mrs. Fred Irish has returned from "It Aint Gonna Rain No Mo,"
Dr. E. W. Hodgkins was called to costs and the distriluiti n of the; e (will he ccmjased of wooden planks.
Dick Martz
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterllte. You
Finale,
Enlire Company in the mystery household is a saint or can have It delivered In 5-gal. lots to yxir
Damariscotta Wednesday because of costs as p evided under the ie.ro.s of I : order to properly protect naviga Waltham.
a
sinner,
until
the
final
scene.
They
Second
Part
tion
at
the
bridge,
wooden
pile
dol

Miss
Elizabeth
Griffin
has
gone
to
the Stat
d County Aid A j.
home anywhere in Rockland free. For service
the death of his mother.
Indian (Tub Swinging,
Bert Keep wonder, and suspect, and suspect some call MOODY'S. 455-M.
1-tf
phins wiil be pined adjacent to the Waterville for a two weeks visit with Character
Miss Helen Studley is ill with
Songs, Doris Firth, Ruth Alexander
C; -.ter Giver Bridge
more,
without
avail.
“
The
Ac

pins supporting the lift span to guide Miss Vera Collins.
lmper»ina'$ng the Duncan Sisters, singing
mumps.
quittal" is to the screen what "The
Pic Days"
The csiinu • if <" t contemplates water craft through it when the span
Mrs. George W. Reed was genuinely Cyron Verge, "Mud
Wanted
Mrs. Eloise Pendleton of Warren is
the Freepoft Singer and Com Bat” was to the stage, and Rita Wcithe guest of her aunt, Mrs. L. II. Dunn. the cjmpi. io ..io vti a,’ :he existiiglj in open position. •
surprised Monday evening to receive
poser
WANTED—Furnished room, centrally located,
man's
stage
play
is
literally
put
under
structure:
ti
c
:a
iittrnu
•••»•
if
dti
In order to Involve a minimum q visit from a party of 28 friends who Eccentric Dances.
Boh Brewer
*, *
rent moderate.
MRS. A. T. SMITH, Nurse,
and Marcus Chandler in "Re a microscope in the astounding offer
P. 0. Box 335. City.
35-37
The Thomaston Cornet Band ;>s it during the prial cf .• .nslfiietion. 1 eight of piers anil abutments the came bringing good things to eat and RutiPBelyea
member" written and directed by A1 Haynes
ing.
—
adv.
•
The
construct.on
i
’
i
a
n
w
subs
’
.
ru
i ievation cf the roadway surface on planning to spend the evening. Auc The High Brow Babies" Number, from the
was 50 or more years ago was a m i.<WANTED—Help. Apply at office of PEO
taro
consistin';
is
■
pie:and
two
the bridge w.ll he about one foot tion and dancing were enjoyed. Thanks
Camden High Sellout Minstrels
PLES LAUNDRY, Littlerock Street, Rockland.
eal organization of good reputation. It
The I* w . than that of the existing bridge
35-37
The chorus: Emma Joy, Jessie Bev
had as leader that renowned musi i in abutments I: an lines walls.
for the good time are due Mrs. W- D.
PEOPLE
OF
OUR
TOWN
w:
:»c s'.oi e-fa ‘ed to . u 1 in order to properly take care of
WANTtD—Chambermaid. THORND$KE HOerage, Jessie Satterlee. Katherine Dow,
Fred Meservey.
Another outstanding • subsir'.i tio
Barron
and
Mrs.
J.
F.
Coombs
who
TEL.
Rockland,
Me.
•41-1?
members was Nathan Miller who !prevent u . ioi a' •in ’ey the action of this c ndiiion in its relation to the ex made the plans and successfully car Ethel Anderson, Inez Witherspoon. Viv
WANTED
—
Middle
aged
woman
to
care
f«>»Tie
supersa.'u.'tui'e
w.ll
sea
watc.
isting
highway
on
the
approaches,
the
played the snare drum.
Others there
ian Quinn. Maud Young. Grace Howe,
two children used 3 and 4. Goul wages. Ayiinp .i'l in additi n io approach fills to be constructed will ried out the affair.
were, highly skillful with their i istru- ! be design, ,]
Annie Bowden, Delia Woodcock, Mrs.
ply to MRS. H. W. DRINKWATER, 14 Trim
Miss
Mary
Bartlett,
Mrs.
Walter
triiha. the weight of the be graded to conform with the existing
jthe road a
St.. Camden. Tel. 23-0.
34-30
ments.
Band night, which came on
Conley and Mrs. W. S. Elliot have re Belyea, Emma Knowlton, Lucille Hall,
HU pi i d a'ouv. the slab of grades on the approaches.
a week, was a time when the youth j lieadwai
■
WANTED--Small apartment by middle aged
Edna Smith.
turned
from
a
visit
in
Boston.
:.i sp un, the depth of the
T-bc :a
couple; modern conveniences
Write ”M. I’.”
Estimated cost $113,600.
Distribumade dates.
The streets were till, 1 the
’
High School—Dot
Quinn, Doris
Miss Ituth E. Thomas leaves Monday
care COURIER-GAZETTE.
34*36
with people, many of whom drov ■ in till will In I'pnr A.'p ati’y seven feet tion of cast, assuming Wads worth for Washington for a visit with Miss Firth, Ruth Belyea, Genic Belyea,
si o' tin road- bridge only to be built:
WANTED—TO BUY two 4 to 6 room houses
from nearby towns.
Rockland al ' measured ■ m th«
Frances
Alexander.
Ruth
Alexander,
at the Southend.
Will pay from $1000 to
Vora Smith.
ways sent a large crowd and many a way ts ts l p if the uiperstructure State of Maine. 53% ................. ... $60,298.00
$3000. L. W. BENNER. Real Estate Agents. 2
iirs. M- B. Long entertained the Doris Thomas, Ethel Jones, Barbara
■ superstructure County of Knox.
North
Main
Street.
33-3»
............. ... 34.080.00
time every team in the livery stab, • slab. Ti:o iv idih i .
Dougherty,
Lillian
11 he tii " noaiied for the construc- Town of Thomaston, 17%.......... .... 19.312.00 Tuesday Club this week. The next Knight. Doris
of the city were let for a ride m
WANTED—Position as chauffeur, or to drive
Greenlaw,
Katherine
Calder,
Sylvia
meeting
wiil
be
with
Miss
Teresa
ti.p of till width of 34 feet
1 t ion of
truck. Will go anywhere. ARTHUR GROTTON,
Thomaston.
The Berry Bros. a.
$113,600.00 Arau.
Langman, Elizabeth Calder, Inga Joy,
Rockport. Tel. 14-3 Cantden.
33-tf
accustomed at the end of each s •
measured between beam lines and the
Assuming Wadsworth, Mill Brook
Natalie
Regnier.
Mrs.
C.
II.
Parsons
leaves
Thursday
sun to make the band a consider,: >b ! ! <' eFSU ;‘ udditior.al width required to
WANTFD—Man for permanent connection
and
Oyster
River
bridges
to
be
built
Front
Row
—
Forrest
Burkett,
Ralph
for New York and will be a passenger
with o'.d established wholesale coal corporation to
money gift, inappreciation of tin Iii.nstruct side slopes on the fill having at same time.
solicit carload orders for finest quality an
Satterlee, Fred Witherspoon. Ray Dow,
business that came to them through a batten of one and or.e half to one. State of Maine, 55% ................. .... $62,480.00 on the steamship President Harding Fred Porter, John Taylor, Marcus
thracite and bituminous coals for combined
enroute
to
Paris
where
she
will
join
This
width
will
be
approximately
45
consumers tor shipment direct from mines.
these concerts.
county of Kaos,
............ ... 34.080.00
Chandler.
Big saving to users.
Stores, factories,
feet
and
the
lengths
of
the
pier
and
Mrs.
Trulan
for
a
visit
of
several
weeks
...
17.040.00
Town of Thomaston. 15% ....
The writer recalls a band of earlier
schools, institutions, homes are easily sold.
Odd Fellows—George Heal, Harry
in that city. From Paris Mrs. Parsons
date which officiated in the summer of the breast work of the culverts will be
Our men making $6,000 to 10.000 yearly. Some
$ll3,6nn.oo! will go to England and plans to return Spear, Marston Beverage, Ralph Con
working capital necessary in the beginning.
1S60. when Prof. Chadbourne and a correspondingly large.
ner, George Bowden, Herbert Felton,
No experience required.
BOYDSTON COAL
In order that your Board ir. iv more j to Camden sometime in June,
The suiK'istructure will consist of
party of naturalists, students of Wil
CO..
Bosch Building. Broadway and 60th. New
Jack Raynes. Lawrence Carroll, John
liams College, sailed from town in the two spans cf the T-beam type, each readily understand the types cf struc- | john Bird has |)een jn Coston this
York.
35-It
Wadsworth, Lou Quinn. Gene Thomp
schooner Nautilus, Capt.
Charles having a clear span length of 22 feet. ture proposed and thy changes in ele- wcek on a business trip.
WANTED—One more salesman for Rockland,
vation of roadway, changes in road
The
piers
and
abutments
of
the
old
son,
Orville
Gross,
John
Stahl.
a good proposition for the right man. See MR.
Randlett, for a scientific excursion to
way alignment, etc., assumed in the
MEARS at once. 7 Bunker St. or Telephone
Labrador and Greenland.
A line bridge will be carefully wrecked and
Mrs, William Harding and daughter
9S9-W for appointment.
33-35
foregoing descriptions, we are sup
all
split
stones
not
required
for
the
STRAND
THEATRE
send-off was given them by the citi
of Stonington, and Mrs. Vrquart of
WANTED— Home washing and Ironing done
plying herewith blueprints of the surzens.
A local poet preserved the protection of the surfaces of the new
Vinalhaven have hem recent guests of
No. 11 Cedar street. MRS. LYDIA ATKIN*
pier and aboutmenta will be trans very plans upon which the new struc
SOX. Telephone No. 63-6.
33*35.
event in verse:
"Mind Over Motor,” Mary Roberts
Mr- and Mrs. A. X. Decker.
ferred to the site of Wadsworth street tures, grades of roadways, etc., have
Die Nalilns she made a great fuss,
Rinehart's
Saturday
Evening
Post
Misses
Helene
and
Rebecca
Cousins
WANTED- -Salesman, the best proposition on
1 ridge to be used in the reconstruction been roughly sketched in red pencil.
In getting under way.
high grade electrical appliance In the country.
I regret that it has been imijiossible of Stonington have I ren guests of thtir story, which is on today dwells on the
She carried them felhrs,with great lung smellers of that bridge.
The elevation of the
Experience unnecessary, unlinilted possibilities.
foolhardiness
of
a
middle-aged
woman
aunt,
Mrs.
Fred
T.
Simpson.
Way down to Baffin's Bay,
Apply at TORRINGTON OFFICE, 638 Main
Gaze
on
0.
B.
Cheerful,
the
Cheernew roadway will be approximately to complete these estimates and to
—
a
motor
maniac,
who
almost
wrecks
street.
6 to 9 p. m., 8 to 9. a. in.
33*35.
The
first
presentation
of
the
Odd
The names of the band of 54 years one foot higher than the elevation of supply the Information contained in
Up Chap. Instead of Going Around
TEL. 21-23,
WANTED—Pulp wood cutters.
ago was recalled by a former member the existing roadway, permitting the this letter at an earlier date which Fellows' Oddities ia the Opera House the lives of her loved ones, Jeopard with a Face as Long as a Horse's,
31*36
Rockland.
were: Fred Meservey, leader, John grade on the southerly approach to be would have permitted you to have Tuesday evening was a great success izes her own fortune and is confronted he Is Full of Pep and never Worries.
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
Bunker, James O'Neil. Boyd Simmons, reduced to a 5ri one. The new portions given more time to the consideration both from a financial standpoint and with a jail sentence for unconsciously And he Gets By just as Well as u$
kittens.
Highest prices paid.
TEL. 352-14.
tinn. It was so. financing a swindle game.
Trixie
George Woodcock. Isaac Bunker, Allie of the roadway affected by
the of the conditions described, prior to as an qrtisfce
JOHN S. RANLETT. Rockville. Me.
31 tf
your annual town (good that the dudlence remained In , Frlganza as Tlsh, portrays a role that Gloomy Guys and has Lota more Fun.
McDonid, George Fuller, Nathan Miller. changes above described will be gravel the date of holding
e your
WANTED—First class Boat Builders, steady
their
seats,
wishing
for
more,
until
the
i
is
entirely
out
of
the
ordinary.
William Mitchell, Alfred Walsh, Orris surfaced IS feet wide.
In this connection I may
work and good pay, apply CAMDEN YACHT
The slopes meeting.
The companion feature today is
BLDG. & RY. INC., (amden. Me Td. 319.
Watts, Sidney Metcalf, Maynard Aus ot the approach embankments will be say that all three estimates have been director, Mr. Haynes, informed them
17-42
“
Smilin'
On.
”
starring
Pete
Morrison.
Used Cars
tin, Maurice Metcalf, Frank Pendleton, rip-rapped where it is considered nec prepared
this
week.
It
has that the show was over and that they
The way circumstances tend to throw
WANTED
—
Oak
lumber
in
the
log.
landed
In
Isaac Burkett, Alonzo Atkins.
essary to protect them against stream been impossible to give consideration might go home. The affair was given
FOR SALE—1923 Ford Sedan In excellent our yard. Telephone or write, CAMDEN YACHT
S. J. ROKES. 62 BLDG. A BY. INC , Camden, Me. Tel. 319.
to other schemes of construction than under the auspices of Mt. Battie suspicion on the wrong party, Pete’s condition; some extras.
erosion at periods of high water.
» •?
fight between love and duty, culmina Limerock St.
35-37
17-42
Distribution i f cost, a ssuming Oys- those described, to discover by compar Lodge, I. (). O. F„ and directed by
In this issue of The Courier-Ga
1922 BIG SIX STUDEBAKER—In good con
ison the most economical arrangements Albert E. Haynes of the Acme Theatri ting in the furious fight at the foot
zette is published a letter relative to ter River Bridge only to be built:
of
a
steep
embankrrtent,
makes
it
a
dition
and
tead.v
to
drive
out.
'Now
Is
the
For Sale
the three bridges which Thomaston State of Maine, 35.9% .......... ......... $17,160.20 of spans and incidental features. Very cal Producing Co of Burlington. Vt. picture you cannot afford to miss.
time to buy your used ear at your own price
('all A. C. JONES, phone 576-R or FIRE
will be obliged to help build, or build County of Knox. 3O.g% ........ ......... 14.340.00 frequently such comparative estimates This is Mr. Haynes' second visit to
It you enjoy a thrill—there is a rare PROOF GARAGE, phone 889.
Town of Thomaston. 21.2% .......... 10.133 60 indicate the possibility of effecting Camden, as he directed the successful
FOR SALE—2 parlor stoves. 1 bed. dining
16*tf
alone, this season.
Every citizen Town of Warren, 12.9%........ .......... 6,166.20
room furniture, etc. ROBERT COLLINS. Real
economies well worth the value of the High School Follies last December. tre.it in store for you when “The Rip
should give careful attention to the
Estate. 375 Main St.
34-tf
■J ’"
$17,800.00 additional labor required in preparing The whole show was good. Each in Tide," is shown Friday and Saturday.
contents of the letter.
FOR SALE—Gardner house. Beech St.;
Eggs
and
Chicks
Here
is
a
picture
made
of
one
punch
Assuming Oyster River, Mill Brook the estimates.
Stover house, Limerock St.; 3 houses at Southhis part merited the generous applause after another, which smashes home
Mrs. Edward Brown attended the
end.
Nice house with improvements at NorthLlewellyn X. Edwards.
funeral of a relative in Rockland Wed .••nd Wadsworth Street bridges to be
received. The program was varied and its story in n series of dramatic se
end; 55 acre farm with plenty of wood $1,560.
built at the same time:
Bridge Engineer. embraced much of Camden’s best
nesday afternoon.
Long
list
of other good trades.
ROBERT COL
quences, building up to a tremendously
LINS. Real Kutate. 375 Main St.
34-tf
The High School is rehearsing for State of Maine, 47.8% ........ .......... $22,848.40
tali nt. Tiie versatile end men got powerful and potent climax, the like
14.340,00
County of Knox, 30.0% .... .........
an operetta to be given in April. The Town
many laughs and were recalled many of which has never been recorded be
FOR SALE—Waiting Room Variety Store
4 445.10
of Thomaston. 9.3% .. ..........
consisting of soda fountain, confectionery, fruit,
costumes have come and been dis Town of Warren, 12.9% .... .........
6,166.20
Know the tremendous puli times. Mt. Battie Lodge is to be con fore by the camera. Jack Pratt, the
cigars, luncheonette, fancy groceries, school
tributed.
gratulated. The program:
director, has taken a story by J. Grubb
supplies, novelties, etc. Sunday license: Es
$17,800.00
A tin shower was given for Miss
ng power of Courier-Gazette The ends were: Carney Anderson, Alexander, and transferred it to the
tablished corner location, rent $25, sales $12,Mill Brook Bridge
000 yearly; has never ciianged hands.
Ac
Sadie Oliver Wednesday evening at
Billy Wiliams. George Conant, War screen, with all its original values
count of family reasons will .sacrifice for $2,250.
her home on Water street.
The estimate of cost contemplates
ren Conant, Dick Martz, Bill Munro, preserved intact, and, if anything, en
YE SODA SIIOPE, 1170 Forest Ave.. Port
Itussell Davis is installing a radio the removal of the existing bridge and
land, Me.
35*37
hanced by the splendid treatment ac
set at the store. Russell is always up- the maintenance of highway and street
PURE BRED SINGLE COMB Rhode bland
corded it.
The cast chosen by the
FOR SALE—House In Rockport on Frank
Red hatching eggs and baby ehlx from se lin St., good trade.
to-date.
LEONIK SELLERS. 31
railway traffic during the construction
producers for the enacting of this lected
stock.
Hatching eggs $1.50 per set Mechanic St., Camden.
34*33
Mrs. Ruth Rafter, a teacher In Miss season; the construction of mass con
great drama is one which is entirely ting of 15 eggs. $7 per 100.
Day old chix.
Porter’s school in Farmington, Conn., crete abutments with flared wing
FARAWAY FARM,
capable of doing justice Jo the work in $20 a hundred delivered.
FOR SALE House at 322 Old County Road.
leasant Point. Maine.
35-40
s vstng her mother Mrs. Elzabeth walls; the construction of a reinforced
6 rooms downstairs, 5 and bath up—hot water
hand.
Stuart Holmes, the green's
Turner.*
BARRED ROCK EGGS—$1.00 and $1.25 per heat, cemented cellar, hot and cold water, set
concrete superstructure slab designed
best known and best loved vlllian, has
setting.
Non-fertllc eggs for preserving. tubs, cold room in cellar, fine ham and other
Gordon Prince, who has been in Bos to support a roadway fill having
what is conceded to be the greatest role ROGER RHODES, dl Broadway, Rockland. out-buEdings and 6 acres of land. This is
....................
nice Qalf
qsiir Hf>rrinn.
nuiHiyi lb
.............
........... ......... 10c of his career, while beautiful Rose Tel. 424-2.
ton a few days is at the Knox Hotel. depth of fourteen feet measured from
the Capt. David Haskell place, formerly the
Everything advertised in our ad of fUisva
33*37
......... 12c
Warren Gardner place. Apply L. W. BENNER,
Mr. Warren of Evanston, Ill., is at file new elevation of the crown of February 28, remains at the same low
mary Theby plays opposite him, paint
BABY CHIX—Wyllic’s Single Comb Reds Real Estate Agent, 2 North Main street. Rink.........
10c
Malihiif
Nann<x.
lb.
..........................
the Knox Hotel and will remain until roadway, at the bridge site, down to prices except a few articles mentioned
33-35
ing a picture which is both vivid and bred for eggs, type and color. Order early land.
the completion of a boat which C. A. tiie top side of the superstructure slab below, which have changed slightly in Salt Salmon, lb....................... ........ 20c true.—adv.
22c each postpaid.
F. H. WYLLIE, ThomasFOR SALE—House six rooms, hardwood
ton,
R.
F.
D.
Phone
171-42.
27*38
Morse & Son are building for him. together with the highway, street price.
floors, garage attached to bouse, electric lights,
All kinds of Assorted Candy, ChocoAs the keel has Just been laid Mr. railway loads involved.
one minute walk from electric car line. Call
The top
latffs find Kix»;h»s lb............. ........ 26c
Miscellaneous
PARK
THEATRE
at 13 TALBOT AVENUE. Tel. 274-M.
Warren wiil see Thomaston arrayed width of the fill is assumed to be 46 Best Cut Top Round Steak.............. 25c
33*35
1 svap Fiflft. Ih.
.................... ........ 23c
in her mantle of green.
feet in width, providing a width of ten Best Cut Rump Steak, lb........ .....30c, 35c Pooled
lb........................ ....... 12c
HIGHEST CASH PRICES paid tor rags,
FOR SALE—Hard wood, sawed, $14; split
We found just what we expected at
Miss Carrie Stackpole is in Augusta feet for the street railway line, 27 feet Boneless Sirloin Steak, lb................. 30c
iron,
metal, rope, 5Sbottles
junk. $16. BERT MERRILL. Tel. 45-5, Thomaston.
Golden Rod
lb............. ......... 36c
_
----------rT... and all kinds of
-----tor observation.
Tillson Ave.
35*37
for highway purposes and five feet for Best cut Porterhouse Steak lb......... 35c Back Ray Goffefi, lb............... ........ 36c the Park Theatre, “The Stranger," T. SHAPIRO.
33*35
which the author, John Galsworthy,
Rev. J. W. Strout, who has gone to sidewalk purposes, together with the All other cuts of meat at low prices.
TEACHERS WANTED—Good positions for
FOR SALE—House in Cainden, with all mod
lbs. $1.06 called “The First and the Ixist.,' Spring
Excelsior
Coffee,
lb.
38c;
3
term.
Write today.
THE NEW
Little Compton. It. I„ will return March usual allowance for width from inside Corned Meat.................... 6c, 8c, 10c, 12c
improvements, stable and garage. Slate
^fbito House Coffee, lb.......... ............ 43c Betty Compson, who has been absent ENGLAND TEACHERS’ AGENCY, Y. M. C. A. em
roof on all buildings. Call after 5.30. MRS.
28. During his absence no Sunday of wooden guard rails to the shoul ....and the best cut for lb.................... 15c
Bldg. Portland, Me.
33-35
3 pounds
.............................. ..... $1.20 from these shores
W. E. DRINKWATER, 39 Mountain St.. Cam
for
considerable
service will be held at the Congrega ders of fill.
This top width together Swift’s Premium Skinned Ham,
33-38
ORDER NOW—Accredited, Pencome Barred den. Me. Trt. 85-5.
Far East Coffee, lb. 43e; 3 lbs. $1.20
tional church.
with the allowance for the slopes of
whole, lb......... 24c; half, lb.......... 25c Chase & Sanborn Seal Brand, lb. 50c time. Is featured as are Richard Dix, Rock Baby Chicks for March delivery. Send
FOR
SALE
—
Two.sets
of
100
lb.
Detroit
Com
Lewis
Stone,
and
Tuily
Marshall.
cash
with
order
direct
from
this
adv.
at
the
fol

The Congregational Circle will meet sides of fill at one and one half to
Weigh 10 to 15 lbs each
La Touraino Coffee, lb.......... ......... 50e Robert Schable has a heavy rule, and lowing prices: 25 chicks, $6.00; 50, $11.50: puting Scales, the regular grocery store
next Tuesday at the vestry at 2 p. m. one requires a width of bridge (meas A1 Smoked Shoulders, large size lb. 11c
scales
;
are
In
perfect
condition
;
cost
$140
a
100,
$22:
500,
$10f)
;
1.000.
$200.
We
are
Notice the prices on Coffee are higher Frank Nelson and Clarence Burton also
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock, fam- ured transversely to the center line . ..9mall size, lb ............................... 12c
hatching 70-72% of all eggs set. Big hatches set, will take $65 and $75 or $140 for both
and still going up.
sets.
Terms
if
desired.
Sent
freight
paid
on
appear
in
support.
“
The
Stranger
”
mean
strong
chicks.
Early
chicks
pay
big

iliis of members of the circle being in of the highway) of 80 feet which means
V. B. STIMPSON, South China,
PENCOME POULTRY PLANT, approval.
will be shown for the last time today gest profits.
vited.
Please bring silver and dishes. that the breast walls of the abutments Strictly Fresh Eggs from nearby
Me. Tel. 9-5.
33*40
Aluminum Ware to sell put at Low
East Corinth, Maine.
35-37
Farmers, per dozen ...................... 33c Prices.
•Mrs. It. O. Elliot was reader at the wiil have a corresponding length.
FOR SALE—22-foot motor boat, suitable for
180
ACRES
WITH
FURNISHED
HOUSE.
10
Lenten service at the Congregational The construction of the quantity of Water Glass, large can .................. 20c 2 quart Paneled Double Boilers, a
CITY OF ROCKLAND
Cows, Horsps, Tpolg, Crops—Cream separator, fishing or pleasure. E. G. DAY, 12 Clarendon
30-tf
church Wednesday afternoon. Harold approach fill necessary will involve a Creamery Butter, cut from the tub,.......
washing machine, bull, heifer, etc., included to St. Tel. 691-R.
nice one for $1.75; will sell while
settle Immediately | near fine village, pros
lb............. .......................................... 55c
FOR SALR—Two Brunswick Cabinet
K. Green, bass, of Itockland was so change in the alignment of the road
they last for ............................... $1.09 Regulations and License of Oegs and Protection perous farmers all around; loamy fields, 20- chines,
1
Cornet,
1
Wright
piano
at
of 8hMp
loist.
way down stream to improve the gen Swift’s Pure Lard, lb........................ 15c 12 quart Aluminum Water Pail $1.09
eow spring-watered pasture, wood, timber;
MUSIC STORE, Rockland.
Tel.
Every owner or keeper, on the first day of sugar and appie orchards; good fi-room house, STUDLEY'S
Mrs. Fannie E. Brown and son F. eral alignment of the highway and its Swift's Compound Lard, lb................ 15c Aluminum 12 quart Dish Pans $1.09
28-tf
April,
of
a
dog
more
than four months old. basement barn, sll«, garage, poultry house, etc. 713.
Crockett Brown left Tuesday morning general grades.
The sidewalk area Tubs of 35 and 50 lbs are cheaper.
FDR -SALE—diard \Vpod fitted or junks.
Aluminum Tea Kettles, 5 quart .... $1.09 shall annually before the tenth day of said Owner unable to
*11 for $3,000.
Part
for Allston, Mass., where they will be will he graveled and the roadway will
April, cause it to be registered, numbered, de cash.
Details pate 25 New Ulus. Bargain Telephone 172-6, Warren. Me., or writo JOHN
15c; chops lb...... 17c Aluminum 6 quart Kettle and Cover
scribed and licensed for one year commencing Tnited States.
COGAN. Thomaaton, R. F. D.
28*39
house guests of Dr. and Mrs. F. W. also be graded.
STROUT
FARM
AGENCY,
Woollen guard rails Pork Roast lb
......................................................... $1.09 with the first day of April aforesaid, hi the 906DG Old 8outh Bldg.. Boston, Maas. 35-It
Larrabee, Mrs. Brown, who is having will lie placed upon the sides of the Pork Roast, lean and tender, lb...... 18c Aluminum 12 quart Kettle and Cover
FOR SALE—Dry Goods Business; no cotnpeoffice
of
the
clerk
and
shall
keep
around
its
PALMER ENQINffc—92 rises gnd types.
2 tRioa; town booming; fine store; price low.
a collar distinctly marked with the own
a two weeks vacation will also visit highway for the protection of traffic Pork Chops, lean and tender, lb......... 21c
........................................................... 85c neck name
27-tf
and its registered number,' and shall to $5 h. p. 4 cycle, &, 2, 3 and 4 cylinders. A H G. 8TARRETT. Warren. Me.
relatives in Malden and friends in where the conditions require them Potatoes, peck .....35c; bushel ..... $1.25 Aluminum Round Roasters .......... $135 er's
pay to said clerk for a license the sum of one type for every boal. The 'Tellable ralmer” Is
FOR SALE—Lobjher ftenerraai traps on
Spencer, where she formerly resided. The existing waterpipe will lie main
dollar and fifteen cents for each male dog and the beat for fishing boats.
Send for cata hand and made to order. FIELD M KEEP, 19
(They are Native Fancy Potatoes)
Aluminum 3 quart Coffee Percolators
each female dog incapable of producing logue and price list.
Largest stock In Maine. McLoud St., near Qaakehb S:nre. Southend.
Mrs. Leon Haupt has returned from tained during the construction period Swet Potatoes, 2 lbs.......................... 25c
................................
$1.09 for
young so kept, and five dollars and fifteen Immediate, delivery.
AU parts for Palmer en Tel. 758 $
151-tf
a trip to Oceanville, where she was and will lie embodied in the fill above New Bunch Bests .... 10c; 3 for .... 25c Aluminum 2 quart Double Boiler .... 85c cents
for each female dog capable of producing gines.
PALMER BROS., 39 Portland Pier,
The abutments of Beet Greens, peck ........................... 50c
called by the illness of her mother, the new bridge.
FOR SALE—Burpee's Furniture Polish. Used
28-39
All Aluminum Ware is guaranteed to young. Any person becoming the owner or Portland. Maine.
In
Rockland
for
sixty
years.
Large
hottie
Sftc;
keeper of a dog after the first day of April
Mis. Edwin Davis.
the old bridge will be wrecked and
last a life time. You will not be able notaduly licensed as herein required, shall
PAINTING—C. E. Lermond dees automo saudl bottle 36c. BDRJ'SE FURNITURE COM
Fancy Oranges, California or Flori
anj- material contained in them which
bile,
Carriage
and
Sign
Painting.
48
years
PANY.
1-tf
to buy for these low prices for years within ten days after he becomes the owner
Shop in Union next to Wlncacan be used for the stone masonry da at lowest prices.
or keeper of said dog. cause said dog to be experience.
EMPIRE THEATRE
to come.
31*45
described and licensed as provided above. Pmw A Abbott Garage.
Smaller size, 15 for ...................... 25c
work of Wadsworth bridge will be
All kinds of Agate Wars at Low Prices Every owner or keeper of dogs, kept for breed
To Let
SNOWMAN, TEL. 672-R does all kinds of
Medium size, dozen .......... 28c, 35c
salvaged
ing purposes may receive annually a special Trucking and Moving.
ll*tf
Betty Blythe will be shown for the
iFUSNISMSO HOOKS—Beard If desired.
Large size, dozen ............................. 40c
Estimated cost ?29,900 with this dis
kennel
license
authorizing
him
to
keep
said
Everything else remains at the same
Tel. 737-M_______________ 84«:t8
NEW AND SECOND HAND SHOES. Cloth GAY 9T.
last time today in “The Truth About tribution, assuming Mill Brook bridge
Extra large size, dozen ............ 50c low prices as stated before; not so dogs for said purpose, provided he keeps said
ing.
Crockery,
and
Household
Goods
Bought
dogs
within
a
proper
enclosure.
When
the
TO
LET
—
Tenement
at
$1
Cedar
street,
six
Wives.”
In addition to the feature only is to be built:
Lemons, dozen ................................... 30c
kennel license authorizing him to keep said and Sold. C. T. BRAGG, Rankin Block. 8-tf
rooms, electric lights, flush closet, dean and
there is a two-reel comedy and the State of Maine, 341% . .................... $10,764.01) Grape Fruit, good size, 3 for .......... 25c cheap,but how good it ia. We always number of dogs so kept does not exceed ten
readv to occupy. MRS. GJSORGK JIUGRIDGK,
look for quality not for quantity.
LADIES—Reliable stock of hatr goods at
the fee for said license shall be ten dollars and
I’athe News.
Friendship, in its most County of Knox, 30% .....................
8,970.00
Medium size, 5 for ...................... 25c
the Rockland Bair Store, 336 Main St. Mall 2 Oak St. Tel. 45-1.
With
a
$10
order
10
pounds
of
Sugar
fifteen
cents
;
when
the
number
of
dogs
so
beautiful form, is brought to the Town of Thomaston, 34% ................. 10,166.00 Bananas, lb.......................................... 15c
TO ' LET—Two furnished rooms for liRiit
1-tf
for 75c delivered everywhere in the kept exceeds ten, the fee for such license shall orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
screen with telling effect in the Wil
luiasekeepittg with heat anj lights. CALL
he twenty dollars and fifteen cents, and no fees
$211,900.00 Cranberries, quart ........................... 10c
STOP
USING
STOVE
POLISH
4H-W.
34-36
shall be required for the dogs of such owner
liam Fox picture from the story by
Assuming Mill Brook, Oyster River Large can Peaches .......... 20c and 25c
'or keeper under the age of six months. Dogs
TTufi.d. Mt taiag aonethiag totally
Inquire DAVID
TO LET—Store on Main St.
Ben Ames Williams, called "Not a and Wadsworth bridges to be built at Large can Peachesshrdlu cmfwyp mm
covered by kennel license shall be exempted
29-tf
RUBENSTEIN.
Tel.
869-M.
tfifanai and bettei diaa ah»« boUu -Neat
Drum Was Heard,” which comes to same time:
Best Peaches, Sun-Kist, can ....... 30c
from the provisions of this section requiring
a, wax. odorlew, fireproof, “tafe and Bane."
registration, numbering, and collaring.—Sec
TO LET—Furo ished rotini, modem conven
the Empire on Friday for two days.
Large
can
Pears
.............................
20c
State of Maine, 55% ........................ $16,445.00
No iwal an dtatll laaiM or labor
tion 102, Chapter 4, R. S.
iences ; also garage. Inquire at 5 UNION ST.
Charles Jones has the leading role and County of Knox, 30% .....................
8,970.00 Splendid Mincemeat, large can .... 20c
K. K. KEENE, City Clekr.
iW-U
AMD
Betty Bouton plays the part of the Town of Thomaston, 13% ..................... 4.485.00
33-40
Td UET—Six room tenement on Otis street
We carry a full line of Strictly Fresh
western girl he loves.
The picture
Uh hath and garage. Inquire nt 12 MYRTLE
wUh
Know the tremendous pull
$29,900.00
Fish—
brings the romantic old west right be
Utf
ST.
Wadsworth
Street
Bridge
Fresh
Hadock
is
higher
this
week
fore your eyes, even to the picturesque
TB LET—STORAGE—Tor furniture, stores,
ing
power
of
Courier-Gazette
The
estimate
of
cost
contemplates
Clams,
quart
....................................
45c
men who rode into town on payday,
~ VfflIAUTyiiEffiE'WiWRIES
tad musical Instruments or anything that re
ROCKLAND HARDWARE CO.
quires a dry. irtean room. Terms reascnsMe.
.shooting holes In the sky and in their the removal ot the existing bridge and Slack Salted Cod, lb....................... 14c
ads.
ROCKLAND, ME.
84-tf j J. g. FLYK, }$1 Mala St.. Rockland.
1-U
Phone
105.
Residence
Phone
946M
Salted
Pollock,
lb
................................
10c
the
construction
of
a
new
bridge
probankrolls.—adv.

TELEPHONE 316

FOR SALE

SHOE BUSINESS
CHARLES H. MOREY

In Everybody's Column

AT HASKELL’S

The Store Where You Save Money

ABR S ■
ASH

-K

MARKET

Every-Other-Day

Rdckland Cdilrier-Gazette, Thursday, March 20, 1924.

In Social Circles
IB sedition to porwnsl notes recording de
parture* end errlrele, the department especially
■eelree tnformailon of nuclei happenings, perHen. munlcele, etc.
Notes sent by null
telephone will be gladly reoelved.

ot

TELEPHONE ............................................... 77*
I

■

■■■?,—r.jr.1—■■ -■

.--n - -i , ■

At the Educational Club meeting
Friday evening Mrs- J. A. Parsons
will conduct the lesson—A catchism on
the constitution of the United States.
■Seventh lesson, page 9.

“Forbes and the Scandal in the Vet
erans’ Bureau,” by illss Hope Greenhalgh, "The New Bonus Bill,” by Mrs.
Haymond Stewart, “The Fundamental
ist and Modernist Religious Dispute,"
by Mrs. Grace Armstrong and “The
Teapot Dome Scandal,” by Miss Jessie
Crawford, Thomaston, are among the
two-minute reports tor the Educational
Club Friday.
Rehearsals of the Rubinstein chorus
will take place tomorrow at 2-30 and
Tuesday evening at 7.15 at Mrs. E. F.
Berry's, Grove street.

Glenn A. Lawrence returned yesteriliy noon from his winter’s sojourn in
Miami.
Mrs. Lawrence leaves for
Maine Sunday. -Mr. and Mrs. E. M,
Lawrence will remain at Miami and
Cocoanut Grove several weeks longer.
•Mrs. I.. F. Chase left this morning
for Weedsport, N. Y., where she will
spend several weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Dr. Follansbee.
The trip will be
broken by a weekend visit with rela
tives in Wellesley, Mass.

Miss Kitty McLaughlin will arrive
tonight from New York to spend the
weekend with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. George E. McLaughlin.

J. C. Perry received a cablegram
from his son, John J. Perry, Monday
night, stating that he was in London,
planning to sail the 20th for home. The
itinerary called for homeward passage
on the steamship Majestic, the 19th
but owing to a strike the tourists arc
returning on the Belgenland Instead,
and are due in New York one week
from today. "All well and enjoying the
trip,” said the cablegram. A postcard
dated March 1 informs a friend on The
Courier-Gazette staff that Mr. Perry
had just returned to Alexandria. Egypt,
from a trip on the Nile, from Luxor to
Assuan. “Ninety-six in the shade here,
which is no place for me," writes Mr.
Perry.
Mr. and Mis. W. C. Anders >n have
returned from a ten days' visit in Bos
ton and Bristol, It. I.
-----*
Th“ Sunshine Society meets with
Mrs. Minnie Miles Monday afternoon.
Quilt to tack.

Mrs. J. F. Cooper is attending the
State D. A. R. meeting in Bath.
Thence she goes to Waterville where
she will visit her sister, Mrs. L. F.
Young, over the weekend.

Tim Harmony Club has been reor
ganized and the first meeting of the
season was held at Odd Fellows hall
Wednesday evening.
Supper was
served and a business meeting Was
held at which the following officers
were elected:
President, Kathleen
Singhi; vice president, Madeline Law
rence; secretary, Geneva Huke; treas
urer. Kathleen Marston; executive
board. Bernice Richardson, Gertrude
Saville and Margaret Harrington. The
members enjoyed the following pro
gram:

Page Seven

I WANTERKNOW!

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

Fuller-Cobb-Davis

$4.50, S5-50, S6.5O

RUBINSTEIN
BROTHERS

IT"

SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Martha Kelioch and Mrs. Mina
PJnrs were entertained by Mrs. Martha
Kirkparick Friday at a dandelion greeh
dinner.
Miss Lulu French of Gardiner is at
her home here, ill with the measles.
Mrs. Martha Kirkpatrick was in
West Waren last wtek, the guest of
Mrs. George Moody.
Mrs. M. P. Jordan has been in Thom
aston recently, called by the illness of
her son Rodney Jordan.
Owing to bad traveling the circle

Votai Solo—Twilight To Dreaming,
Claude Warfood
Gertrude Smith
d’iano—Song of the Norm,
Torehjuscn
'
Mary Wasgatt
Bocal—Lassie O’ Mine,
Bowie Walt
Carteen Nutt
Violin—Berceuse from Jocelyn
Godard
Elizabeth Knight
Vocal—Fake ITophct,
Scott
Adelaide Cross

The next meeting will be held April
2 with Miss Bcrniec Richard9an, Clare
mont street.
Mrs. W. T. Cobb and Miss Martha
B. Cobb have gone to Boston for a
three weeks stay, part of which will
be with Mrs. Cobb’s daughter, Mrs. E.
II. Wiswall in Wellesley.
Governor
Cobb will join them for the weekend.

The H. C. Club held its first meeting
at the home of Miss Ruth Koster,
Broad street, Tuesday evening. These
officers were elected: President, Ruth
Koster; vice president, Elizabeth Annis; secretary, Beulah Cole; treasurer,
Asca Smith. These committees were
chosen: Social. Florence LeGage; dec
orating, Ruth Crouse and Helen La
Crosse; work, Evelyn Pitts; editorial,
Annie Leonard. Those present were:
Misses Ruth Koster, Asca Smith. Eliz
abeth Annis, Florence Legage. Beulah
Cole, Ruth Crouse, Helen LaCrosse,
Evelyn Pitts, Helen Staples and Annie
Leonard. Blue and grey are the club
colors. The "password” was chosen by
Miss Annis. Miss Stajrles is leaving
next wcek but she will keep in touch
with the club through correspondence.

_ _-

•

MATINEE, 10c, 17c
EVENING, 10c, 17c, 22c

PARK

THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45, 8:30

The Theatre with the Big Pictures •

LA.TT.UE ,
TODAY

A few of the fins—

Hewillquickly
show you why
thebettercleaneriscalled“the
most faithful ser
vant that ever en
tered the home.”

REED ROCKERS
advertised at $10.95 last week are
left. To them we have added a
dozen extra good—
These are regular $15.00 and $17.50
values

Call, urite or telephone

THE TORRINGTON
SHOP

638 MAIN STREET, NORTHEND
For Free Demonstration

F. L GRIFFIN, Manager
Boston-Domestic Appliance Co.
Ex^usive New England Distributors.
34Tu*Th41

EMPIRE

„THE STRANGER»
—With—

—IN—

BETTY COMPSON, RICHARD DIX, LEWIS STONE
and TULLY MARSHALL

FRIDAY-SATURDAY

Strong Construction, Heavy, Hand
some Cretonnes
Steel Springs, Gobd Workmanship,
Only

$10.95

“THE TRUTH
ABOUT WIVES”
COMEDY

Cart Laemmle

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

PATHE NEWS

Friday-Saturday
• CHARLES JONES

313-315 MAIN ST.,
ROCKLAND
Telephone 745-J

“NOT A DRUM
WAS HEARD”

11 11 I II IH It 11 I 11 I I I Hri-I
IOGENES Looked For an
Honest Man. If He Had
Been Wiae Enough to
Advertise He Could

Romance, ThriHs, Action
—Also—

“THE STEEL TRAIL”
Chapter Eleven

MON.
TUES.

HERBERT RAWLINSON
—IN—
“MILLIONS TO BURN"

Have Sat Still and Waited For
Honest Men to Come to Him.

’mini miimii'iiim

The Strand

The Congregational circle last night
had the largest attendance which has
marked that church’s popular suppers.

A delightful dinner party was given
nt the home of Mr. and Mrs. Carlton
F. Snow Saturday evening in honor of
the boys’ basketball team which had
such a remarkable season winning the
Knox-Lincoln championship.
Mrs.
Snow was ably assisted by Mrs. Flan
agan and Mrs. Murphy, while Misses
Waagatt, ltichan, Richardson, Marsh,
Flanagan, D. Snow, S. Snow acted as
waiters.
Many interesting events
took place during the evening.
Mrs.
Jones was the recipient of a beautiful
bunch of violets in honor of her birth
day.
Coach Jones presented the
championship cup to Capt. Richard
Snow.
Kenneth Green was unani
mously elected captain of the team
for next year.
The remainder of the
evening was spent in dancing, singing,
and playing games.
Mayor Snow

ELECTRIC
CLEANER

Last Showings Today
BETTY BLYTHE

Mrs. M. O. Wilson entertained the
C. L. Whist Club Monday evening.
I’rizes were won oy Mrs. Flanagan and
Mrs. Anderson. .Mrs. Glendenning re
ceived the consolation.
♦
Mrs. Benjamin P. Merrill of Tren
ton. N. J., Is in the city this week on
business.

Miss Charlotte Buffum has returned
from Detroit, where she has been mak
ing an extended visit with Mrs. Emily
Edwards Weeks

EVEN BETTER
VALVES

THE THEATRE AROUND THE
CORNER

YOU MUST SEE-

JO8EPH DONDI8. Manager.

of
Coarse

JAMES J. O’HARA. Organist

STOP!

TODAY

Tfcit Marriage ’

PETE MORRISON in “SMILIN’ ON”

“It must
no farther: I
have
surtllnK
evidence!
Even such a sensational In
terruption of the season s
hnost
fashlonaWe
wedding
ceremony was hut s mild
forerunner of what was to
come.
But it was the be- |
(tinning of the
strangest,
most mystorlous series nr
hectic events ever presented
on the screen!

—AND—

Trixie Friganza in “Mind Over Motor”
FRIDAY

CLAIRE WINDSOR
NORMAN KERRY
Rita Weiman’s Great Myctery Play Brought to the Screen
Greater Than Ever With an All Star Cast Featuring.

DON’T

TELL

YOUR

MONDAY-TUESDAY

|

FRIENDS

HOW

IT

TURNS

“THE GOLD DIGGER8”

AND

SATURDAY

“THE RIP TIDE”

Featuring

OUT

WANTS

POWER

PLANT

«t a

Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Sorry I overlooked Mrs. Veazie’s
questions, also her suggestion to start
UNOLEUM DEPARTMENT
a wanterknow column in this paptr. I
have felt the want of just such a de
(A CORDIAL INVITATION)
partment Th our home paper and will
do my part to keep it alive and inter
We are pleased to tell you that our spring shipment of Printed and Inlaid Linoleums has arrived and we
esting. Her questibn about the Swamp
Angel I will answer as far as I can re
invite ycu to come to our store and look over the attractive and pretty color combinations that have made our
member. Either before or after Fort
Linoleums so well known.
Sumpter was forced to surrender, some
You will be surprised to learn how economically you can put a bright new linoleum floor in your home—one that
genius thought it would be a good plan
will add beauty, save you hours of hard work and give you years of splendid service.
to reinforce or recapture it, with a big
gun mounted on a raft. As the fort
Bring ycur room measurements and let us give you an estimate of cost, that you will find most reasonable.
was partially surrounded by a great
swamp, troops could not attack it on
foot, neither could war craft of any
size get at it from that quarter; but
seme genius built a raft, mounted a
big cannon on It, and floated the raft
into the swamp upon the side of the
fort which had not prepared for an at
meets at Sidney Stevens this Thurs tack from that quarter, deeming the
with the guitar and Coach Jones with
impassable swamp full protection on
day, postponed from last week.
the mandolin proved a whole Keith's
Miss Edna Spear returned to school that side. This big gun was called the
circuit in themselves and kept every
one in good spirits.
Wednesday after being confined to the Swamp Angel, but it failed in its mis
sion. The raft was not heavy enougli
house with mumps.
to withstand th? tremendous recoil,
CUT IN SHOE PRICES
and after one or two discharges the big
MICKIE SAYS—
gun kicked itself into a slimy, swampy
The Cantilever Factory Announced the
grave, where proha.blv it lies today.
Fact Last Saturday.
OUR. IMPRIMT ON A JOS
Such is my recolleotlon of the history
■Shoe prices, like automobile prices,
OF PRINTING ft JEST LIKE TU'
of the Swamp Angel. Who can tell it
can be reduced whenever the ptlblic
STERLING N\ARK ON SILVER* I more particularly?
demand fills the shoe factories with
Now come on with your questions.
VT IAEKN6 NOUR GiTTIW'
steady and large production, according
It might prove as interesting as Poli
-1W'
BEST'.
AHELA'.
tc Luie Blackington.
tics or liens. Perhaps more so to
‘‘The Shoe factories of the United
F. S. Philbrick.
States,” said Mr. Blackington “have a
■Rockland, March 19.
,
maximum capacity two or three times
• • • •
the actual consumption of shoes per
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
annum.
There are few shoe factories
Seeing the inquiry of Mrs. Adeila
that are able to operate at anything
Veazie in your Tuesday issue.
like full capacity through the year.
The Swamp Angel was an 8-inch 200
One exception is the Cantilever Shoe
pound Parrott gun used by the North
factory in Brooklyn, which seems to
ern Army before Charlestown, S. C„ in
be busy always, and their saving in
the summer of 1863. Engineers found
overhead manufacturing expense has
a place in one of the swamps where the
just brought about a reduction in
Now is the time to get your
mud was not very deep and an em
Cantilever prices, with no reduction
placement was made by driving piles
in wages, and at a time when the cost
Spring Hat. A large assort
and placing thereon 13,000 bags of
of leather and cotton linings shows
sand weighing S00 tons. The big gun
ment of the new popular
a tendency to rise.
was dragged out and placed thereon,
“Generally speaking, all shoe prices
shades, just out of the boxes
and
immediately christened
“The
could come down if people would buy
Swamp Angel." Tills emplacement was
more shoes and thus permit the fac
from the Crofut & Knapp
7900 yards from the city, a far range
tories to run at good capacity all year
in those days,
shop. The styles, the qual
—like the Ford Motor Plant, for exam
August 21, 1863, Gen. Gilmore sent a
ple.
The retail stores, too, could do
ity and the prices are cor
Znotlce to Gen. Beauregard that unless
business on a smaller Margin if people
the Confederates evacuated the city he
bought more shoes, particularly inrect.
intendeel to shell the place. No notice
between seasons.”
>
was paid to this anil at 1.30 o'clock on
the morning of.August 22 the first
In step with the tailored mode is in
shell, filled with Greek Are, was sent
troduced the Ascot fashion in coats,
into the city. The gun was in charge
suits and biouses. TheAseot cape coat
of Lieut. Sellmer, formerly of the 11th
extemporizes five important fashion
Maine Vols. but then attached to the
features. The debonair Ascot scarf;
3d I'. S. neg. Artillery. The gun hurst
the Dircctoire high-placed pockets; the
on the 36th discharge. After the war
jaunty cape, the numerous hand made
itwas sold for junk, but was recognized
button-holes of contrasting color from
and later set on a granite monument in
collar to hem; and the slender, boyish
Let
Trenton, N. J., at the corner ot Perry
silhouette.
The Ascot , suit artfully
and Clinton streets.
combines the chic of the.taillcur with
J. Walter Strout.
Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
the charm of the costume suit. Its
Thomaston, March 19.
Ascot scarf plays manifold parts; its
Demonstrator
1
/
Eatcs-Ctrcet Shirts, Munsingwear,
close-ranged buttonholes reveal a flash
Tripietoe Hose
♦f colors, and its lines are slim and
Show You
boyish. In the Ascot blouse the scarf
404 MAIN ST.
GREEN FRONT
may be simply tied in Ascot fashion, or
X
ROCKLAND, ME,
opened to disclose its smart revers.—
Dry Goods Economist.

:

UNION

A Story of Love, Desire and Sacrifice. What you will see—
The soul struggle of Tagor Khan.
How ^butterfly gnew into a woman.
The development of a woman's soul.
The first man's appearance upon the face of the earth.
How the hand of fate struck down Count Voronsky.
The glamorous atmosphere of an East Indian province.
The duel between Tagor Khan and Count Boris Voronsky.
The headlong race through the night to eave a woman's honor.
The glittering’kplendor of the palace of a princely potentate.
The rescue of the Princess Indore from the waters of the lake.___
REGULAR PRICES

Town Meeting Monday Voted For the Limitation—The
Town Debt Is To Be Wiped Out.
The action taken by the Union town
meeting Monday makes it fairly cer
tain that the Central Maine Power
Company will build its power plant in
that town after ail.
The selectmen
were authorized to make a contract
with that corporation whereby there
will be a tax limit of $3,000 a year on
the plant for a period of 20 years, the
town to hire its street light service
from the. Central Maine Power Co.,
for the same period.
The town al
ready has 16 street lights.
Adverse action taken in a siimly at
tended town meeting last year was
misinterpreted outside as reflecting
the sentiment of the citizens at large and
there was not a little criticism because
the town was apparently arraying itself
against such an important develment.
Monday’s town meeting, on
the contrary was perhaps the largest
Union has ever held, nearly 260 votes
being cast.
W. A. Ayer and Fred E.
Burkett were among those who cham
pioned tax limitation, and very little
was said in opposition. Union seemed
to be very strong for the construction
of the plant, and this news is doubly
welcome in view of the fact that the
project was supposed to be a dead is
sue.
Another important action taken
Monday was the appropriating of $2,500
to wipe out the town debt.
In 1893
Union issued bonds to the amount of
$24,500 in aid of the Georges Valley
Railroad.
Since that time, 31 years

ago, the town has never been free of
debt.
The last block of bonds ma
tured last year, and town orders were
issued to refund them.
The appro
priation made Monday cares for
those town orders and when the money
has been expended Union can look any
town in the face and say: “I don't owe
anybody a cent.”
Town meeting was presided over by
II. L. Grinnell, whose impartial ser
vices as moderator are always appre
ciated by the voters.
The capable
and veteran town clerk, H. E. Messer,
was re-elected to that position and.
also as treasurer.
Other officials
elected Monday were:
Selectmen, assessors and overseers
of poor—II. L. Grinnell, M. R. Miller
and W. C. Perry.
School committee—J. I,. Dornan.
Jload commissioner—E. E. Bowes.
Fire wards—M. F. Lovejoy and J. C.
Creighton.
These appropriations were made:
Schools, $4,500; Loads and bridges,
$.">,000; text books and incidentals.
$800; repairs on High School building.
$3,000; town officers, $1,500: snow bills,
$1,000; State Aid road, $533; special
resolve, $500: maintenance of Stato
Aid roads, $500; street lights, $300;
interest, $300; support of poor, $500;
miscellaneous, $400.
At the Union Republican caucus Mr.
and Mrs. W. E. Haskell, H. L. Robbins,
and II. I,. Grinnell were elected dele
gates to the State and District conven
tions in Portland, April 3.

years has no present intention of re
tiring.
The grade schools open on March 31
John Lincoln was surprised with a for the spring term.
post card shower from his many
Bryan Robinson Is having a week’s
friends also with numerous gifts on
vacation from his work at Warren
his birthday Monday.
Garage.
C. A. Webb has purchased a horse
Mrs. W. M. Stetson was in Rockland
of A. C. Peabody.
The Kings Daughters met on Mon Tuesday on a shopping trip.
Grade and rural schools except
day evening with Mrs. George Walker.
Dr. E. W. Hodgkins of Thoqiaston Hinckley Corner will begin March 31.
was in town Monday, called ia consul Tiie Hinckley Corner school will begin
tation with Dr. F. G. Campbell on the March 24. The term closes June 20.
Tho Christmas Club was enter
case of Miss Clara Stackpole who came
here to reside recently from Thom tained by MIsb Susan Stevens nt Hill
Top Inn last Saturday. The members
aston.
Rehearsals are going on in prepara enjoyed several novelties which the
tion for the entertainment to be given hostess had planned to celebrate St.
by Mystic Rebekah Lodge in the I. O. l'a I rick's day. The dinner table was
O. F. hall next Wednesday under the decorated with the emblems of St. Pat
direction of F. I.. Montgomery
Tiie ’ rick’s (lay and the menu suitable to
Miss Carrie Baker
cast in "The Wax Figger Show of Mi s. j the occasion.
•larley” is made up of as line an ar- | dressed in appropriate costume, was
The afternoon and evening
ray of artists as Warren ever produced waitress.
and no one should miss seeing them. was much enjoyed 4»y the following:
Glen Hunter in "Puritan Passions” Mrs. Nathaniel Eastman, Mrs. Elmer
is the major attraction to be presented .lamcson. Mrs. Fred Matthews, Mrs.
at Glover hall Saturday evening.
Mr. George N« wbert, Mrs. Clara Lermond,
Hunter is one of the most talented Mrs. George Teague, Miss Grace Walk
actors on the stage today and stars in er and the hostess Miss Susan Stevens.
Real progress is being made in the
this production of Percy McKay's stage
plaj' “The Stare Crow," a wondrous extensive repairs on the building
tale of adventure, intrigue and thrills owned by George Gardiner, under the
in “Old Salem Town."
Action starts charge of George Stevens, Frank Clark
with the first flash and at no time and C. Scott Coburn. Wiring was
throughout the picture d.ofs suspense under way Monday and a new soda
lag.
This production bad its pre fountain will lie Installed at a later
mier showing recently in a small New date- Mr. Gardiner is making ener
England town at $3.00 per seat, in a getic preparations for the establishing
theatre that was packed. Who says of his drug store and hopes to set the
Warren isn't getting real pictures? opening day early in April.
Mrs.
Larry Semon will appear in the com Gardiner, too, will take an active In
edy “The Fall Guy.”
ti rest here, and although their home
Clarence Peabody who has given up will continue to lie in Thomaston they
work at hte shoe factory ic employed already feel themselves a part of Warat work on the road3 by J. S. McDon ell. .It is planned to make this a real
ald.
mmunity store extending much the
Mrs. Addic Starrett has been quite ill service
of
Thomaston’s
beloved
at the home of her son William Yates
Henry.” a place where you can meet
of North Warren the past week.
our friends, leave your bundles and in
Levi Boggs had the misfortune to cut
general receive whole hearted service.
his horse very badly while driving
Mr. Gardiner will carry the usual line
through deep snow Friday.
The latest word from Eugene Hayes of a modern drug shop, including as
is that he is convalescing slowly.
G. side issues confectionery, stationery,
B. Hanly was expecting to leave Bay Ice cream and soda without which a
drug store would not seem fully up-toState Hospital Monday.
Miss Helen Robinson, nurse, has date.
Manager Prescott of Union, to whom
lately gone to Cushing where she was
Warren is indebted for its motion plccalled on a case.
Another of those popular,, old- ures. Is trying hard to keep pace with
fashioned dances will take place Fri the growing needs of this live and
day evening in Glover hall, with music prosperous town. He has completed an
by Messrs. Emery and Hart, violins; arrangement by which he Is positive
Fred Overlock drums. Bert Copeland of having good music at nil shows thus
clarinet, and it is expected Mrs. Clif limlnating the “do have” and “don't
ford Overlook at the piano. A general have” which has been such a source
f annoyance in the past, and is now
good time is assured.
A. B. Conic has added a milch goat Investigating a siutlng proposition by
and red Jersey pig to his live stock. which he may be aide to insuro the
of
patrons
during
the
Report says the pig strongly resembles comfort
evening's entertainment. Comfortable
a pet Teddy bear.
Mr. and Mrs. George Booth spent chairs would surely be welcome, and,
while the outside of the hail Is to have
Tuesday in Rockland shopping.
Roger and Olive Teague, who have paint and repairs at the expense ot the
but latily recovered from the mump! town, Mr. Prescott intends to see
what can lie done to make the inside,
are now ill with the whooping cough.
Improvements are
Mrs. William Spear and four child more cheerful.
surely coming. Let's all lend a good
ren are ill with the mumps.
Not content with past epidemics word and push to hrlp make Warren
Warren is now entertaining that of bigger and busier in every way.
bobbed hair.
Congratulations are due the neighbor
ROCKPORT
ing town of Waldoboro on its ap
proaching prosperity. A new granite
Mrs. C. F. Miller of Camdfn and
industry with all power driven appara
Miss Mildred Winnett of Hough’s
tus, employing about 200 hands. Is soon
to start cutting paving blocks. Orders Neck. Mass., were recent guests of
have already been placed to furnish Mrs. Annie Louise Smail.
Mrs. Charles A. Cavanaugh returned
about three years work and rents are
Monday from a visit with relatives in
already in demand.
Miss Edna Boggs is expected home Boston and vicinity.
The regular meeting of Harbor Light
from Portland where she has been vis
Chapter, O. E. S„ was held Tuesday
iting about the middle of this weekS. A. Watts is supplying regular evening and a picnic supper was served
morning lunches at the shoe factory, a at 6.30. At their next meeting. April
service that is much appreciated by 1. the chapter will have a utility showthe employes. Joe Connell carries the et of articles needed in the banquet
basket. In addition to the special din hall and kitchen, such as pitchers,
ner served, in which a choice Ih offered vases, candle sticks, dish towels, holdMrs. Watts docs ordir cooking and irs and other useful articles. AH
prepares pastry, etc. to be taken out. members are requested to be present,
“Service" Is the watchword of the and have a part in this occasion. Rerefreshments will lie served.
Milisyde Lunch.
Joshua N. Tibbetts returned to
The City Club meets on Saturday
evening with Mrs. Robert Walker. Tiie Winnegnnce Tuesday after spending a
few days at the home of his brother
usual picnic supper will be served.
Dr. Dana Newman of Fairfield spent Ralph, at Glencove.
Mrs. B. II. Paul has been confined to
the weekend at his former home in
her home this week by illness.
town.
The town schools will close Friday
L. A. Howard of New Bedford, Mass,
has bought the property owned by for a vacation of one week.
Mrs. Tabbott of Bar Harbor is the
George Young, long known as the
guest of her son Zinas Tabbott on Me
Charles Blackington place.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Kaler of Ro’ck- chanic street.
The Cutherout Club was very pleasland visited Mr. and Mrs. W. L.
nti}' entertained Wednesday even
Stevens Sunday.
Contrary to report Herbert Newman, ing. at the home of Miss Effie Robarts.
who has been In business for about 35 iciieshments were served.

WARREN

---------------

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-315 Main ttepet
ROCKLAND. MAINE

I

Which Ip the HeavlMt Matpit
There are dozeng of metals lighter
than aluminum. Lithium, enp of the
lightest, has only one-flfth of the
weight of aluminum. Gold, elmogt
twice aa heavy at lead, is not the
heaviest. Platinum and Iridium are
heavier.
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Page Eight
WITH THE RADIO FANS
( By the Radio Editor)
After three weeks prolonged absence
fiom the Keag I am back again on the
hili and willing to declare that re
ception here is belter than any I have
heard elsewhere.
Perhaps it’s be
cause it is heme.
At present I am
using a two-tUDe Haynes, hurriedly
made trim scrapped parts that were
kicking around the loffi.ee. but the
little set is a wonder and performs to
a degree that confirms my faith to this
simple little circuit.
I want to tell you fans that for some
time I have been using the UV 201A
tubes as decteetors, and after several
weeks of careful comparison 1 must
admit that they have my preference
over any other tube in this respect.
There are several merits which 1
might bring out but most of al! is its
quiet operation and utter disregard of
critical plate voltage.
A decided in
crease in volume is also obtainable,
owing to the fact that 40 volts may be
satisfactorily used on the plate with
out the tube becoming hard to man
age. These few features, coupled with
very low battery draw, should appeal
to all owners of storage battery sets.
Contlrmed users of the UV 200 may
resent, and even question, my judg
ment in making the above statement
but 1 think a trial will convince them
that with every thing taken into con
sideration the UV 201A has the most
points in its favor.
Fans should bear in mind in trying
this tube as a detector that the po
larity of the grid return and the re
sistance and polarity of the rheostat
must absolutely comply In every re
spect with the diagram on the instruc
tion sheet accompanying these tubes.
• • • •
Bishop’s "Little Wonder DX" as
brought out in a recent Sunday edition
of the Boston Pest is almost identical
with the Haynes.
Not especially so
with the original diagram, but partic
ularly in the improved circuit, the dia
gram of which appeared in a recent
Sunday edition.

MRS.SCHILLESIS
LIKE A NEW WOMAN
Wonderful

Experience

Waterville

of

Restaurant

Proprietor.
Waterville. Me., March 12, 1924.

Mr. H. K. Priest.
Prop. Priest Drug Co.,
Bangor. Maine.
Dear Sir:

Since the appearance of the last
column I have had the pleasure of a
personal call from W. C. Lufkin ef
Glencove and added to the satisfaction
which 1 derived from conversing with
such a sincere radio enthusiast I have
a typewritten list of stations which he
left with me that he has received on
his Westinghouse It. C. since he first
attached the phones to the set over a
year ago.
This list has been carefully arranged
in the exact order in which the stations
have been received and starts ofT with
our old favorites of the early days,
when 360 and 400 meter stations
broadcasted all the programs.
Ihe
first station Is WJZ of Newark, one i.f
the pioneers and also one of the best
stations the country ever- had.
it is
strange to note that although extensive
improvements have been made in the
transmitting apparatus of the now
W.IZ of Now York City anti it is con
sidered a much more up-to-date sta
tion than the old WJZ of Newark, we
do not receive them so satisfactorily
as we used to in the days when the
old Newark station was broadcasting
on 360 meters.
To make a long story short Mr. Luf
kin’s list cf stations numbers 153 and
comes the nearest to covering the
country of any list 1 have yet seen,
legardless of location, and I doubt if
there is a fan in New England who
can make a better showing.
It is
interesting to note in che king over
the list there arc several of the early
stations which have now ceased to
broadcast, hut the most interesting
feature of all is that Mr. Lufkin his
successfully worked nearly all the new
stations in the East that have gone on
the air r.lnce the change of wave
lengths.
Early on the list comes
several stations I have never known
anyone to receive in this section and
out of the first 53 stations listed are
five which have already ceased to
broadcast.
Out of the list I find but three sta
tions that have been Incorrectly read,
and owing to the similarity of letters
this would be quite probable. For in
stance Mr. Lufkin has legged WABL
of Storrs. Conn., as WAZL; WWAB
should be WWAE, and the Washing
ton, Pa., station is WABT instead of
WABP.
My call book dated Jan. 1,
1924, has no record whatever of nine
stations which Mr. Lufkin has on his
list hut as most of these are near the
end of the list it is quite probable
that these have gone on the air since
the publication of the book.
Other interesting features of Mr.
Lufkin's radio list is the fact that
among them are several amateur sta
tions, one being as far west as Co
lumbus, and two being from our own
Slate of Maine.
These are 1-CJM ot
Bangor, which Mr. Lufkin got on the
air the night before their religious ser
vice was broadcast, and Win Knight's
station in Camden. The DX fans will
appreciate the real efficiency of Mr.
Lufkin’s long distance work, which
takes in several stations in Colorado,
two in Texas, three in California, nnd
one In Oregon, not to mention several
stations in the Southern States.
Pe
culiar as it may seem he tells me that
he has never yet received our old
friend WKAQ of Porto Rico, which
is almost weekly the proud boast of
many little single-tubers here in Rock
land.
Just a word about Mr. Lufkin’s lo
cation.
His home is on the Camden
road about half way between Glencove
and Rockport just above the Oakland
Park auto entrance.
lie is ideally
situated on the hill, and has two an
tennas running at different directions
below the house and he uses either of
these, or both, with equal efficiency.
His receiver is the storage battery'
type Westinghouse R. C., now a dis
continued model of the Radio Corpora
tion receivers.
I believe personally
that the secret of Mr. Lufkin’s success
is the fact that he has an unusual
ground which runs to a pipe extending
120 feet straight down into an arte
sian well drilled in the ledge under
his house.
• • • •
Interest in the column shows in
crease and fans have written me sev
eral tine letters. It gives me pleasure
tc offer my thanks to many who have
shown their personal Interest by ex
pressing their feeling for my personal
welfare and who hoped my trip to
Portland In regard to my health was
caused by no serious trouble.
It
means much to me to know that my
short connection with The CourierOaxette, in writing this little column,
has created for me so many unknown
friends who now write their wishes
tor my speedy recovery when they

Being a sufferer of indigestion for
years and years, I have tried a great
many so-called indigestion remedies in
tablet, liquid and powder form but
they were absolutely worthless to me.
Even the doctors could not help me.
I felt just like giving up. 1 had heard
of your powder for a long time but I
just made up my mind yours was like
the rest. Changed iny mind a few
nights ago though after hearing some
men from Aroostook County praise it
highly—went over to DeOr3uy’s Drug
Store and purchased a bottle.
It's
wonderful. Mr- Priest—Pre enjoyed
my first real nir fit's lest for a long
time and I feel like a new woman.
1 hope to have the pleasure of rec
ommending it to a great many if my
acquaintances. It’s a wonderful rem
edy—it's THE wonderful cure for in
digestion.
Yours very truly,
Mrs. Christine Cchilles.
Proprietor Nutshell Lunch,
Main St., Waterville, Me.
think I am ill.
Pome have guessed
that I was gassed, shell-shocked or
wounded in battle; others wish to
know which division I was in, and
what branch of the service, whether
Army or Navy, and one thinks he
knows me as his comrade in the 26th
Division.
• • • •
Dear Friends, lei me relieve you al!
by telling you that my service record
as far as actual duty is concerned Is
r.ot very convincing, but 1 was injured
while serving in the Aviation Section.
Signal Corps, at Sackctt's Harbor in
ISIS, and while I have never been se
riously ill from the elTects of the in
jury. neither have 1 ever been com
fortably well.
Since my discharge I
have been under periodical observation
of the U. S. Veterans Bureau, which
made my recent trip to Portland nec
essary.
1 am in hopes to receive hos
pital treatment soon under its care
and Incidentally I am trying for a
chance to study radio under the pro
visions of the vocational training act.
Your interest has made me grateful
to you all and if any of my comrades
read this 1 hope they will not delayin writing me.
• • • •
Among the letters received this past
week is one from a cousin of mine in
Stockton Springs, whom I have never
seen.
He is James Colby Co. so, and
besides writing a very interesting let
ter he also sends an admirable list of
66 stations all received on a two-tube
receiver that he built himself.
He is
covering the broad-ast band very
nicely and his range includes WEAN
at 273 to NAA at 720 meters. Hope to
hear from my Stockton Springs cousin
again.
• • • •
Saturday night, in spite of intervals
of trashing static revealed the fact
that a clear night isn't always neces
sary for good reception.
Most fans
who have kept a weather eye out along
with receiving conditions could have
easily predicted a clear day for Sun
day.
Saturday night good distance
work was available from every quarter,
with certain results, and most anything
in the Middle West came in good.
If
there was any difference 1 should say
that Canadian stations registered most
poorly of the entire group.
Boston
was strong, especially WBZ, which was
easily the loudest station I received all
the evening.
Using only two tubes
the music from this station was easilyheard all over the house with the
phones lay ing cn the table.
I worked
a new one in Minnesota that probably
most of the fans are familiar with.
This was WCAL. which came in strong
around midnight.

• » • •
The versatility of the
Haynes
showed itself strong last night (Sun
day) when static was so strong that I
tiled diversified methods of overcoming
it.
An inside aerial with no ground,
or the ground wire attached to the an
tenna binding post, proved the most
satisfactory- and 1 worked WDAP with
a pipe organ recital just before 7 p.
m. in this manner.
I was most sur
prised. however, when 1 received sta
tion WBZ without either ground or
aefial attached to the set.
In this
way I could pick up the whistles from
several stations, but WBZ was the
only one that 1 could clear up so 1
could distinguish the music.
Don’t
all call me a liar; try it yourself.

RADIO SETS
—AT—

CARVER’S
BOOK STORE
EASY TERMS OR CASH

29-tf

RADIO
Sets Built To Order
ASSEMBLING AND REPAIR

WORK
Over the Expreie Office

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, > - MAINE

March 20,
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Every-Other-Day

DEBATING A DEBATE

Camden Takes Exceptions To
Certain Details of the Rock
land Contest.
Our Camden High School correspon
dent writes:
The first of the series of triangular
debates between Rockland, Thom
aston and Camden was held in Rock
land on the afternoon of March 14.
Hazel Lunt and Louise Wentworth,
with Doris Quinn as alternates repre
sented, the negative team of C. H S.
and met the Rcckland affirmative, com
posed of boys, at their High School
building.
The merits of the debate, itself, and
of the individual debaters need not be
mentioned, for it was heard by repre
sentatives of all neighboring towns, in
cluding Thomaston. Rockport and Cam
den, al! of whom came to the conclus
ion that the debate was interesting,
well prepared, and the speakers about
evenly- matched as far as speaking
ability was concerned. We would,
however, call attention to a few inci
dents. which did not appeal to our
sense of fair play or mood of sportman ship.
As 1 have mentioned the debate was
held at Rockland High School. We
were all much Interested In the con
vincing way' the debaters presented
heir arguments, until the rebuttal of
Miss Lunt, who spoke second for Cam
den. It was during this speech that
he chairman, who happened to be one
of the Rockland faculty, astonished
he audience by writing something on
a piece of paper and slipping it to the
second affirmative, who seemed verymuch interested in its contents- We
are not claiming that Rockland won
the decision by an unsportmanlike act.
■ut nevertheless it did not appeal to
our sense of fair play. We were just
becoming somewhat reconciled when
the second affirmative in rebuttal in
sisted upon the right to speak a full
half minute after his legal time was
up. The chairman either did not know
the rules, or else did not wish to abide
by them, for she allowed the speaker
a continue until he was ready to lie
seated.

• • « •

Nowhere In the bates rules is there
provision made for a speaker, under
any conditions, speaking more than fin
minutes in rebuttal. These conditions
should have been announced by the
chairman at the >ery beginning. The
act that all these things went appar
ently- unnoticed by the judges, seemed
a little strange. Howevrr, as Is the
ciixtem of Camden teams in all activlies. no kick was put up. They upheld
their record of the past, and took the
decision like good sports that they
are.
We wish it distinctly understood
however, that outside people were not
he only ones who noticed these things
dockland people know a square deal
when they see one, but they apparently
diel not see one, for our girls received
hearty congratulations from no less a
person than the Rockland coach him
self, and wc want it understood right
new, and everyone we have heard
grees with us, that the Camden girly
did themselves and their coach great
credit. Perhaps we should have been
sports enough to let all this go unsaid
if someone, a person who apparently did
not hear the debate himself, had the
kindness to leave the absurd state
ments about our team out of the paper,
and I am sure anyone who went to the
debate will say we are justified under
the circumstances.
The debate held in Camden on the
evening of the same day was close and
nterestlng. The decision was in favor
of Camden by a :wo to one vote. The
judges decided that the best individual
debater was Clarence Pendleton of
Camden.

We 23,000 Men
Present you the utmost in fine cars
All Studebaker models are
equipped with Timken bearings.
There are few cars in America, re
gardless of price, which equal ours
on this point. In our Light-Six, for
instance, we put more Timken bear
ings than are used in any competitive
car, within $1,500 of its price.

HERE are 23,000 of us build
great opportunity for economies and
ing Studebaker cars. Most of
savings.
us are partners in the busi
We have a $10,000,000 body plant,
ness. Thousands of us are stockhold
to maintain the Studebaker standard
ers. All of us, after a certain time,
of coach work. There sons, fathers
get dividends on wages.
and grandfathers are working to

T

All of us, after two years, get vaca
tions with pay. All of us, after one
year, get dividends on wages. After
five years, that annual dividend adds
10% to our earnings.

gether, to build such bodies as Stude
baker always built.

Those bodies are finished by many
operations, including 15 coats of
paint and varnish.

We give unusual equipment. On
some Big-Six models, for instance,
we include two nickel-plated bump
ers, one or two extra disc wheels
with cord tires,a courtesy
light, a motometer, steel
trunk, etc.

The company spends vast sums
The open bodies are upholstered
on co-operative work
with us. When we re
tire, we get pensions.
So Studebaker cars
represent the best that
we, in combination, know
how to offer you.
145,167 people last year paid $201,000,000
*
«
*

See how Studebaker
gained top place

How we do this
We give you these ex
tra values through quan
tity production. We
build 150,000 cars per
year — more than any
other fine-car builder.
Our' large expenses are
divided by that enormous
output.
We do it by building
our own bodies, our own
parts. Thus we save out
side profits.
We do it because we
have up-to-date plants,
with all forms of modern
equipment.

for Studebaker cars.
The sales have almost trebled in the past
three years. Studebaker growth in fine cars
is the marvel of this industry.
Go see the reasons. See the scores of extra
values Studebaker offers.
There are 13 models. Prices start at $1025.
They go to the highest price a fine car needs
to cost.
Don’t buy a car for years to come without
knowing how Studebaker gained its amazing
popularity.
*-

Some of us belong to
management. If we do
better than expected, we
get 10% of the excess.
So every man among
us does his best to make
Studebaker cars supreme.

Our fine backing

Behind us is an hon
ored name. For 72 years
Studebaker has been the
leader in quality and
class.
We have $90,000,000 of
assets. We have $50,000,000 in model plants. We have 12,500
up-to-date machines. So Studebaker
cars are built by modern and efficient
methods.

We have an engineering depart
ment which costs $500,000 yearly.
That to maintain and develop Stude
baker standards.

*

*

*

The results are these:
Beauty, quality and
luxury such as no maker can surpass.
Prices far below the usual. Our
Light-Six, built by ordinary methods,
would sell for from $200 to $400
more. Our Big-Six can be compared
only with the highest-priced cars in
the world.
•

in real leather. The closed bodies in
Chase Mohair. That is made from
the silky fleece of Angora goats.
We pay for those extras — and
others—out of savings. Building our
own bodies saves you on some types
up to $300 per car.

Here are 13 models, from $1,025 to
$2,685. Each 6f them offers scores
of advantages over any comparable
car. They offer such values that the
trend toward Studebakers. has be
come overwhelming.
Go analyze the reasons before you
buy a quality car.

We never stint

We subject Studebaker cars to
30,000 inspections. That requires
1,200 men. AU told over 70,000 ma
chine and hand operations are per
formed in manufacture of a Stude
baker car. In so many operations,
though each one is small, there is a

The rule here is to give the utmost
in every part and detail.
We have 35 formulas for steel.
Each has been demonstrated best for
its purpose. On some of these steels
we pay 15% premium to get the for
mulas exact.

LIGHT-SIX

SPECIAL - SIX

B I G - S I X

5-Pass. 119-in. W. B. 50 H. P.
Touring
■ • ■ ........................... $1425
Roadster (2-Pass.) ........................... 1400
Coupe (5-Pass.) . ...... 1895
Sedan .... ...........................1935
_______________________________________

7-Pass. 126-in. W. B. 60 H. P.
Touring
............................................. $1750
1835
Speedster (5-Pass.)
2495
Coupe (5-Pass.) . .......
Sedan ...................................................
2685__
______________________________________

S-Pass. 112-in. W. B. 40H.P.
Touring.................................
$1045
1025
Roadster (3-Pass.)
1195
Coupe-Roadster (2-Pass.)

Coupe (5-Pass.)........................ .....
Sedan................................................

1395
1485

(All prices f. o. b. factory.

Terms to meet your convenience.)

ROCKLAND GARAGE CO., Distributors
TELEPHONE 700. PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.

THE

WORLD’S

LARGEST

PRODUCER

OF

QUALITY

AUTOMOBILES

NORTH APPLETON
On the occasion of his 73th birth
day anniversary which occurred March
11, U. N. Dyer was the recipient of a
fine chicken dinner and four birthday
cakes donated by admiring friends.
Many letters and cards of greeting
were also received, all of which helped
to make the day a pleasant one. Sam
pies of Mr. Dyer’s artistic work are to
he found in homes throughout Knox
County,
and
in
many
another
county not only in Maine but in
other States.
Many are suffering with severe colds
at the present time.
Mils. Grace Johnson and Mrs. Ma
belle Keene attended the ladles branch
of the Farm Bureau held at the home
ot Mrs. Grace Brown at Appleton Mills
Saturday.
Miss Lottie Waterman of this place
who has for several months been a
patient in the New England Sanato
rium at Melrose, Mass., is reported as
somewhat Improved in health so that
she is now with her sister Miss Laura
E. Waterman in Kenyon. R. I.
Mrs. Nellie Carlton and Mrs. Inez
Carlton both of Rockport were recent
guests of their sister, Mrs. Ague*
Towle.
Pentecostal services at the chapel
dosed Sunday evening.
Rev. HenryLord of Belfast was present at the
meetings the past week.
Mr. Lord
is a forceful and enthusiastic speaker
and holds the attention of his audi
erne from start to finish.
SOUTH HOPE

Stanley Payson has Installed a radio
(Mrs. Evelyn Vining, who has been
seriously ill with typhoid pneumonia
is steadily improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Curtis of Sprucr
Head were recent guests of hei
brother, C. C. Childs.
Mrx. Rissio (Day) Childs
On Wednesday, March 5, occurred
the death of Rlssie (Day), wife of
Charles Childs at Rockland at the age
of 32 years.
Mrs. Childs was an up
right. excellent woman, devoted to her
home and family and made many
friends who will greatly miss her. She
is survived by her husband and twi
little sons, Arnold 20 months, Charles
Crosby two weeks old and a step
daughter Miss Madeline Childs who
have the heartfelt sympathy of the
community in their loss of wife and
mother.
Funeral services were held
from her late home here and were very
largely attended by relatives and
friends. Rev. O. W. Stuart of Rockland
officiating.
The many and beautiful
floral offerings were silent tributes of
love and esteem.
Interment was at
East Union.

HOPE
Eugene Harville has gone to Sedgivieli where he has employment.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Hart enter
tained Obf-il Fuller Saturday night and
Sunday.
Mrs. Maiy Roy Is visiting Miss
Helen lloblrc.
The little son of Mr. and Mrs. L. H.
Benr.ett who has lieen very ill is re
ported slightly improving.
Miss Gra e Drake ot Camden has re
turned home after several days dress
making in town.
Miss Gretchen Grassow is assisting
Mrs. Earle Norwood temporarily.
For the fi-st time this year a storm,
that tf last Wednesday crippled the
•nail service so that W. E. Hall did not
get back with the sacks until Thursday
when he delivered a double supply.
Everybody was extra glad to see him
as it was "paper day.”
An item of interest to his friends
was the 83rd birthday celebration cf
Orrin Bills which took place at the
home of Mrs. Millie Rankin in Rock
port with whom he boards.
List
Thursday at 7 o'clock a delicious chick
en dinner was served to the guests by
Mrs, Rankin.
Seated between his
two cousins, Mrs. Adella Goding of
Hope and Mrs. Nellie Wilkins of Rock
port, Mr, Bills created much merri
ment by extinguishing with one blow
the S3 candles with which the cake
was decorated. Mr. Bills was born in
Hope in 1S41 and is the brother of
Leander Bills who has always made
bis home here.
He Is a Civil Wlir
veteran, having been mustered into
the sei vice of the Eighth Maine Regi
ment by the late Col. E. A. True cf
Hope, where he held the offices of or
derly, sergeant, lieutenant and cap■ lin.
He is a very active man for his
age taking a lively interest in all the
affairs of the day. His many friends
wish him health, happiness and many
more pleasant birthdays.

WALDOBORO

Mrs. Nellie B. Wallace of Smith Wal
doboro has been visiting .her sister,
Mrs. Ralph Morse.
Stated meeting Wiwurna Chapter,
No. 34, Ci. E. S., Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Frank Massure of Portland is
the guest cf her daughter. Airs. May
nard II. Kuhn.
Mrs. Isadore Hnffses has returned
from Massachusetts.
All the schools in town will com
mence the spring term March 2-1.
Friends of Capt. Astor Keene were
saddened to hear of his death at his
homo in Bremen Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davis have
returned from Dover, N. H„ where
they have spent the winter.
Special evangelistic services are be
ing conducted by Rev. Harry Taylor
at the Baptist church this week. Mr.
Taylor, who is leaving Maine for a
new field, is spending a short period
of time among the churches in the as
sociation.
He is assisted in the ser
vices by his daughter, who is a so
prano soloist.
Miss Celeste Clark entertained sev
eral relatives at a dinner party at her
home Tuesday afternoon.
The occa
sion was het- 87th birthday.
Miss
Clark was the recipient of many beau
tiful gifts.
• • • •
The Star Club, which was prevented
from meeting by the storm last week,
met with Mrs. S. H. Weston Wednes
day.
Next meeting will be with Mrs.
W. H. Crowell.
The much talked of Silver Tea giv
en for the benefit ot the Library by
the Woman’s Club was tin unqualified
success.
The patronage was large,
and enthusiastic over the delightful
manner in which the plans were car
ried out.
The library was beautifully
decorated for the occasion in green
and white, shamrocks .also being used"
a.s a feature of the holiday.
The
serving table was dainty in its ap
pointments, the array of edibles being
SOUTH SOMERVILLE
a feast to the eye as well as having
more material benefit, Mrs. Stahl
L. W. Bartlett went to Jefferson Sun and Mrs. Gay poured, serving both
day to visit his son Erville.
coffee and tea. Airs. Harold R. Smith,
Lloyd Hewett has bought a horse of the chairman of the committee, was
Linwood Turner.
ably assisted by Mrs. W. A. White.
-William B. Hewett has been ap Mrs. 1). B. Mayo, Airs. .1. JI. Lovell and
pointed delegate to the Republican Miss Mario/i Clark.
Airs. Mary C.
State Convention in Portland.
Hovey, the president, had charge of
Gillmore Bowman who has been the silver basket which was much in
staying with his parents this _winter, evidence on a small table near the
left town Friday for an indefinite time. door.
The contributions amounted to
Mr. and Mrs. Earle Keller, who have $25.
The money will doubtless be
been working at S. L. Bartlett's for a used for the purchase of books or for
time went to Augusta Thursday where Mine other pressing need of the li
they will have employment until Mr.’ brary.
All the members of the elub
Keller is called to his duties as fire eo-operated In every way to muke the
warden on Alt, Spencer.
affair a success.

end guest of Airs. William Burns, Wal
doboro.
Mrs. Laura Brackett called on Sirs.
Mrs. Clarence Harding and daugh
L. L. Alank Sunday.
ter Ruth arrived Saturday evening
Ivan Scott was la Rockland Thurs
and me stopping at their farm here.
day.
Mr. and Airs. Leland Orff of North
Mr- and Mrs. Wilbur O. Pitcher, who
have been spending the winter with Waldoboio spent Sunday with Airs.
tlieir son in Roslindale, Mass., and Orff's parents, Mr. and Mrs. John L.
daughter-in-law at South .Veymouth, Flanders.
W. II. Keene was In Rockland Mon
returned home Saturday.
Airs. Herbert Winchenbach recently day.
Miss Leona Rines went to Hlnkley
sold to William Wotton of Lawry a
beef cow which when dressed weighed j Monday to spend a week with her
758 pounds. This is the largest cow mother, Mrs. Llzxie Rines.
Howard Winslow spent the weekend
ever sold for beef from this section and
no doubt the largest from any of the in Camden.
Mrs. Emeline Wallnce is in very
surrounding towns.
Who can beat
poor health.
this?
Mrs. William Keene Is spending a
Nelson Kaler of North Waldoboro
was at Rcddington and Percy Miller's few days in Gardiner.
W. Fitch and Henry Hartford were
Sunday.
Air. and Mrs. Albert Genthner spent In Rockland Saturday.
Perley Jones of Jefferson Was a
Sunday with relatives at West Wal
weekend guest at T. T. Block's.
doboro.
Those small ads in The Courier'Misses Dorothy and
Genevieve
Creamer of the village spent last week Gaietto are read by every body. That
Is why they are so popular and
with their uncle. John A. Rincs.
Mis. Lucretia Kaler was the week effective

FAST WALDOBORO

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

BANK

ROCKLAND, • * - MAINS

Office Hours—9 to 3

Saturdays 9 to 12

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

■W-A.JXT TK

to exchange naw furniturs fbr your old. Ws must keep our ascend
hand department filled, and are willing to axohango now modem
furniture fer your old: also ranges and musical instruments.

V. F. STUDLEY, INC.

"• ’00,<Li!‘ttD

Rockland Marble and Granite Works
W. H. GLENDENNING, Proprietor

MANUFACTURERS OF CEMETERY WORK
—AND DEALERS IN—
Native

and

29-Th-tt

Scotch

Granite,

LINDSEY

Marble

STREET

Shelves,

Etc.

